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ABSTRACT

Radiation therapy (RT) plays a crucial role in the management of cancer, however,

current standards of care have yet to account for patient specific radiation sensitivity.

Raman spectroscopy (RS) is a promising technique for radiobiological studies as a

way to measure radiation responses in biological samples and could provide a method

for monitoring and predicting radiation response in patients. The work in this disser-

tation gives way to significant advances in the implementation of RS for applications

in radiation oncology. Specifically, instrumentation improvements for clinical imple-

mentation of RS were achieved through the investigation and development of Raman

microfluidic systems. Unique magnesium fluoride based microfluidic systems were

engineered and evaluated for applications in radiobiological studies. These systems

were found to yield superior spectral quality over traditional microfluidic designs.

Furthermore, in order to assert RS as a key technique for clinical monitoring and pre-

diction of radiation responses, human non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and breast
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adenocarcinoma tumour xenograft models were investigated for Raman signatures of

radiation response. These studies found that RS can identify unique and distinct sig-

natures of radiation response in tumours, that can be tracked over time. In particular,

NSCLC tumours were found to have key radiation induced modulations in cell cycle

and metabolic linked spectral features- including glycogen. Breast adenocarcinoma

tumours were found to exhibit distinct fluctuations in spectral features linked to cell

cycle as well as protein content. In the case of NSCLC, radiation response signatures

were found to be linked to tumour regression and hypoxic status of the tumour- a

key factor that dictates radiation resistance in the disease.

This work provides the first application of RS to measure radiation response signa-

tures of tumours irradiated in vivo. These results show that RS is a versatile technique

that can offer insight into radiation induced molecular changes that are unique to the

type of cancer and can be monitored over several days following radiation exposure.

Together with improved instrumentation for radiobiological studies using microflu-

idics, the work presented in this dissertation further emphasizes the key role RS can

have in radiation oncology and personalization of RT.
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Chapter 1

Personalized Radiation Therapy

1.1 The problem of cancer

Cancer is a disease characterized by cells that have lost the ability to control normal

growth and death processes and have the potential to invade distant tissues. This

disease can originate from many different cell types throughout the body including

epithelial, mesenchymal, blood, immune, central and peripheral nervous system cells

[1]. Both inter- and intra-disease heterogeneity exists in terms of genotypic and

phenotypic characteristics, disease progression and response to treatment. This means

that while there are key differences between various types of cancer, there are even

differences in characteristics among a population of individuals with the same type

of cancer, making this a complex disease to both characterize and treat.

Cancer therapy is often a multifaceted approach, making use of a combination of

treatment strategies including surgery, radiation therapy (RT), chemotherapy and

immunotherapy. RT plays a key role both as a strategy for definitive treatment and

palliative care. Radiation can be administered either adjuvant or on its own, for

a variety of disease sites including: breast, colon, non-hodgkins lymphoma, lung,

melanoma, and prostate [2]. As such, nearly 50% of all cancer patients undergo RT

at some point during their treatment. Further, 29% of cancer patients in the USA

received RT during their initial treatment course in the years 2003-2005, and by 2020

it is expected this number will increase by 22% [3]. RT is a highly implemented and

relatively cost efficient approach to cancer care, and demand for this treatment only
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continues to increase.

1.2 Modernizing radiation therapy

Radiation therapy uses ionizing radiation to induce damage in deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA) within cancerous cells while minimizing damage to surrounding healthy tis-

sues. Typically, high energy photons (MV energy) are either supplied from a radioac-

tive source (e.g. 60Co, brachytherapy) or produced using a clinical linear accelerator

(LINAC). These photons are delivered to the disease site with the aim of achieving

relatively uniform dose coverage in the tumour and doses below specified tolerances

in the surrounding normal tissues.

To date, efforts to individualize RT have come in the form of using anatomical imaging

and clinical parameters to deliver a conformal radiation dose to the disease site [4,5].

These efforts have been made possible through key technological advancements in the

field of RT physics. Prior to the 1950s, radiation field delivery to lesions was primitive,

with little conformality to the site of the lesion. The introduction of an isocentrically

rotating 60Co treatment machine by Johns and Cunningham in 1959 initiated the push

towards conformal radiation field delivery [6]. By the mid 1960s concepts in three

dimensional conformal RT (3D-CRT) on the LINAC were developed [7], delivering

multiple statically shaped beams in a three dimensional dose distribution [8]. The

next major advancement came in the late 1990s, when intensity modulated radiation

therapy (IMRT) became commercially available [9]. IMRT uses a multi-leaf collimator

(MLC) to produce field intensity modulations that are optimized to achieve superior

conformal dose escalation of the tumour and improved healthy tissue sparing [10].

IMRT has proven particularly valuable in sites such as: lung [11], head and neck

[12, 13] and prostate [14, 15]. Contemporary clinical RT techniques primarily use

volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) which combines the field shaping achieved

in IMRT with simultaneous changes in dose rate, gantry arching and couch motion.

intends to maximize conformal dose delivery capabilities as obtained with IMRT,

while improving treatment times [16].

Modern MLCs have lead to dose-shaping capabilities that approach the physical limit

in IMRT and VMAT [17]. The primary challenge in radiation dose delivery currently

lies in target selection and delineation as well as daily patient set-up accuracy and
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tumour localization [17]. Image guided radiation therapy (IGRT) makes use of in-

treatment image guidance using either cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) [18]

or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [19, 20] to account for tumour location and

patient-set up changes day-to-day. Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) com-

bines improved dose conformality and targeting accuracy through image guidance

to deliver large, ablative doses of radiation. This technique makes use of improved

biological effectiveness with hypofractionation, with the intention of improved treat-

ment outcomes. SBRT has shown favourable results as an alternative to surgery in

non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [21], liver [22–24] and spine [25–28].

Recent advances in particle therapy (e.g. proton, carbon ion) have the potential

to further improve dose conformity as a result of the short range dose deposition

characteristics associated with charged particles [29], leading to sparing of normal

tissue [30] compared to photon-based treatments. Particle therapy also has the po-

tential for improved biological cell kill through higher relative biological effectiveness

(RBE) compared to photons [30]. As a result, particle therapy has shown poten-

tial advantage over conventional photon therapy for some cases including pediatric

cancers [31, 32] and eye tumours [31].

Particle therapy and SBRT showcase two key clinical technologies that attempt to

exploit biological factors in order to make improvements to treatment outcome. How-

ever, the majority of advances in RT have focused on improving conformality and

accuracy of radiation dose delivery. Key opportunities for improvement of RT exist,

including consideration of biological factors for radiation response such as microenvi-

ronment effects and targeting radioresistance [17]. Although current RT approaches

lead to uncomplicated local or locoregional control for many disease sites [33], this

is not always the case (e.g. glioblastoma, NSCLC [34–36]). Furthermore, dose es-

calation or de-escalation could further reduce normal tissue toxicity [37]. Therefore,

substantial room for RT improvement exists in considering biological factors of radi-

ation response.

1.3 Biologically informed radiation therapy

The decision to include RT in a patient’s treatment regimen is based on evidence that

it would improve local tumour control, relieve symptoms or improve quality of life [38].
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Once RT is indicated several key decisions are to be made regarding specifics of the

treatment, including whether RT will be used alone or adjuvant and the radiation

dose to be delivered. Treatment approach is often decided based on a combination of

empirical understanding, research based knowledge and personal experience [38]. In

particular, factors predictive of therapy outcome such as tumour and patient related

clinical indicators, treatment technicalities and the dose response relationship between

tumour control and normal tissue injury are typically considered [38–40]. Figure 1.1

gives a detailed list of some commonly considered factors that allow the physician

to estimate the probability of tumour control for a patient [40], based on previous

understanding of how a similar population of patients responded to treatment. This

is generally a one-size fits all approach to treatment and does not account for any

inter-individual and intra-individual heterogeneities in radiosensitivity.

Figure 1.1: Factors considered for treatment design in radiation therapy.
These include: characteristics related to the patient, disease and technicalities for
treatment delivery. Compiled from sources [39,40]

Variation in response of both normal tissue [41–43] and tumour [39, 40, 44] has been

observed among patients presenting with similar clinical indicators. Several factors

have been proposed that lead to variations in response among patients including:

the random nature of radiation induced cell damage [45], genetic variations [46],

tumour microenvironment differences [40, 47]. Beyond patient-to-patient variations,

intra-tumour phenotypic heterogeneities within the tumour, have the potential to
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affect treatment outcome [48]. Therefore, efforts to characterize these heterogeneities,

and develop a RT treatment strategy based on personalized indications of radiation

resistance and sensitivity have the potential to revolutionize the field of radiation

oncology.

1.4 Personalizing radiation therapy

Various biomarkers of radiation response have been investigated, although clinical

implementation is limited at this time. For example, retrospective and prospective

trials within the Radio-oncology group of the German Cancer Consortium identified

human papilloma virus (HPV) positive status in head and neck squamous cell car-

cinoma (HNSCC) as indicative of low risk for locoregional recurrence [49]. Further,

HPV negative patients were found to stratify with favourable treatment outcomes if

they were associated with low levels of stem cell markers and hypoxia [50]. While

this is one example of biomarkers that may inform treatment outcome, a variety of

other markers have been investigated. These markers are defined at various levels,

including both intrinsic cellular characteristics (e.g. intrinsic radiation sensitivity,

DNA response pathways), extrinsic characteristics (e.g. hypoxia, repopulation rates),

genome-wide, radiomic and functional imaging indicators.

1.4.1 Intrinsic assays

Intrinsic assays include measuring cell radiosensitivity as characterized by counting

the surviving fraction at 2 Gy (SF2). This is a direct measure of cell response to

radiation through observing colony formation of a cell population following irradia-

tion. SF2 has been shown to be a significant prognostic factor in head and neck [51]

and cervix [52] cancers. Unfortunately, such assays are time consuming (four weeks

incubation), labour intensive (cell culturing, colony counting) [53] and suffer from

poor reproducibility (due to technical complexity of methodology). This assay is

a direct measure of colony formation and therefore gives little insight into the un-

derlying mechanisms driving radiation response. Alternatively, surrogates for cell

radiosensitivity such as DNA break and repair [54], chromosome aberrations [55] or

apoptosis [56] could be used. Such measures of inherent radiosensitivity are less
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time consuming than colony assays however the surrogate technique is an imperfect

measure of radiosensitivity [39].

1.4.2 Extrinsic assays

Oxygen levels in the tumour play an important role in radiation sensitivity (see chap-

ter 2, section 2.1.4), making the measure of hypoxia (both directly and indirectly)

a key target for radiosensitivity assays. As an example, hypoxia has been shown to

indicate poor RT response in head and neck patients [57]. Hypoxic status can be mea-

sured directly through polarographic electrodes [58], or indirectly through endogenous

hypoxic markers [59, 60]. Indirect measures of hypoxia include tumour vasculature

density, perfusion and tumour metabolic activity using functional imaging. Unfortu-

nately, direct measures of hypoxia are invasive to the patient while indirect measures

may require injection of a chemical tracer.

Tumour repopulation, as indicated through cell proliferation rates can also be an in-

dicator of radiosensitivity. This can be measured by counting the mitotic index (frac-

tion of cells in mitosis), measuring tumour potential doubling time through thymi-

dine analogue uptake [61] or staining for proteins associated with proliferation (e.g.

Ki67) [62, 63]. Unfortunately, clinical implementation of techniques associated with

determining cell proliferation rates are limited because thymidine uptake studies re-

quire injection of a drug/tracer making it invasive for the patient, and common protein

labelling assays give little information on the involved radiation response mechanisms.

1.4.3 Genome-wide indicators

Recent shifts in technology leading to accessible genomic profiling techniques has led

to rapid development of genetic signatures of radiation resistance. One approach has

been targeting gene expression associated with a radiation response mechanism (e.g.

hypoxia or proliferation) to identify signatures of response. For example, Khodarev et

al. showed a link between signal transducer and activator of transcription-1 (STAT1)

expression and increased tumour survival following radiation exposure [64]. However,

the predictive power of this pathway has not been tested clinically. p53 has also been

extensively studied as a biomarker for radiation response in a variety of tumour sites
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(e.g. central nervous system, bladder, ovarian, colon, prostate) [65–69]. Carcinomas

originating in brain, bladder and ovary with wild-type p53 gene status were asso-

ciated with cell sensitivity to radiation, however the presence of this gene does not

necessarily predict radiation sensitivity because other radiation response mechanisms

can annul its function [65]. Loss of p53 function in colorectal carcinoma was found

to have no effect on cell radiosensitivity [66]. Conversely, functional p53 was related

to significantly increased clonogen survival in prostate carcinoma [67]. Although ex-

tensively studied, p53 gene status has yet to be verified through clinical trial as a

predictive indicator.

Status of a single gene (e.g. p53 only) may be insufficient as a predictor of radiation

sensitivity because its implications seem to vary with tissue of origin. Genome-wide

assays eliminate the narrow scope associated with single gene assays, because many

biological processes can be monitored in an unbiased manner. One such genetic sig-

nature was developed for indicating decreased recurrence rates in breast cancer [70].

Another approach has been development of the radiation sensitivity index (RSI), a

gene expression model that can be used to predict intrinsic tumour radiation sensi-

tivity and treatment response [71–74], The RSI has shown promise for a variety of

tumour sites including rectal, esophageal, breast or head and neck cancer [71,75] and

more recently RSI has been combined with the linear quadratic model to genetically

guide adjustments to RT dose [76]. More recently, single nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) have been found to correlate to histopathologic tumour responses to radi-

ation [77–79]. Circulating cell free DNA also shows promise to assess response to

chemotherapy, but has the potential to inform about response in radiation oncology

as well [80].

1.4.4 Radiomic and functional imaging

Radiomics and functional imaging are also two highly promising areas of development

for radiosensitivity assays. Radiomics uses image features extracted from radiographic

(computed tomography (CT)) images to inform about functional characteristics of

the patient that could not be identified with the naked eye. Mattonen et al. report

radiomics is capable of detecting early changes linked to local recurrence in early-

stage lung cancer [81]. Currently applications of radiomics in radiation oncology are

very limited, but surely this area is promising.
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Functional imaging methods include positron emission tomography (PET), MRI and

optical imaging techniques like fluorescence imaging. These techniques image the en-

tire tumour, eliminating selection bias associated with biopsy-based techniques [82].

Imaging based techniques provide spatial information about distributions in the dis-

ease and in some cases allow for dynamic imaging options. Tumour characteristics

linked to radiation response including hypoxia [83] (measures of oxygen uptake or sur-

rogates for hypoxia like perfusion [84] and angiogenesis [85]), cell proliferation [86],

apoptosis [87], receptors or gene expression [88] have been investigated. Unfortu-

nately, these techniques can involve injection of toxic or radioactive agents, making

them invasive to the patient. Clinical studies investigating molecular imaging as a

radiation response assay have shown some promise [84, 85, 89, 90], however, further

clinical validation in large controlled studies is required.

1.4.5 New innovations in radiation response assays

While genome-wide assays and some radiomic assays show clinical promise, additional

assays to augment these techniques and alleviate the draw backs associated with

them are needed. Ideally, a clinically implemented assay would be based in vivo

or ex vivo and: can be performed rapidly relative to the time line of a patients

treatment, is cost effective, is reproducible, is insensitive to tumour sampling, is non-

invasive, has high specificity and sensitivity to identifying changes in radiosensitivity

and correlates directly to local tumour control [39, 40]. Finally, an assay which can

directly measure radiation induced biochemical changes would improve understanding

of radiation response mechanisms that could be targeted to enhance treatment and

determine the optimal treatment for a patient.

1.5 Raman spectroscopy for applications in radia-

tion oncology

Raman spectroscopy (RS) is a non-destructive, potentially non-invasive and label-free

technique to quantitatively measure the biochemical fingerprint of systems including

live cells and fresh tissue. RS has been extensively applied to study biological systems,

as reviewed extensively by Fabian et al. [91]. Briefly, RS has been used to determine
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secondary structure and side chain chemical environment in proteins [92], determine

chromatin structure [93], distinguish DNA structure types, study characteristics of

DNA/ribonucleic acid (RNA) [91] or DNA/protein hybrid structures [94] as well as

nucleic acids and membranes (protein/lipid assemblies).

RS has also been extensively applied to study live and fixed human cells. Puppels et al.

applied RS to study the biomolecular content of cytoplasmic and nuclear regions that

make up human cells [95], emphasizing the sensitivity of RS to biomolecular content

differences between these two regions. Further work showed biochemical content

stratification among neutrophilic, eosinophilic and basophilic cells using RS [96]. Cell

functions like cell cycle [97], proliferation [98] and cell death [97, 99] have also been

monitored using RS. Further tissue composition changes arising from factors like

disease (e.g. cancer [100] or Alzheimers [101, 102]) and tissue structure changes (e.g.

muscle contraction [103,104]) have also been studied.

Developments in Raman instrumentation have allowed for vast applications of RS

to biological systems. With appropriate laser selection, biochemical content can be

probed in a non-destructive manner allowing cells to remain viable following RS anal-

ysis. Furthermore, depending on instrumentation selection RS can be applied in vitro,

in vivo or ex vivo without the use of labelling agents. Raman spectra can be obtained

from sample regions on the order of the size of a cell (10 µm) or sub-cellular [95,105],

allowing for selective analysis of nuclear or cytoplasmic events. Taken together RS

is an excellent candidate technique for clinical implementation. Despite these ad-

vantages, one key drawback for clinical implementation is the lengthy times for data

acquisition and its labour intensive nature. However possibility for circumventing

these drawbacks exist.

1.6 Raman spectroscopic applications in cancer care:

Diagnostics

It is expected that cancer leads to changes in the molecular composition of diseased

tissue, which should be reflected in Raman spectral differences [106]. Accordingly, re-

search using RS on ex vivo biopsies has demonstrated differentiation between healthy

and cancerous tissue in a variety of sites including brain [107], breast [108, 109],
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cervix/gynecological [110,111], colon [112–114], bladder [113], head and neck [115,116]

and prostate [115]. Technological advancements in fiber optic probes has lead to in

vivo Raman spectral acquisition leading to effective differentiation between healthy

and basal cell/squamous cell carcinomas [117] as well as breast [108], colon [114] and

cervix [118] carcinoma.

Tumour margin demarcation and tumour grading has also been achieved using RS.

In particular, tumour border demarcation has been demonstrated in basal cell car-

cinoma [119] and glioma tumours during surgery [120]. Furthermore, differentiation

between metaplasia, inflammation, normal tissue, and low and high grade cervical

pre-cancers [118] as well as between different grades of prostate carcinoma [121] have

been achieved using RS.

1.7 Raman spectroscopic applications in cancer care:

Radiobiology

The sensitivity of RS to structural and chemical changes has made this technique

appealing for studying the effects of ionizing radiation on biological materials. Irradi-

ated and unirradiated DNA solutions were found to have significant Raman spectral

differences [122–124] attributed to structural changes in the DNA as a result of ra-

diation damage. Dose dependent structural changes in bovine and human serum

albumin [125], as well as other proteins [126] and lipid chains of artificial lipid mem-

branes [127] have been identified using RS. Furthermore, RS has been used to study

the effect of lipid phase state on lipid membrane radiation sensitivity [128], the effect

of radiation on liposomes in the presence of proteins [129] and to identify radiation

induced changes in plasma membranes isolated from hamster cells [130]. Gamma and

proton radiation induced destruction of primary structure, functional group loss and

cross-linking in sodium hyaluronate has also been examined [131].

RS has also been applied beyond basic biomolecules, to study the effects of radiation

on cells. Single cell studies are valuable to radiobiology because they have the poten-

tial to reveal cell-specific radiation response mechanisms. By studying cells, a clear

picture of the radiation response can be obtained and has the potential to lead to

classifications and targeting of radiation responses. Radiation induced perturbations
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in single cells have been studied in a variety of human lung, prostate and breast cancer

cell lines, in vitro following irradiation to doses ranging from 2-50 Gy [105,132–136].

Low dose radiation effects (<0.5 Gy) and bystander effects in human keratinocytes

have also been studied using RS [137]. Interestingly, in some cell lines Raman sig-

natures of radiation response have been found to segregate with p53 gene status and

intrinsic radiosensitivity [135]. These results illustrate both the potential of RS to in-

vestigate driving mechanisms behind radiation response and act as a radiosensitivity

predictive assay to monitor patient response during treatment.

While RS has proven successful in identifying radiation responses in cells, clinical

implementation of this technique will involve applications in tissue. Tissue is a more

complex system than elementary single cell systems because it is made up of a com-

position of cells and varying levels of extracellular matrix or basement membrane

(in epithelial tissue) constituents [138]. Therefore Raman studies in such complex

systems are key for establishing clinical implementation. RS has shown potential for

distinguishing between radioresistant and radiosensitive oral [139] and cervical [140]

cancer subtypes as well as identifying biochemical signatures of radiation response in

human lymphocytes exposed to low radiation doses (<0.5 Gy) [141]. Furthermore,

RS can identify radiation-induced spectral changes in skin (mouse, swine, human)

and human pancreatic adenocarcinoma xenografts exposed to proton radiation ex

vivo [142].

Tumour heterogeneity plays a key role in radiobiology, as it has the potential to lead

to complex and varied radiation responses within the tumour. Therefore, in vivo

irradiation investigations are necessary. In the case of mouse brain, distinct Raman

spectral features could be identified following in vivo irradiation [143]. This result

demonstrates the potential of RS for clinical applications in monitoring radiation

response, however the key features of tumour microenvironment and dynamics are

not addressed. Currently no applications of RS exists that investigate the radiation

response of tumours in vivo.

1.8 Dissertation scope

The purpose of this dissertation is to address key components in asserting RS for

clinical implementation in radiation oncology. First, design considerations for a Ra-
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man microfluidic system are presented which would promote high throughput and

automated analysis of biological samples. The aim of this system is to provide an

alternative to traditional data acquisition techniques in order to reduce labour in-

tensiveness and time for spectral acquisition. Next, the first application of RS to

study radiation induced biochemical changes in human tumours irradiated in vivo,

using murine models, is presented. The breadth of RS for studying irradiated tu-

mours is investigated through NSCLC and triple negative breast tumour models, at

various doses and time points post irradiation. Key molecular signatures of radiation

response are identified and compared with results previously found in in vitro. In

order to better understand the nature of Raman signatures of radiation response in

NSCLC, links to hypoxia and hypoxic recovery within the tumour microenvironment

are investigated.

This dissertation commences by reviewing key concepts in radiobiology, including

particular focus on tumour microenvironment and hypoxia in chapter 2. Chapter 3

presents theoretical and instrumentation considerations for RS with particular em-

phasis on applications to biological systems. Chapter 4 describes the materials and

key methodologies associated with experiments presented in this work.

The results of this dissertation are presented in a series of four chapters. First,

chapter 5 presents instrumentation and design details for Raman microfluidic sys-

tems. Chapter 6 presents the initial RS analysis of in vivo irradiated NSCLC tumour

xenografts, and discusses the key biomolecular changes in response to radiation ex-

posure. Chapter 7 expands on the work in Chapter 6 by providing detailed analysis

of the radiation induced Raman signatures identified in NSCLC tumours, linking

these responses to tumour microenvironment and hypoxic fluctuations. Furthermore,

temporal evolution of these response signatures are investigated. Chapter 8 presents

Raman signatures of radiation response discovered in triple negative human breast

xenografts.

This work is completed by highlighting the main conclusions drawn from the presented

Raman studies and the implications of these results for integration of RS in radiation

oncology. Appendices A, B and C offer supporting Raman spectral assignment for

the corresponding studies.
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Chapter 2

Clinical Radiation Biology

This chapter summarizes key concepts in radiation biology with particular empha-

sis on tumour microenvironment and metabolism. Section 2.1 presents the basic

building blocks of tumours by discussing the common biomolecules and cell functions

that drive cellular processes, tumour microenvironment and metabolism. Section 2.2

discusses the mechanisms of energy deposition by radiation in tissue, and the subse-

quent cellular processes that occur as a result of radiation damage. Factors affecting

radiation damage are also discussed.

2.1 The biology of tumours

Tumours are a collection of neoplastic and stromal cells, supported by the tumour

vasculature and embedded in an extracellular matrix [38]. The tumour system is

therefore controlled by the collective functionality of cells and the biomolecules that

drive cellular processes. Further, the tumour microenvironment itself plays an im-

portant role in progressive genetic evolution and clonal selection, which can influence

development and characterization of the disease [38]. This section examines the fun-

damentals of biomolecules, cells and tumours in the context of normal functions and

dynamics in the complex tumour environment.
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2.1.1 The building blocks of tissue: Biomolecules

Human cells are made up of an outer cellular membrane which encloses the nucleus

and organelle containing cytoplasm. The majority of the cell is composed of water

(75% of cell content) [144], however further constituents include inorganic materi-

als (1%) and a collection of organic materials including several key biomolecules:

protein (15%), nucleic acid (1%), lipids (2%) and carbohydrates (1%) [145]. These

biomolecules drive cellular function and form the basis of the cell’s structure. The

cell membrane defines the outer wall of the cell, isolating it from its surroundings.

This membrane controls what enters and exits the cell and is made up of 40-50%

lipid and 50-60% protein [144]. Cytoplasm is encased in the cellular membrane,

which is an aqueous solution of proteins, RNA, glucose, cellular waste products,

enzymes and electrolytes. Organelles are suspended within the cytoplasm and con-

sists of the mitochondria (cellular metabolism), endoplasmic reticulum (synthesis of

steroids, phospholipids and complex polysaccharides), ribosomes (protein synthesis),

golgi apparatus (protein storage) and lysosomes (contain enzymes for autolysis of cell

contents). Furthermore, the nucleus is central to cellular function and is made up

of a double-layered membrane separating cellular DNA from the cytoplasm. This

membrane is porous allowing for the exchange of proteins between the nucleus and

rest of the cell. The nucleus holds nucleoprotein, RNA, enzymes, free amino acids,

lipids, calcium, magnesium and potassium as well as chromatin [144]. Also located

in the nucleus is the nucleolus, a small dense structure which contains 10-20% of the

RNA for the entire cell [144]. The unified action of these cellular units yields cell

function, which is ultimately driven by chemical processes dictated by the reactivity

of key biomolecules.

Nucleic acids

Nucleic acids are nucleotide-based polymers, found in the form of DNA and RNA in

the cell. Figure 2.1 shows the basic structure of nucleic acids, made up of nitrogenous

base-pentose sugar-phosphate group monomers, linked through a 3,5-phosphodiester

bond. RNA monomers are formed with a ribose sugar backbone (Figure 2.1a) and

DNA is formed with a deoxyribose sugar backbone (Figure 2.1b). Nitrogenous bases

available in DNA include adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) and thymine (T),

with uracil (U) replacing thymine in RNA. Ordering of the bases within the nucleic
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acid dictates primary structure, ultimately influencing function and physical proper-

ties. DNA is stored in compact entities called chromosomes, which are composed of a

series of genes each containing a finite segment of DNA characterized by a specific se-

quence of bases. The structure of DNA is two polynucleotide chains, wound together

in a double helix formation such that complimentary bases maintain stable contact

through double (A-T) or triple (G-C) hydrogen bonds. Unlike DNA, RNA mainly

exists in single strand form.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Monomer units of RNA (a) containing a guanine base and
DNA (b) containing a cytosine base. The base is highlighted in orange, phos-
phate in blue and sugar (deoxyribose for DNA and ribose for RNA) shown in green.

DNA is primarily responsible for directing cell activity and passing on genetic infor-

mation from one cell to the next. The ordering of base pairs on the DNA molecule

stores and regulates all of these processes, and is activated by transcription of the

DNA base ordering to yield messenger RNA (mRNA). mRNA leaves the nucleus and

travels to the ribosomes where its base sequence forms the template to generate pro-

teins. Therefore, the base ordering in the mRNA dictates the ordering of amino acids

for polymerization into a specific protein. Proteins subsequently go on to carry out a

variety of different biological functions within the cell. Nucleic acids form the basis

of protein synthesis, yielding proteins that drive biological function of the cell and
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tissue.

Proteins

Proteins drive essential cellular functions including maintaining fluid balance (serum

albumin), regulating metabolism (hormones or enzymes), cellular transport and de-

fence mechanisms. Proteins are high molecular weight polymers composed of α-amino

acid subunits connected through peptide bonds, forming a polypeptide chain. The

physical, chemical and biological properties of the protein are dictated by the amino

acids that form it, as this determines the structure of the protein. The linear se-

quence of amino acids making up the polypeptide chain is referred to as the primary

structure. Arrangement of the polypeptide chain in either helical, pleated sheet or

random coils is described as the secondary structure. Tertiary structure is the final

three-dimensional interaction of the helices, sheets and coils. Lastly, the quaternary

structure is the aggregation of various proteins to make up a functioning unit.

Lipids

Lipids provide a key source of energy for the cell, as well as form an important com-

ponent in cellular and organelle membranes. Lipids are classified based on possessing

three key characteristics: 1) insolubility in water but soluble in organic solvents, 2)

actual or potential to be an ester of fatty acids and 3) potential to be used by a living

organism. Lipids can be classified as simple, compound or derived. Simple lipids

are esters of fatty acids with alcohols (e.g. triglycerides, cholesterol esters), where

as compound lipids which are esters of fatty acids with alcohols and other groups.

Derived lipids yield from hydrolysis of either a simple or compound lipid and still

possesses the characteristics of a lipid (e.g. saturated and unsaturated fatty acids,

mono and di-glycerides, sterols, carotenoids and vitamins E and K).

Carbohydrates

Carbohydrates are a key energy source for cells composed of carbon, oxygen and

hydrogen in a polyhydroxyl alcohol with aldehyde or ketone groups. They can be

classified as basic monosaccharides (simple sugars), oligiosaccharides (composed of a
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few monosaccharides) or polysaccharides which are formed by polymerization of one

(homo-) or several (hetero-) types of monosaccharides. Glucose is a key carbohy-

drate that drives cellular function, as its metabolism yields the necessary precursors

for synthesis of biological substances including purines, pyrimidines, amino acids,

cholesterol, mucopolysaccharides (e.g. hyaluronic acid), fatty acids, glycoproteins

and glycolipids.

The biochemical content of a cell varies depending on the type and function of that

cell as well as progression through common cellular functions. Several key functions

drive the life cycle of a cell, including cellular metabolism which provides energy

sources for regular functioning of the cell and cycle progression which leads to cell

propagation.

2.1.2 Basic cellular functions: Cell cycle

The cell cycle describes the process of cell division which yields two exact copies

(daughter) of a parent cell. The cell cycle is bi-phased, consisting of interphase and

mitosis, as depicted in Figure 2.2. Interphase takes up approximately 90% of the

cell cycle [146], and is divided into three parts: gap 1 (G1), DNA synthesis (S)

and gap 2 (G2). G1 is a phase of cell growth through increased RNA and protein

content in preparation for DNA replication [147,148]. Following from G1, cells enter

S phase where DNA synthesis forms two new DNA strands identical to the parent

strand. Cellular levels of RNA, protein and DNA increase during S phase [148]

beyond G1 levels. Cells then enter G2 where RNA and protein levels further increase

in preparation for replication [148]. At the end of G2, cells enter into mitosis in which

the parent cell cleaves into two separate daughter cells. Each daughter cell contains a

full compliment of the parent DNA, and approximately half of the biological content

of the parent cell [145].

It is also possible for a cell to suspend progression through the cell cycle, entering into

gap 0 (G0) phase. In this phase, the cell stays in a quiescent state with relatively low

levels of RNA and protein [147, 149]. However, a cell still maintains its capabilities

to divide in G0. Most cells will enter G0 during G1 and re-enter at S phase [150].

A human cell progress through the cell cycle in approximately 24 hours [150], although

this can vary depending on the type of cell. This cycle is divided into approximately 1
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hour for mitosis, 15 hours for S phase and 1-5 hours for G2 [145]. All remaining time

is spent in G1 (approximately 8 hours), although the greatest variation in temporal

progression amongst cells is during this phase [145].

2.1.3 Basic cellular functions: Metabolism and the role of

glycogen

Glucose is a key carbohydrate used to fuel activity within the cell through controlled

stepwise enzymatic action which degrades glucose and releases energy. Glycolysis

splits a glucose molecule to form two pyruvate molecules, two adenosine triphosphate

(ATP) molecules and two nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) molecules. The

latter two molecules are significant sources of energy to be used within the cell. Under

conditions where glucose reserves get used up faster than they can be replenished from

outside sources, glyconeogenesis can be regulated to synthesize glucose from pyruvate.

However glyconeogenesis is energetically expensive and therefore under conditions of

fasting or stress, cells can not afford this process. Rather, glucose is retrieved through

the break down of glycogen [151].

Figure 2.2: The cell cycle. Phases of the cell cycle are depicted, with the relative
time spent in each phase reflected in the size distribution for gap 1 (G1), DNA
synthesis (S) and gap 2 (G2) in interphase, as well as mitosis (M). Cells can also
enter a state of cellular quiescence (G0).
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The fate of glucose in the cell

Glucose is taken up in the cell through glucose transporter protein (GLUT1/2/3/4)

and is subsequently phosphorylated by hexokinase 2 (HK2) to form glucose-6-phosphate

(G6P), which remains bound in the cell. G6P has three primary metabolic fates as

illustrated in Figure 2.3: 1) entering the pentose phosphate pathway for nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and nucleotide precursors, 2) entering gly-

colysis to produce pyruvate, ATP and NADH, 3) entering into the glycogen synthesis

pathway to produce glycogen [152].

Figure 2.3: The fate of glucose in the cell. Glucose is imported into the cell via
GLUT1, and is phosphorylated through HK2 to yield glucose-6-phosphate. Glucose-
6-phosphate can be metabolised through the pentose phosphate pathway or glycolysis,
or stored as glycogen through glycogen synthesis.
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Glycogen synthesis

While processes 1 and 2 described in Figure 2.3 lead to the breakdown of glucose

for energy supply within the cell, process 3 is an energy storage process in which

glucose can be stored for later use in the form of glycogen. Glycogen is a branched

polymer made up of several α1,4-linked glucose molecules with branching of α1,6-

glucose polymers. This polymer is stored as small granules (20-50 nm, up to 200

nm) in the cytoplasm [152], typically in liver and muscle cells. However, glycogen

storage has also been found to be particularly high in breast, ovary, skin and brain

cancer cell lines, to name a few [152]. Glycogen synthesis and degradation is regulated

by several enzymes and proteins, typically occurring in the cells of liver and muscle

tissues. However, glycogen synthesis could occur in other cells (e.g. cancer) implying

a survival mechanism which ensures a source of energy during stress [152].

Glycogen is formed from G6P through glycogen synthesis as illustrated in Figure

2.4. This process is initiated by conversion of G6P to glucose-1-phosphate (G1P) via

phosphoglucomutase (PGM1). G1P uridyltransferase (UGP2) adds uridine to G1P

to form the nucleotide sugar substrate UDP-glucose.

The core protein glycogenin (GYG) is auto-glucosylated, providing an oligiosaccha-

ride primer for glycogen synthase (GYS1). GYS1 elongates the glucose chain by

forming α1,4-glycosidic linkages of glycogen, using UDP-glucose as the glucosyl donor.

GYS1 activity is regulated by several different kinases including: glycogen synthase

kinase 3 beta (GSK3β) (further regulated by protein kinase B (AKT)), 5’ adenosine

monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK), protein kinase A (PKA), casein

kinase 2 (CK2) and protein phosphatase 1 (PP1).

Additional α1,6-glycosidic linkages form through the action of glycogen branching

enzyme (GBE), creating a highly branched structure that can contain up to 55 000

glucose units [152,153]. The highly branched nature of glycogen increases its solubility

in the cytosol and provides several docking sites for glycogen binding proteins [152].

Glycogen metabolism

The metabolism of glycogen takes place in the cytosol or lysosomal compartment of

autophagosomes. Figure 2.4 depicts glycogen metabolism within the cytosol. This
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process is characterized by cleaving of the α1,4- or α1,6-glycosidic linkages by glyco-

gen phosphorylase (PYGL) or glycogen debranching enzyme (DBE), respectively.

This results in conversion of glycogen back to the G1P substrate, which can subse-

quently be converted back to G6P by PGM1. Glycogen may also be delivered to the

lysosomal compartments of an autophagosome where it can undergo glycophagy via

Figure 2.4: Glycogen synthesis and metabolism. Glucose-6-phosphate is con-
verted to glucose-1-phosphate via PGM1, which then gains uridine to form UDP-
glucose via UGP2. Glycogen synthase (GYS) elongates glucose chains forming α-1,4-
Glucose Oligiosaccharides which leads to a branched glycogen entity through GBE.
Glycogen returns back to glucose-1-phosphate through the action of PYGL. GYS is
regulated by PP1, AMPK and GSK3β- which is further regulated by AKT.
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hydrolysation by alpha-acid glycosidase (GAA) [154].

Reprogramming glycogen metabolism in cancer

Neoplastic disease is characterised not only by deregulated control of cell proliferation

but also adjustments to energy metabolism. Under aerobic conditions, normal cells

first preferentially direct glucose through glycolysis in the cytosol and the resulting

pyruvate is processed in the mitochondria via oxidative phosphorylation. In the case

of neoplastic cells, glucose metabolism can be reprogrammed to limit their energy

metabolism primarily to aerobic glycolysis [155–157]. Glycolysis is of substantially

poorer efficiency for ATP production (approximately 18-fold lower) in comparison

to mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation [158]. In an effort to compensate, the

cell upregulates GLUT1, substantially increasing glucose import into the cytoplasm

[159–161].

2.1.4 Tumour environment

Tumours are a complex community of cells including lymphocytes, erythrocytes, stro-

mal cells and fibroblasts supported by signalling molecules and tissue framework such

as vasculature and extra-cellular matrix. Tumours are initially of monoclonal ori-

gin [1], however they acquire heterogeneity with time due to a stepwise evolutionary

acquisition of multiple genetic and epigenetic aberrations [1, 38, 162] and microen-

vironmental influences [38]. The microenvironment of tumours is characteristically

different from normal tissues. In particular, abnormal vasculature and heterogene-

ity in circulation throughout the tumour lead to regions that are nutrient rich and

poor [163]. This prompts anisotropic distributions of hypoxia, extracellular acido-

sis, glucose deprival, energy deprivation, high levels of lactate, interstitual fluid flow

and hypertension throughout the tumour [163]. Of these microenvironmental fac-

tors, hypoxia is of particular clinical interest because it can lead to altered cellular

metabolism, treatment response [164] and increased invasiveness [165].
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Tumour hypoxia

Hypoxia is described as regions of low oxygen that can occur chronically or acutely

within the tumour [166]. Chronic hypoxia is a permanent form of hypoxia resulting

from limitations in diffusion of blood to regions of the tissue [167] as a result of poor

vasculature development. Acute hypoxia on the other hand refers to spatial and

temporal cycling of hypoxia which can occur on the order of seconds, minutes, hours

and days [166,168,169]. Proposed factors involved in acute hypoxia include temporal

fluctuations in red blood cell flux [166, 170] as well as metabolic fluctuations via the

glycolytic oscillator [171].

Hypoxic conditions lead to the activation of hypoxia-inducible factor one (HIF-1), a

transcription factor that binds to DNA and upregulates over 30 genes that facilitate

oxygen delivery, angiogenesis via vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and

energy preservation (glucose transporters and glycolytic enzymes) [172–174]. Figure

2.5 shows the HIF-1 related cellular outcomes that can be promoted during hypoxia.

Importantly, HIF-1 has been found to induce GLUT1/3 activation leading to increased

glucose uptake in anaerobic conditions [175,176] and influence the metabolic activity

of cells, favouring glycolysis and downregulating mitochondrial function [158, 177],

possibly through pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 1 (PDK1) activation [178]. The

increased flux of glycolysis provides a rapid supply of ATP for the cell under hypoxic

conditions at the expense of rapid acidosis in the cell through glucose breakdown

to lactic acid. Therefore HIF-1 also regulates cellular pH by inducing expression of

H+/monocarboxylate transporter 4 (MCT4) as well as carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX)

and carbonic anhydrase XII (CAXII) [179].

Cell survival is promoted through activation of autophagy via Bcl2/E1B 19 kDa-

interacting protein 3 (BNIP3) [179], lipid synthesis via peroxisome proliferator-activated

receptor γ (PPARγ) and glycogen synthesis [179] via HIF-1 activation [180]. However

hypoxia has also been associated with AMPK activation, a promoter of cellular energy

preservation through activation of catabolic pathways and inhibition of glycogen syn-

thesis [181] (an anabolic activity). AMPK is upregulated through an increase in the

ratio of adenosine monophosphate (AMP) to ATP, therefore ATP availability within

the cell may drive switches between glycogen synthesis and glycogenolysis [182].

Beyond metabolic alterations, hypoxia can also affect cell cycle progression or promote
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cell death. Specifically, activation of p21 and p27 promotes cell cycle arrest at G1/S

[183] under anoxic conditions. Also, the activation of apoptosis through increased p53

levels [184] has also been suggested. Taken together, the cellular response to hypoxia

is one which promotes the preservation of resources during a state of emergency.

Figure 2.5: Tumour survival mechanisms regulated by HIF-1 under hy-
poxia. Hypoxia (low oxygen levels) activates HIF-1 which promotes nutrient sup-
ply (left) through angiogenesis, autophagy, glycogen and lipid synthesis. HIF-1 also
promotes energy maintenance (right) by favouring glycolysis and consequently pH
regulation via CAIX. Together with possible cell cycle checkpoint activation, tumour
cell survival is promoted.
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2.2 Radiation biology

Radiation damages tissue, leading to a cascade of signalling events. Ultimately this

cell signalling dictates the fate of the cell; to repair and survive or die following

radiation exposure. This section describes how radiation deposits energy in tissue

and the tissue response as we currently understand it.

2.2.1 Mechanisms of radiation damage

Once RT is indicated as part of the patient’s treatment regimen imaging (e.g. CT,

PET, MRI) is used to locate the site of macroscopic disease within the patient. The

radiation dose is prescribed to this region, plus an additional margin surrounding

the region to account for patient motion, set-up errors and microscopic spread of the

disease forming the treatment volume. Factors as discussed in chapter 1, section 1.3

are used to determine the specific dose of radiation to be delivered and subsequently

a conformal and accurate dose delivery is facilitated using a LINAC, brachytherapy

techniques or possibly particle beams (e.g. protons).

The linear accelerator

The clinical LINAC can produce both electron and photon beams to treat patients,

however only photon mode will be discussed here. Figure 2.6 depicts the key compo-

nents of a LINAC, where power is supplied to a modulator which simultaneously emits

high voltage pulses to an electron gun and magnetron or klystron. The magnetron

or klystron produces a magnetic field, while at the same time the modulator pulse

heats a wire filament in the electron gun to release electrons at an initial energy of

approximately 50 keV [185]. These electrons are injected into the linear accelerating

structure using thermionic emission and the electromagnetic field causes acceleration

to energies of 4-25 MeV. Bending magnets direct these electrons to a high atomic

mass target (e.g. tungsten) where inelastic collisions cause the electrons to decelerate

and emit bremsstrahlung photons. These photons produce the treatment beam which

is subsequently collimated and shaped to produced a custom radiation field directed

towards and aligned to the treatment volume. The LINAC is designed to have an

axis of rotation centred around isocentre as indicated in Figure 2.6, and typically the
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patient is aligned and immobilized relative to isocentre for treatment. The distance

from target to isocentre is referred to as the source-axis-distance (SAD).

Figure 2.6: Schematic of a clinical linear accelerator. The treatment volume is
aligned at isocentre and source-to-axis distance (SAD) is used to measure the distance
from the target to isocentre. SAD is typically set to 100 cm.

Interactions of radiation with tissue

Photons emerging from the LINAC will interact primarily with the tissue of a pa-

tient. The radiation interaction properties of tissue (composed of 73% oxygen and

10% hydrogen) are highly similar to those of water (composed of 89% oxygen, 11%

hydrogen) [186]. The LINAC produces photons that range in energy from 100 keV to

the maximum accelerated energy of the electrons (typically 6 MeV) and therefore pri-

marily interact through photoelectric, coherent scattering, incoherent scattering and

pair production. Lower energy photons (below 20 keV in water [187]) tend to interact

via photoelectric effect, incoherent scattering dominates for photon energies between

20 keV and 20 MeV [187] and pair production dominates for photon energies above
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20 MeV [187]. The net meaningful (in terms of dose deposition in a patient) result of

these processes (except for coherent scattering) is the release of at least one energetic

electron which can go on to deposit energy in tissue. In addition to the release of

an electron, these processes also release lower energy photons that can continue to

interact in the tissue.

Dose deposition in tissue

Photons are considered indirectly ionizing radiation, meaning energy is deposited in

the material by first interacting to release electrons which are then capable of deposit-

ing their energy into the medium. As electrons propagate through the tissue they

can interact by: 1) inelastic collisions with atomic electrons (ionization or excitation),

2) inelastic collisions with nuclei (bremsstrahlung), 3) elastic collisions with atomic

electrons and 4) elastic collisions with nuclei. Inelastic collisions result in energy loss

by the electron, and resulting energy transfer to the medium (as is the case for type

1 interactions) or into photon energy which can then propagate accordingly (as is the

case for type 2 interactions). Elastic collisions result in no loss of kinetic energy. Ion-

izing events with atomic electrons constitute the dominant energy loss mechanism of

electrons in water [188]. Electrons continue to lose energy as they propagate through

the medium, until thermal energy is reached and they are captured by surround-

ing atoms. The energy absorbed by the interacting medium through these charged

particle interactions gives rise to dose deposition by the photon beam.

Dose is measured in units of Gray (Gy) and is described as the amount of energy

transferred per kilogram of interacting material (1 Gy= 1 J
Kg

). The energy deposited

by radiation has the potential to cause molecular, and subsequently, biological dam-

age.

2.2.2 Radiation induced damage

The process of radiation induced damage in cells can be divided into three parts:

the physical, chemical and biological phase. The physical phase consists of charged

particles (e.g. electrons) ionizing atoms in the cell including those within the nucleus,

cytoplasm, and organelles. This phase occurs immediately following radiation expo-
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sure, as it takes approximately 10−18 s for an electron to traverse a DNA molecule

and on the order of 10−14 s to traverse a cell [189].

Radiation damage can result in functionality altering structural damage to carbohy-

drates, proteins and lipids. However, the consequences of damage in these abundant

and continually regenerated biomolecules is minimal in comparison to the limited

and biologically important DNA [190–192]. Ionizing radiation either directly dam-

ages molecular components of the DNA or indirectly affects DNA (e.g. via water)

by the creation of highly reactive free radical species through electron interactions

with biomolecules (e.g. carbon species in DNA, water). The chemical phase con-

sists of radiation induced free radicals rapidly (within 1 ms of radiation exposure)

reacting with surrounding molecules to form stable chemical changes in biologically

important molecules [189]. In particular DNA single strand breaks (SSB) and double

strand breaks (DSB) are key effects of radiation induced damage in the cell. These

molecular changes drive the biological phase which spans from approximately 1 s

after radiation exposure throughout the lifetime of living system; starting with an

initial cascade of cell signalling to identify and address the chemical damage and

later transitioning into acute and late effects of radiation exposure.

Initial DNA damage response

Upon radiation-induced DNA damage, the DNA damage response (DDR) pathways

are initiated in order to determine cell outcome. Within 5-30 minutes of a DNA DSB

or SSB [190] proteins which phosphorylate histone phospho-histone H2AX (γ-H2AX)

are recruited to the site of damage. These include ataxia telangiectasia mutated

(ATM) and the ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3 related (ATR) protein. Phosphory-

lation of γ-H2AX accompanies the activation of over 700 other proteins [193], which

collectively are referred to as the ionizing radiation-induced foci (IRIF). Through

activation of the DDR and formation of IRIF, the cell focuses its attention on dam-

age response and halts normal cell processes in order to appropriately respond to

the damage and determine the fate of the cell. This response includes three main

mechanisms: cell cycle checkpoints, DNA damage repair and cell death.
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Cell cycle checkpoints

Cell cycle checkpoints are initiated following formation of IRIF and act to delay cells

with detectable DNA damage from progressing into mitosis. In doing so, the cell is

afforded more time to repair DNA damage and prevent development of mutations or

other complications due to mis-repair in the cell’s progeny. Four different cell cycle

checkpoints exists, and the phase of cell cycle occupied during time of irradiation

dictates which of these four is initiated.

Irradiation during G1 causes cells to undergo G1 arrest, which is the transient or

permanent delay of progression from G1 to S [194]. Cells irradiated during S phase

undergo a reversible delay in this phase through inhibition of any new DNA replication

initiation signalling [195]. Cells in G2 during irradiation can undergo the G2-early

checkpoint which rapidly blocks progression from G2 to mitosis, requiring doses as

low as 0.5 Gy to be activated [196]. This checkpoint leads to a rapid decrease in

the number of cells in mitosis following irradiation [197]. The G2 late checkpoint

is characterized by a long, dose-dependent G2 delay [197] and becomes activated in

cells that are irradiated in G1 or S but still made it to G2 with DNA damage. This

checkpoint is often initiated several hours after irradiation, leading to an accumulation

of cells in G2 [197].

DNA repair

DNA damage is repaired within several hours (up to 6 hours) of radiation exposure

[190] through homologous resection (HR) or non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) for

DSBs. In the case of SSBs base damage repair can also occur, in addition to HR and

NHEJ. Details on these repair processes can be found elsewhere [190].

Cell death

Irradiated cells may undergo interphase or post-mitotic cell death in an attempt to

avoid dangerous mutations rather than attempting damage repair. Interphase death

takes place within a few hours of irradiation [198], while post-mitotic death can occur

after a cell attempts DNA repair [199] and pass through the cell cycle several times

[200]. Since cell death can occur early, or several divisions post irradiation, defining a
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dead cell is challenging. Traditionally cell death is described as the loss of clonogenic

capabilities of a cell. Cell death can be accomplished through a variety of mechanisms

including: apoptosis, autophagy, necrosis, senescence and mitotic catastrophe.

Interphase or post-mitotic death can be accomplished through apoptosis, a pro-

grammed cell death, often referred to as type I cell death. Apoptosis can be initiated if

enough IRIFs are present in a single cell, causing the amount of apoptosis-promoting

proteins to initiate cell death before other effector pathways can be activated (e.g.

for repair). Type II cell death typically refers to autophagy, which is also commonly

initiated in response to radiation induced damage. Further, cell death can occur

through necrosis which is typically initiated by changes in the cell environment. Cells

may enter senescence, retaining some metabolic function but entering a state of cell

cycle arrest [201]. Finally a cell entering mitosis with DNA aberrations can trigger

initiation of a cell death pathway, this process being referred to as mitotic catastrophe.

2.2.3 Factors associated with radiation response

Several characteristics at the cellular and tumour level dictate tissue response to

radiation. These include cell cycle and tumour microenvironment, including hypoxia.

Importantly, irradiation also influences the post-irradiation kinetics of the tumour.

These factors include reoxygenation, changes to tumour metabolism and cell cycle

synchronization and can hold significant importance for post-irradiation evaluation

of the tumour.

Cell cycle and synchronization

Cellular radiation sensitivity is dependent on the phase of cell cycle occupied during

irradiation. Experiments have found that cells with a short G1 phase are most sen-

sitive to radiation in mitosis and G1 with sensitivity decreasing in G2 and is lowest

in S phase. Cells with a long G1 phase were found to be most sensitive during the

end of G1, late G2 and mitosis and less sensitive in early G1 and S [202]. Following

irradiation, cells are more likely to be in the more radioresistant S phase suggesting

a degree of cell cycle synchronization as a result of radiation exposure.
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Microenvironment

The tumour microenvironment is characterized by heterogeneous distributions of oxy-

gen and metabolism, which plays a key role in the sensitivity of the tissue to radiation.

In particular, the presence of O2 in a cell increases sensitivity to radiation, decreasing

the dose necessary to obtain the same level of cell kill [203]. Direct DNA damage

creates free radicals on the DNA (Ṙ) which readily reacts in the presence of oxygen

(O2)

Ṙ + O2 → ˙RO2 → ROOH .

This leads to stabilization of the DNA radical by oxygen fixation, and is subsequently

recognized as DNA damage by the DDR. However, under anoxic conditions it is

more likely that the DNA radical will recombine with H+ returning it back to its

original state [204]. Ultimately, the presence of oxygen increases the likelihood of

DNA damage, increasing intrinsic radiation sensitivity. Therefore tumours that are

inherently more hypoxic are also found to be more radioresistant [205].

Reoxygenation

Following irradiation, the majority of radiosensitive aerobic cells in a tumour will be

killed [204] and the surviving cells will predominantly be hypoxic. Therefore imme-

diately after irradiation the hypoxic fraction of the tumour will be nearly 100%, but

within minutes recirculation through temporarily closed vessels can lead to reoxy-

genation of the once hypoxic tumours that remained following irradiation. Within

minutes or hours, reduced nutrient uptake from radiation damaged cells and ischaemic

cell death further promote reoxygenation. Within days, mitotic death of irradiated

cells leads to tumour shrinkage and improved blood distribution supporting reoxy-

genation [204]. The rate of reoxygenation has been found to vary among tumours

from hours to several days [204].
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2.3 Summary

In this chapter the fundamental cell biology associated with tumours and their radi-

ation response are addressed together with mechanisms of radiation induced damage

and its biological effect in tumours. Tumours are complex cell systems where common

processes like metabolic activity and cell cycle drive biomolecular content within the

tumour. Further, radiation exposure can lead to activation of a myriad of signalling

pathways that ultimately decide the fate of cells within this population; either leading

to cell death or survival and repair. The many biomolecular changes that result from

radiation exposure have the potential to be monitored using Raman spectroscopy. In

the next chapter, a discussion on Raman spectroscopy with specific focus on applica-

tions to biological samples will be presented.
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Chapter 3

Raman Spectroscopy: Theory,

Instrumentation and Data

Processing

Raman spectroscopy exploits photon scattering interactions between molecules and

highly focused laser light to probe the underlying molecular composition of a sample.

The phenomenon of RS was first observed experimentally by Raman and Krishnan

in 1928 [206] and has since contributed to applications in biology, materials science,

medicine, inorganic and organic chemistry. This chapter presents fundamental con-

cepts in RS with particular emphasis on applications to biological systems. In section

3.1 an overview of the theoretical basis of RS will be presented. Section 3.2 will

discuss instrumentation considerations for a Raman experiment while section 3.3 will

address data handling procedures to facilitate analysis of Raman spectral data sets.

Finally, section 3.4 will discuss special experimental considerations for carrying out

Raman studies of biological systems.

3.1 The physics of Raman spectroscopy

Raman scattering arises when a photon of light is inelastically scattered, inducing

transitions to a vibrationally excited normal mode in a molecule. Alternatively, a

photon could undergo Rayleigh scattering resulting in no net frequency shift in the
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scattered photon. Rayleigh scattering does not lead to any valuable information about

the interacting medium, however Raman scattering has the potential to inform about

the molecular bonds present in the sample.

Inelastic Raman scattering can exist as either Stokes or anti-Stokes scattering. Stokes

Raman scattering originates from photon interactions with a molecule found in its

ground vibrational energy state (Φ0) as shown in Figure 3.1. A photon with frequency

ν0 interacts with this molecule by distorting its electron cloud, causing it to enter a

short-lived virtual state. The molecule then returns to an excited vibrational state

(Φk), and concurrently re-radiates the photon with a lower frequency compared to

the incident photon.

Figure 3.1: Scattering interactions involving visible light. Energy level tran-
sitions between a molecule’s ground (Φ0) and excited vibrational energy state (Φk)
including Rayleigh (red), Stokes Raman (dark blue) and anti-Stokes Raman (light
blue) scattering.

Anti-Stokes Raman scattering originates from photon interactions with a molecule

originally in an excited vibrational energy state (Φk) as shown in Figure 3.1. The

photon interacts by distorting the molecule’s electron cloud, causing it to enter a

virtual state. Subsequently relaxation of the molecule back to the ground vibrational

energy (Φ0) occurs. The scattered photon emitted through this relaxation has gained

energy and therefore is shifted to a higher frequency.

3.1.1 Classical description of light scattering

A non-polarized classical electromagnetic field (E) with amplitude E0 and frequency

ν0, which evolves in time (t) according to
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E = E0 cos(2πν0t). (3.1)

Consider a molecule (approximated as a polarizable electron cloud), in proximity

to the electric field. Under these conditions, the electromagnetic field will induce a

distortion in the electron cloud by displacing charges and creating a dipole moment M.

This dipole moment is dependent on the polarizability of the molecule, α, according

to

M = αE. (3.2)

Atomic nuclei in the molecule vibrate at specific frequencies characterized by the

bond strength between two atoms. This vibration is referred to as a normal mode

(Q). The kth normal mode vibrates at a characteristic frequency (νk) with amplitude

(Q0
k), evolving in time according to

Qk = Q0
k cos(2πνkt). (3.3)

Raman scattering results from the interaction between the polarizability and a normal

mode of the molecule. Expanding the polarizability in terms of the kth normal mode

gives

α ≈ α0 + (
δα

δQk

)Qk + ... (3.4)

where δα
δQk

is the rate of change of the polarizability with respect to the kth normal

mode about the equilibrium position, and α0 is the polarizability of the molecule

at its equilibrium position. Substituting equations 3.3 and 3.4 (neglecting 2nd order

terms and higher) into 3.2 gives
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M = α0E0 cos(2πν0t) +
δα

δQk

QkE0 cos(2πν0t)

= α0E0 cos(2πν0t) +
δα

δQk

Q0
k cos(2πνkt)E0 cos(2πν0t)

= α0E0 cos(2πν0t) + E0
δα

δQk

Q0
k[cos(2π(ν0 + νk)t) + cos(2π(ν0 − νk)t)]. (3.5)

Equation 3.5 describes the dipole moment (M) resulting from the interaction of the

electron cloud of a molecule with an incident electric field (E). The dipole moment

is made up of two separate terms, first the Rayleigh light scattering term for which

the frequency of the incident electromagnetic field is unshifted. Second, the Raman

scattering term in which the incident electromagnetic field oscillates at a frequency

shifted according to the vibrational frequency of the involved normal mode; ν0 ± νk.
One in 106 to 108 scattered photons undergo Raman scattering, therefore Rayleigh

scattering is the dominant interacting mechanism [207].

The Raman scattering term in equation 3.5 is made up of a portion corresponding to

anti-Stokes scattering (ν0+νk) as well as Stokes scattering (ν0−νk). The proportion of

Stokes vs. anti-Stokes scattering is dependent on the number of molecules in excited

vibrational states during the interaction. This is dictated by Boltzmann statistics and

is proportional to temperature. At room temperature, the fraction of molecules in

excited vibrational states is low, therefore this work is focused exclusively on Stokes

Raman scattering.

3.1.2 Raman peak intensity

The intensity of Raman peaks arising from Raman active vibrational modes is in-

formative for determining which peaks are expected to be present in a spectrum.

Typically a quantum mechanical approach to light scattering theory is used to de-

scribe peak intensity, and is described in detail elsewhere [208, 209]. Briefly, the

intensity of a Raman scattering event between a ground vibrational state (Φ0) and

the kth vibrational state (Φk), both in an electronic ground state but passing through

an intermediate vibrational state in an excited electronic state (ΦI) can be described

as
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I =
π2

cε20
(ν0 ± ν0k)4E2

0

∑
ρσ

|[αρσ]0k|2. (3.6)

Where c is the speed of light, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ν0 and ν0k are the

frequencies of the incident radiation and Raman transition between the ground and

kth vibrational states and E2
0 is the intensity of the incident radiation. |[αρσ]0k|2 is the

ρσth element of the transition polarizability tensor which is defined by the Kramer

Heisenberg Dirac (KHD) expression [207].

In terms of Raman peak intensity, equation 3.6 shows a dependence on molecular

polarizability, which is a sample dependent parameter. However, equation 3.6 also

indicates that the Raman peak intensity is dependent on incident photon frequency

and intensity, both parameters that can be selected through considerations for exper-

imental design as discussed in detail in section 3.4.

3.1.3 Selection rules for Raman activity

The primary selection rule governing Raman activity is found in the Raman scattering

term of equation 3.5, which is prefixed by δα
δQk

. The Raman scattering term is non-zero

only if there is a change in the polarizability of the molecule during a vibration [210].

Interactions of an electromagnetic field with the electron cloud of a molecule produces

a dipole moment that can be described in three dimensions according to

Mx

My

Mz

 =

αx,x αx,y αx,z

αy,x αy,y αy,z

αz,x αz, y αz,z


ExEy
Ez

 (3.7)

where α is the polarizability tensor of the molecule and a larger value of α means

greater polarizability. Therefore, if one of the elements of the polarizability tensor

changes during a vibration, it is said to be a Raman active vibrational mode.

Molecular structure and atomic content are the key factors that dictate the number

of vibrational modes available to a molecule. The total number of vibrational degrees

of freedom (D) in a molecule containing η atoms is found by subtracting the possible
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translational and rotational degrees of freedom from the total possible degrees of

freedom (3η). For a linear molecule the number of vibrational degrees of freedom is

Dl = 3η − 5, (3.8)

and for a non-linear molecule

Dnl = 3η − 6. (3.9)

Of the available vibrational modes, only those causing a change in the polarizability

of the molecule are Raman active. In the case of complex molecules (more than 3

atoms), Raman activity can be described elegantly using group theory, as detailed

elsewhere [210].

Further selection rules can be described through solutions to the KHD expression,

of which elements are present in the last term of the Raman peak intensity equation

(equation 3.6). A detailed discussion of the KHD expression can be found in the

literature [207]. Briefly, the KHD expression is represented as

[αρσ]0k =
1

h

∑
I

(
〈Ψk|µρ |ΨI〉 〈ΨI |µσ |Ψ0〉

ν0I − ν0 − iΓI
+
〈ΨI |µρ |Ψ0〉 〈Ψk|µσ |ΨI〉

νIk + ν0 − iΓI

)
. (3.10)

Where ρ and σ are the incident and scattered polarization directions, h is Plank’s

constant, and the polarizability element is found by summing over all vibronic states

of the molecule. Ψ0,Ψk and ΨI are the total wavefunctions for the ground (0), kth

excited state (k) and intermediate (I) state, operated on by the electronic transition

moment µ associated with the transition from the ground to excited electronic state.

iΓI is the oscillation damping factor which relates to the lifetime of the excited state

and affects the width of the Raman lines [207]. The size of iΓI is small compared to

that of the laser or transition frequencies, however it is a vital component to ensure

that the polarizability does not become infinite if the laser and transition frequency

are the same.

The numerator of the first term in equation 3.10 describes the mixing of the ground
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and excited states (right hand term) then the excited and final states (left-hand

term). The second term in equation 3.10 mixes the excited state with the final state

(right-hand term) and then ground state with the excited state (left-hand term) and

accounts for the fact that the entire scattering process need not start in the ground

state. The second term in equation 3.10 has a denominator for which the laser and

transition frequencies are added together and is therefore less important (and is often

neglected [207]) in describing the polarization compared to the first term, in which

the laser and transition frequencies are subtracted.

Solving the KHD expression gives two selection rules for Raman activity. First,

solutions to the KHD expression yield a series of integrals which are non-zero only if

there is a single quantum of energy difference between the initial and final vibrational

states (e.g. Φk − Φ0 = ±1), forming a selection rule for Raman activity.

Next, the solution integrals to the KHD equation have operators of ungerade (odd

parity) nature such that multiplication of these operators give a gerade (even parity)

result. Since the solution of the KHD expression is of even parity, only symmetric

vibrations (which result in a change in polarizability) are allowed for Raman activity,

forming another selection rule.

3.1.4 Raman shift

The energy associated with a detected Raman scattered photon is conventionally

reported using units of wavenumbers (cm−1). The Raman shift for a photon with

incident frequency ν0, wavenumber ν̄0 and wavelength λ0 and scattered frequency ν,

wavenumber ν̄ and wavelength λ is

∆ν̄ =
1

λ0
− 1

λ
=
ν0
c
− ν

c
= ν̄0 − ν̄. (3.11)
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3.2 Instrumentation considerations for Raman spec-

troscopy

The Raman microscope is made up of several components that together allow for high

spatial resolution molecular probing of a sample. An excitation laser, sample holder,

microscope, spectrometer and detector work together and provide a wide range of

instrumentation customization to optimize the device for a specific application. This

section discusses the key components necessary for a Raman system and its operation,

with particular emphasis on spectroscopic studies of biological samples.

3.2.1 Raman microscopy

Raman microscopes are a variation of a traditional Raman spectrometer, comprised of

a microscope coupled to a spectroscopic system. A schematic of a Raman microscope

is shown in Figure 3.2. The excitation laser is coupled to a microscope which acts as

the sample holder and precisely focuses the laser onto the sample using a motorized

stage. Excitation light passes through the microscope objective, is focused to a small

section of the sample and interacts at that region. The microscope objective also

collects the Raman scattered light which is then passed through a series of filters and

on to the spectrometer and detector, producing the Raman spectrum.

Figure 3.2: Schematic of a Raman microscope. Monochromatic light from a
laser (solid line) is passed through coupling optics and into a microscope where it
is focused on the sample. Raman scattered light (dashed line) is collected by the
objective, filtered, collimated and passed on to the spectrometer and detector to
produce Raman spectra.
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Raman microscopy offers excellent spatial control of the excitation laser, facilitating

single-cell studies and highly controlled probing of tissue sections. The advantage

of using Raman microscopy to study biological systems is clear, however optimal

operation of this system is dependent on some important technical considerations.

Microscope coupling and beam expansion

The excitation laser has a pre-defined beam size which must be expanded in order to

fill the back aperture of the microscope objective. This allows the full power of the

laser to be used efficiently and is achieved by focusing the laser through a pinhole

and expanding the beam diameter, using lenses, to match the size of the objective’s

back aperture.

Microscope objective

Figure 3.3: Microscope objective with definition of θ. The angle of θ is defined
as the angle subtended by one half of the area of the light cone entering a microscope
objective. Definition of numerical aperture is dependent on the angle θ. The dotted
line illustrates the orientation of the principal optical axis.

Selection of the microscope objective is an important factor in the quality of spectra

obtained from the system. Objective components must be of high optical quality in

order to avoid disruptive fluorescence background in the Raman spectra. Further-

more, the numerical aperture (NA) will determine several key features that affect

spectral quality. Numerical aperture is defined as
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NA = n sin θ, (3.12)

where n is the refractive index in the medium and θ is one half of the objective

angular aperture which is defined as the maximum area of the light cone captured

by the objective, as shown in Figure 3.3. The collection efficiency of the objective as

well as image brightness is influenced by NA and is important because it determines

the signal strength of the collected spectrum. The laser spot size at the sample is

proportional to the square of the objective NA and inversely proportional to the

square of its lateral magnification. In the plane perpendicular to direction of light

propagation the minimum detectable resolution (r) of the objective is dependent on

the NA [211]

r =
λ

2NA
. (3.13)

Along the principal optical axis, the size of the laser spot is described by the depth

of field (DOF ) [212], which is also dependent on the NA,

DOF =
λn

NA2 . (3.14)

Therefore, considering two objectives with the same magnification, one with a higher

NA will have improved light collecting ability and smaller collecting volume. The

trade-off to this is that a smaller collection volume means there is less of the sample

being probed, further reducing the already weak Raman signal. Therefore, the laser

spot size is an important consideration for biological spectra where cellular or sub-

cellular resolution may be desired but high spectral quality is needed.

Collection orientation

A 180◦ collection orientation is preferred in Raman microscopy because it can allow

for high NA objectives to be brought close to the sample. This enables the precise

focusing of the laser spot onto a small portion of the sample, and facilitates incorpo-

rating Raman systems with microfluidic designs.
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Rayleigh and Raman scattered light are collected through the microscope objective.

A filter set is used to remove the Rayleigh scatter and the Raman scattered light

is subsequently focused and passed through a confocal aperture as shown in Figure

3.4. The confocal aperture leads to improved spatial resolution by removing strongly

diverging light that originates from scattering events outside the sample volume be-

ing probed. Light emerging from the confocal aperture is then passed on to the

spectrometer.

Figure 3.4: Filtering and collimation in the Raman microscope. Raman
scattered light originating in the region of interest (orange) and outside the region
of interest (blue) is collected by the microscope objective. This light is filtered and
focused on a confocal aperture which eliminates light from outside the region of
interest. Light is then then passed on to the spectrometer.

3.2.2 Spectroscopic principles in Raman microscopy

When Raman scattered light enters the spectrometer, the various wavelengths of

light scattered off the sample are spatially separated before moving on to the detec-

tor. Common spectrometer systems are either Fourier transform (FT) or dispersive

spectrometer systems [207]. Dispersive spectrometers are typically used with visible

laser excitation wavelengths, and a common form is the single grating Czerny-Turner

dispersive spectrometer. As shown in Figure 3.5, light incident on the entrance slit
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of the spectrometer is passed through a diffraction grating where light of a specific

wavelength emerges from the diffraction grating at a unique angle, according to

sinα + sin β = kdλ. (3.15)

Where α and β are the angle of incidence and angle of diffraction of light with

wavelength λ, k is the diffraction order and d is the density of slits in the diffraction

grating. The spatially separated light is then reflected off a plane mirror and focused

at the focal plane of the spectrometer. The spatial distribution for the light emerging

from the spectrometer is dependent on the linear dispersion of the diffraction grating

[213], commonly expressed in units of nm
mm

and defined as

dλ

dx
=

cos β

kdLB
, (3.16)

where x is the unit interval and LB is the effective exit focal length. Linear dispersion

is associated with spectral resolution of the system where higher linear dispersion

means the system can better resolve fine spectral detail. The spatial distribution of

the light becomes very important as it is passed on to the detector.

Figure 3.5: Light dispersion in a single grating spectrometer. Polychromatic
Raman scattered light (νz) enters the entrance slit of a spectrometer and is passed
through a diffraction grating. Light emerges from the diffraction grating at an angle
unique to the wavelength and each wavelength reaches the detector at a discrete
position.
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3.2.3 Detecting and displaying Raman spectra

A charge coupled device (CCD) is commonly used for detecting Raman scattered

light [210]. The CCD is placed at the focal plane of the spectrometer and since

the various Raman shifts have been spatially dispersed, each wavelength falls at a

unique position on the detector. A CCD is comprised of a two dimensional array

of photosensitive diode detector elements, as shown in Figure 3.6, made of a silicon-

metal-oxide semiconductor material [214]. An element ranges in size from 6-30 µm

along each pixel dimension and is held at a positive charge. Photons incident on the

photosensitive detector elements release electrons from the material, resulting in an

accumulation of charge proportional to the photon intensity incident on the element

and the length of time an element is exposed. Following CCD exposure, the charges

collected on each element are read out sequentially down the columns of the array.

The charge collected at the end of each column is then read out along the dispersion

axis, converted into a voltage, amplified and converted into a digital signal. The read

out signal at each column is proportional to the binned charge collected (and hence

number of photons exposed) at each column position in the detector.

3.3 Spectral analysis

RS studies on biological systems commonly yield large data sets where multiple pro-

cesses (e.g. metabolic, cell cycle, radiation response) occur simultaneously. Such sys-

tems benefit from sophisticated data analysis techniques like deconvolution,principal

component analysis (PCA), hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA), linear discriminate

analysis (LDA) and other multivariate analysis techniques in which correlations and

trends in the data set can be isolated. This dissertation focuses on results derived

from Raman data sets using PCA, and the theoretical basis is presented here. Specific

details for applications in this dissertation are addressed in chapter 4, section 4.3.3.

PCA is valuable for analyzing data sets where the relationships between the variables

are not easily visualized. The observations in a dataset undergo an orthogonal linear

transformation of the data set to a new basis in which the dataset is described by

linearly uncorrelated variables. The principal components make up this new basis,

with the first principal component (PC) comprising the largest variance in the data
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set, and subsequently lower variance contributes with higher order PCs. There is

a requirement of orthogonality amongst all of the PCs in the basis set, leading to

orthogonal groupings of observations that are organized based on how much variability

they account for in the data set.

A rigorous description of PCA can be found in the literature [215], however key

concepts in the theoretical basis of PCA will be discussed. First, consider an n × p
matrix (X) containing the observations (xi,j) with n samples (i = 1, ..., n) and p

measurements (j = 1, ..., p). The empirical mean of X, is a row vector (x̄) and is

defined as the mean of all measurements in the jth column over all n samples

x̄j =

∑n
i=1 xi,j
n

. (3.17)

The centred data set (X̃) is found by subtracting the mean of each measurement (x̄j)

from X [215]

Figure 3.6: Light dispersion and the CCD detector. Light of varying wave-
lengths (νz) is spatially separated by the spectrometer and focused at the detector.
Each wavelength lands at a unique position on the CCD and registers to a unique
column of detector elements. Incident photon intensities are binned along the binning
axis and read out along the dispersion axis.
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x̃i,j = xi,j − x̄j. (3.18)

The sample covariance matrix (C) of X̃ is then determined according to 1

C =
X̃†X̃

n− 1
. (3.19)

The following equation must be solved such that C is diagonalized

A†CA = Λ, (3.20)

Where matrix A is the orthogonal matrix containing the eigenvectors of C, each with

length p. Λ is the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues (λ) of C. The set of

eigenvectors described in A forms a complete orthogonal basis set [215] of X̃ and it

follows that

α†lαm = δlm. (3.21)

Where l,m = 1, ..., p.

The kth eigenvector of C, corresponds to the kth column of A, αk, and is the kth

principal component. The PCs described in A each correspond to a specific eigenvalue

of C. The eigenvalues in Λ correspond to the variance of a specific PC

λk = variance(X̃αk). (3.22)

By definition, all PCs are orthogonal to one another and each PC describes the

relationships between a specific set of measurements. The first (k = 1) PC is selected

to account for the largest portion of the total variance of X̃. Similarly, the second PC

contributes the second largest variance and the kth PC has the kth highest variance.

1A general formalism for PCA is presented in this section, with the dagger operation representing
the complex conjugate transpose. However in the work of this dissertation all data sets are made
up of real numbers and this just becomes the transpose.
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Since the variance is larger in the first few PCs, they will contain information which

represents the variability in the data set more than the later PCs which typically

resemble noise. Therefore, PCA can be used to essentially reduce the size of a data

set.

It is important to note that a single PC will contain both positive (counts > 0) and

negative features (counts < 0). The selection of positive and negative is arbitrary,

and the features can be reflected about zero without affecting the results. However,

it is essential that the positive and negative features remain complimentary to one

another, in order to maintain orthogonality of the basis set.

The PC score of the kth PC, can be found for all (x̃i) samples in X̃ (n samples total)

using

zi,k = x̃iαk, (3.23)

where i = 1...n.

The degree of expression of a PC for a given sample is quantified using PC scores.

Therefore, a single sample (xi) in the full data set (X) can be reconstructed using

the PC scores as weightings for the PCs,

xi = x̄ + zi,1PC1 + zi,2PC2 + zi,3PC3 + .....zi,n−1PCn−1. (3.24)

The PC score of a sample quantifies the extent to which that PC is represented in a

given sample. Negative PC scores correspond to a greater expression of the negative

features relative to positive features of the PC, and positive PC scores correspond

to a greater expression of positive features relative to negative features. Using PC

scores, trends between samples can be identified.
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3.4 Considerations for Raman spectroscopy in bi-

ological applications

Raman spectroscopic applications to living biological systems require particular con-

siderations for key experimental parameters including spectral range, laser wavelength

and power, sample handling and spatial resolution. General experimental considera-

tions are addressed here.

Spectral range

Biomolecules common in cells and tissue have Raman bands located in two key spec-

tral ranges. Raman active normal modes attributed to protein, nucleic acid, lipid and

carbohydrates have Raman shifts between 450-1800 cm−1. Lipid and proteins also

have Raman shifts from 2400-3600 cm−1. Therefore, the work presented in this dis-

sertation involves spectra collected in the 450-1800 cm−1 range. Since all four classes

of biomolecules found in cells have Raman peaks in this range it is an ideal spectral

window to analyze.

Laser wavelength and power

Raman studies on biological samples require careful consideration of laser wavelength,

power and exposure time. All of these factors have an effect on tissue viability and

biochemical integrity as well as Raman peak intensity and spectral quality (in terms

of biological fluorescence).

Maintaining phenotypic integrity and viability in the biological sample during data

acquisition is especially important when trying to assess damage induced from exter-

nal stressors such as ionizing radiation. Laser wavelength, exposure time and power

all contribute to the extent of photodamage. Longer wavelengths cause less pho-

todamage in cells as demonstrated by Puppels et al. for laser powers from 0.5-20

mW at 457.9 nm, 488 nm, 514.5 nm, 632.8 nm and 660 nm [216]. Notingher et al.

demonstrated that living human cells exposed to 785 nm light with 115 mW power

for 40 minutes did not express noticeable changes to the Raman spectrum of the cells

or affect cell viability [217]. Therefore the use of a higher laser wavelength (e.g. 785
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nm) reduces photodamage and allows much higher laser powers and exposure times

to be used.

Inherently low Raman scatter efficiency can be addressed by using a higher laser

power and low wavelength of excitation (such as in the ultra violet range). However a

trade-off between improved signal intensity and biological fluorescence exists. Biolog-

ical fluorescence levels increase for low laser wavelengths [218], causing a disrupting

background in the Raman spectrum. Fluorescence can be minimized by using lasers

with wavelengths in the upper visible or near-infrared region (λ ≥ 600 nm) [218,219].

Reducing the incident laser power reduces biological fluorescence, however the Raman

scattering intensity will also decrease. High powered lasers in the near-infrared region

(e.g. 785 nm) significantly reduce biological fluorescence and operate in the spectral

region for which CCD detectors have relatively high quantum efficiency [220], making

the 785 nm laser a good compromise between biological fluorescence and improved

Raman signal. Furthermore, since the 785 nm laser does not induce noticeable levels

of photodamage in biological material for high laser powers and long exposure times

(e.g. 115 mW, 40 minutes), Raman peak intensity can be improved by using a higher

total integrated (over time) laser power exposure at this wavelength.

Sample holding environment

Appropriate selection of a substrate to plate the biological sample is important. De-

pending on the laser spot size, the plating substrate may be within the sampling

volume of the laser. If this is the case, it could contribute background fluorescence

and Raman peaks to the spectrum. Selection of a plating substrate which does not

have Raman peaks in the spectral region of interest and has low background fluores-

cence is key. As long as the background fluorescence is minimal enough to allow good

presentation of the Raman peaks in the biological sample and has a reproducible and

consistent background, spectral processing techniques can be used to remove these

effects [221]. A variety of substrate materials have been investigated for use in RS

including sodium glass [219], quartz [219,222], barium fluoride [223], magnesium flu-

oride [135] and calcium fluoride [218, 224]. However, fluoride-based materials (X-F2)

appear to work best for RS [218].
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Spatial resolution

Tissue is comprised of a collection of cells, and a cell is on the order of tens of micro-

meters with the organelles within the cell ranging from 50 to 100 nm [150]. Therefore

selection of the spatial and confocal resolution of the excitation laser is dependent on

the application of interest. For tissue studies, laser spot sizes on the order of the size

of a cell are sufficient. However, sub-cellular investigations would require laser spot

sizes on the order of 1 µm3 [95].

3.5 Summary

This chapter address the theoretical basis of RS and PCA, a common processing

technique for large spectral datasets. Instrumentation considerations are also ad-

dressed with particular focus on applications to study biological materials. Raman

spectroscopic considerations specific to the research presented in this dissertation are

addressed in chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Materials & Methods

This chapter provides detailed explanations of the materials and experimental tech-

niques consistently used throughout this dissertation. Details of techniques specific

to experiments found only in a given chapter are presented in the methods section

of that chapter. Section 4.1 presents the cell lines, culturing techniques and mouse

model protocols. Section 4.2 describes the procedures for tumour irradiation using

either a LINAC or small animal irradiation system. Methodology for Raman spectral

mapping of tissue using a commercial Raman spectrometer, including instrumentation

details and data processing techniques are discussed in section 4.3.

In total three separate mouse cohorts form the datasets for the work presented in

this dissertation. Since there are slight variations in experimental protocol and in-

strumentation among these three cohorts, a naming convention has been assigned to

each of the cohorts to allow easy identification and separation. Cohort A is a set

of 12 mice implanted with H460 tumours. Cohort B is a set of 19 mice implanted

with MDA-MB-231 tumours, and Cohort C is a set of 28 mice implanted with H460

tumours.

4.1 Murine tumour models

Human tumour xenografts were established in murine hosts to study radiation effects

using RS. This tumour model provides an experimental environment which is similar
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to human tumours including irregular vasculature, microenvironment heterogeneities

and a host system to support the radiation response in vivo. First, a cell line is

selected for the given experiment, cultured and batched up to produce a colony of

sufficient size for tumour implantation. Mice are selected to host human-derived cell

lines and therefore are immune-compromised. The cultured cells are implanted in

mice and the cohort is monitored for tumour growth and health. Once tumours reach

a predefined size the mice can progress on to radiation treatment and Raman studies.

4.1.1 Cell lines

The human-derived NSCLC cell line H460 and human-derived breast adenocarcinoma

cell line MDA-MB-231 were selected for experiments. These cell lines were selected

because they are human-derived diseases that have shown success for establishing

tumours in mice. Further, these cell lines have proven to yield measurable and unique

radiation response signatures using RS, in vitro [132]. Cell lines were purchased from

American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA, USA), tested pathogen-

free using Charles River Laboratories (Montreal, QC, Ca) and cultured according

to standard sterile handling techniques for adherent cell lines. Cell culturing took

place in a Biological Safety Level 2 (BSL2) lab at The Deeley Research Centre (DRC)

located at BC Cancer Victoria. All cell handling took place in a laminar flow biological

safety cabinet (BSC) to maintain sterility of the cell populations.

Stock cells were cryopreserved by suspending cells in fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Hy-

clone Labs Inc., Logan, UT, USA) supplemented with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)

(Hyclone) by volume and frozen at a rate of 1
◦C
min

in a −80◦C freezer. Once frozen,

cells were transferred for long-term storage in a nitrogen vapour storage tank held at

−182◦C.

Cells were thawed by warming the cell pellet to 37◦C and resuspending in appropriate

medium. Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium was used for culturing in

the case of H460 cells and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) media was

used for the MDA-MB-231 cell line (both sourced from Hyclone), with contents as

listed in Table 4.1. The sample was then centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes at 4◦C

and supernatant was removed. The cells were resuspended in 1 mL of media and an

aliquot of this suspension was plated in a T-75 culturing flask (75 cm2 growth area,
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polystyrene, vented cap, BD Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) containing 15 mL of

media. A hemacytometer was used to determine the cell density and appropriate

aliquot size to plate 1× 105 cells per flask. The flask was then placed in an incubator

at 37◦C with 5% CO2.

Cell Line Media Characteristics
H460 RPMI-1640 Medium

+ L-Glutamine
+ 25 mM HEPES
+ 10% FBS

MDA-MB-231 DMEM High Glucose Medium
4500 mg/L Glucose
+ 4.00 mM L-Glutamine
+ Sodium Pyruvate
+ 10% FBS

Table 4.1: Cell culturing media and its contents.

The cell population was split every three to four days, depending on the cell line.

The rate of splitting is selected in order to keep the number of cells in a flask below

50− 60% confluency, promoting exponential growth and avoiding using up all of the

nutrients in the media. Splitting was carried out by pouring off the old media and

rinsing fixed cells with 9 mL of phosphate buffer saline (PBS) (1×, 0.00067 M PO4,

Hyclone) to remove excess media and debris. Enzymatic dissociation of cells was

achieved using 3 mL of 0.25% Porcine Trypsin-EDTA (1×) (Hyclone) added to the

flask and incubated at 37◦C for 5 to 10 minutes. Once cells were detached from the

flask surface, 9 mL of media was added and the suspension was centrifuged at 1500

rpm for 5 minutes at 4◦C. The supernatant was poured off and cells were resuspended

in 1 mL of media. A portion of this suspension was used to assess viability and cell

density using a hemacytometer and 1 × 105 cells were plated into a new T-75 flask

and then placed back into the incubator. Colonies were batched up to achieve a large

enough population for tumour cell implantation within 3-4 passages from thawing.

4.1.2 Tumour xenografts

Animal procedures were approved by the University of Victoria Animal Care Com-

mittee (Victoria, BC, Ca) and performed in accordance with the guidelines set forth

by the Canadian Council on Animal Care.
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Mice were obtained from British Columbia Cancer Research Centre (BCCRC) An-

imal Resource Centre (Vancouver, BC, Ca). 4-6 week old NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/J

female mice were housed in HEPA filter microisolator cages within a bioexclusion

containment room. Upon delivery, mice remained in isolation and were allowed to

acclimatize for 1 week prior to study initiation. Animals were allowed access to food

and water ad libitum and all animal handling took place in a BSC.

Mice were approximately 8 weeks of age upon tumour cell implantation. Isoflurane

inhalation at 3% in oxygen using a precision vapourizer was used to anesthetize the

animals and the right flank of the mouse was shaved. Tumour cells were injected

subcutaneously at a concentration of 5 × 106 cells in 0.1 ml PBS. Following cell

implantation, mice returned to their cages and tumour growth (area) was monitored

three times a week using digital calipers. Animals were only included in the study

if tumour area was greater than 80 mm2 or less than 130 mm2. In the case of

H460 tumours, it took approximately 4 weeks to reach the predetermined size criteria

whereas MDA-MB-231 tumours required 9 weeks. Tumours typically reached the

inclusion size range within a span of 10 days of each other.

4.2 Tumour irradiations and harvesting

Animals were randomized into treatment groups once their tumour size reached the

predetermined end point, and investigators were blinded to radiation dose received by

a given mouse during radiotherapy treatment. All treatments were delivered within

10 days of each other. Due to changes in the infrastructure at our institution, two

different irradiation methods were used throughout the work presented in this dis-

sertation. Irradiations were carried out using a LINAC for Cohort A, but a small

animal radiation research platform (SARRP) was used for Cohort B and C. Both

methods will be described here. A control experiment between LINAC and SARRP

based irradiations was carried out using H460 tumours harvested at 3 days post irra-

diation. Raman spectral signatures were found to be repeatable between tumours in

Cohort A and Cohort C, suggesting changing the irradiation process does not affect

experimental outcomes.
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4.2.1 LINAC based irradiations

Tumour irradiations for Cohort A were carried out using a commercial LINAC sys-

tem. Mice were housed at The University of Victoria Animal Care Unit and irradiated

at BC Cancer Victoria. Since transportation was required and the animals were not

isolated in a sterile environment during treatment, a broad spectrum antibiotic (En-

rofloxacin) was added to the drinking water 10 days prior to treatment. Mice remained

on this prophylactic treatment until the end of the study. A single intraperitoneal

(IP) injection of Ketamine/Dexdomitor dosed at 50 mg
kg

Ketamine and 0.5 mg
kg

Dex-

domitor was used to anesthetize the mice for treatment. Individual mice were placed

into a custom designed restraint chamber made from acrylic, and a 10 mm non-toxic

removable dental wax bolus was placed over the tumour. The On-Board Imager

(OBI) feature of the Varian Truebeam STx LINAC (Varian Medical Systems Inc.,

Palo Alto, CA, USA) was used to align the posterior base of the tumour to isocentre.

A treatment plan using parallel-opposed beam geometry was developed for tumour

diameters of 10-15 mm using Eclipse treatment planning software (version 11, Varian

Medical Systems Inc.) and was used for all treatment deliveries. Irradiations took

place using a 6 MV photon beam with a dose rate of 6 Gy
min

at isocentre. Single dose

fractions of either 0, 5 or 15 Gy were delivered depending on the treatment group

assigned to the mouse. Following treatment, sedation reversal was achieved through

an IP injection of 1mg
kg

Atipamezole and recovery with thermal support.

4.2.2 SARRP based irradiations

Tumour irradiations for Cohort B and C were carried out on the SARRP (Gulmay

Medical Inc., Suwanee, GA, USA). Mice remained isolated in a sterile environment

throughout treatment and were not transported, therefore no broad spectrum an-

tibiotics were given to the animals. Mice were first anesthetized using isoflurane

inhalation (3% in oxygen) and placed on the treatment bed of the SARRP. Body

temperature was maintained throughout treatment using a BioVet stand-alone heat-

ing unit (m2m Imaging, Cleveland, OH, USA). First, mice were imaged using a single

CBCT scan at 60 kVp, 0.8 mA for 1 minute. A treatment plan was devised for the

animal based on this image, using Muriplan treatment planning software (Gulmay

Medical Inc.) and the tumour was automatically aligned with isocentre of the treat-
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ment unit based on this plan. Two 220 kVp parallel-opposed beams collimated to

1 × 1 cm2 were delivered to isocentre at a dose rate of 4 Gy
min

[225]. Depending on

the treatment group assigned to the mouse, doses of 0, 5 or 15 Gy were delivered in

single fractions. Following irradiation, mice were removed from isoflurane inhalation

and allowed to recover in normal conditions with thermal support.

4.2.3 Tumour harvesting

For all cohorts, mice remained in microisolator cages and were allowed access to food

and water ad libitum immediately following treatment until the time of tumour har-

vesting. The exact time of harvest post-irradiation was dependent on the mouse

and therefore harvesting and dose groups for each cohort are summarized in Table

4.2. Euthanasia was achieved through isoflurane overdose (5% in oxygen) and cervi-

cal dislocation. Tumours were immediately excised, embedded in mounting medium

(Tissue Tek O.C.T, Sakura Finetek Europe B.V., NL), snap frozen in liquid nitrogen

and stored at −80◦C.

4.3 Raman microscopy

4.3.1 Instrumentation

Raman spectra were collected using a Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope (Renishaw

Inc., Illinois, IL, USA). For all tissue studies (chapters 6-8), a 100x dry objective

(NA=0.9, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Ge) was used, however for the microfluidics

work of chapter 5 other objectives were also used. For all studies, a 785 nm continuous

wave diode laser with laser power measured at the sample to be 55± 5 mW (yielding

a power density of 0.53 ± 0.2 mW
µm3 ). The laser sampling volume was measured to be

1.2± 0.3 µm (along the x-axis), 5.8± 0.3 µm (along y-axis) and 14.8± 0.5 µm (along

z-axis). The laser volume used in this set-up allows for analysis at the single cell level.

All spectrometer components and spectral acquisition parameters were controlled by

WiRE version 3.0 software package (Renishaw).

The Raman spectrometer and associated components together with the incident laser
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Dose and Number Number
Harvest Time of Mice of Spectra

Cohort A 0 Gy, 3 days 4 2032
5 Gy, 3 days 4 2279
15 Gy, 3 days 4 1969

Total spectra pre-processing 6648
Total spectra post-processing 6280
Cohort B 0 Gy, 1 day 3 1514

15 Gy, 1 day 3 1540
0 Gy, 3 days 4 2196
5 Gy, 3 days 4 2007
15 Gy, 3 days 5 1998

Total spectra pre-processing 9612
Total spectra post-processing 9255
Cohort C 0 Gy, 2 hrs 4 2049

15 Gy, 2 hrs 4 1908
0 Gy, 1 day 3 1380
15 Gy, 1 days 3 1374
0 Gy, 3 days 3 1499
15 Gy, 3 days 3 1462
0 Gy, 10 days 4 1923
15 Gy, 10 days 4 2019

Total spectra pre-processing 14192
Total spectra post-processing 13614

Table 4.2: Dose and harvesting groups for the mouse cohorts.

and scattered Raman light paths are shown in Figure 4.1. The Raman excitation

laser exits the laser source with dimensions of 5× 2 mm2 and passes through a beam

expander, causing the laser spot to assume a circular shape of 5 mm diameter. This

light is reflected onto a 785 nm high pass optical filter (Renishaw) which reflects 785

nm light and transmits light of wavelengths greater than 785 nm. The 785 nm light

is then reflected in high purity to an upright microscope (Leica) focusing the laser

light on the back aperture of the objective and so matching this aperture as close to

5 mm is important. The objective focuses the light on the sample which is held in

place on a motorized microscope stage (Prior Scientific Inc., Rockland, MA, USA).

The spatial position of the sample is electronically controlled with resolution of 0.1

µm along the x, y and z directions. The laser light is isotropically scattered and

a portion of this light is collected by the objective, transmitted back through the

optical filter and focused onto a 600 line
mm

diffraction grating. The spatially dispersed
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light is then focused along the dispersion axis of an Andor iDUS DU-401A-BR-DD

(back illuminated, deep deletion, single quartz window with anti-reflective coating

optimized to 900 nm light) CCD (Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT, USA).

The CCD is cooled to −80◦C using a thermoelectric cooler in order to reduce thermal

noise on the detector. The CCD has dimensions of 1024×127 pixels, with a pixel size

of 26× 26 µm2. The detector collection area along the dispersion axis was selected to

be 600 pixels wide and centred around 1070 cm−1, although this did vary throughout

collection slightly. Regardless of slight variations, the spectral acquisition window

always encompassed a region from 460 cm−1 to 1800 cm−1.

Figure 4.1: Raman spectrometer with incident (red) and scattered light
paths (green).

4.3.2 Spectral acquisition

Procedures for Raman analysis are consistent throughout the three cohorts. Tumours

were sectioned to 20 µm using a rotary microtome (HM 505, MICROM International

GmbH, Walldorf, Ge) and placed on magnesium fluoride slides (Crystran Limited,

Dorset, UK). Sections remained on ice until Raman analysis, and were allowed to air

dry for 10 minutes prior to spectral acquisition using a commercial Raman spectrom-

eter. In order to best consider tumour heterogeneity, 3 tissue sections were sliced per
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tumour and Raman maps were acquired from several sub-regions within a section.

Each tissue section was studied using two 100 µm ×100 µm maps or one 220 µm ×220

µm map. In total 5-8 maps were collected per tumour, using the 100× objective with

a step size of 15 µm along the x and y dimensions. A detailed summary of the total

number of spectra collected for each cohort and group can be found in table 4.2.

Since tissue is not always uniform, and can have tears as a result of the sectioning and

plating, maps were collected in regions that are visibly intact and containing healthy

and viable cells. Figure 4.2 shows regions of mapping for a tissue section, characterized

by uniformity and healthy looking cells (cell wall intact) that are reasonably far away

from uneven regions. The entire area to be mapped is investigated by eye prior to

spectral mapping in order to ensure the area is uniform and free of debris. Visible

light is used to adjust the z-position of the region of interest by ensuring it is in clear

focus, and the laser spot is focused to a depth of 10 µm below the surface of the cell

using the motorized sample stage.

Figure 4.2: Mapping regions of a tissue section. Raman maps are automati-
cally collected from intact and viable tissue regions with area 100µm× 100µm.

It is important to maintain consistent spectral acquisition parameters throughout Ra-

man studies, in order to isolate spectral features that are a result of changes in tissue

responses rather than inconsistencies in data acquisition [226]. Factors including the

laser focusing, power, exposure time, sample handling and objective should be kept

consistent in order to maintain reproducibility [226–228]. These spectral acquisition
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parameters remained consistent between tumours, dose/time groups and cohorts for

the tissue work presented in this dissertation. Some variations exist for the Raman

studies with microfluidics in chapter 5, however these condition changes are discussed

in detail in that chapter.

For tissue studies, spectra were collected using 100% laser power (55± 5 mW) for 20

seconds without the use of photobleaching. A silicon reference spectrum, centred at

520.00 ± 0.50 cm−1 was collected prior to data acquisition each day, and after every

6 hours. Any obvious problems in laser or system alignment which could affect laser

intensity at the sample would be reflected in the intensity and location of this silicon

reference peak. Any drifts in intensity or location prompted adjustment of system

alignment as well as other system checks to restore it to baseline.

4.3.3 Data processing

Following spectral acquisition, the entire dataset containing spectra for all tumours

within an experiment is batch processed. First, outlier spectra are manually identified

and removed. Outliers may include spectra containing a cosmic ray, saturated spectra

or spectra that are clearly not associated with live tissue. This is necessary because

spectral mapping is carried out in an automated fashion, making it possible that

spectra within the data set are affected by temporary changes to the data acquisition

process (e.g. a bump to the instrument, flash of light in the room or exposure to a

cosmic ray). The total number of spectra remaining in each cohort following outlier

removal is listed in Table 4.2. This data set is then processed to remove background

biological fluorescence, normalize spectra, shift spectra to account for system drifts

during data acquisition and isolate correlated spectral features using PCA. All pro-

grams were developed using Matlab version 8.4.0.150421 R2014b (Mathworks Inc.,

Natick, MA, USA).

Background estimates and subtraction

Raman spectra of biological materials consist of the Raman bands associated with

the biological material superimposed with a fluorescence spectrum arising from the

organic molecules intrinsic to the sample volume and the MgF2 slide if present in
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the laser sampling volume. The intensity of background biological fluorescence is

dependent on the amount of material present in the sample volume, and therefore

varies throughout the tissue. Spectral background estimate and removal is therefore

used to eliminate this source of variability between spectra.

Background fluorescence gives rise to a low frequency baseline structure of the Raman

spectrum. In order to remove this component of the raw spectrum, a Savitsky-Golay

filter is used to estimate the baseline (BL) of the spectrum [229]. A generalized

moving average forms the basis of the Savitsky-Golay filter, where the coefficients

of the filter are determined by linear least-squares regression to fit the spectrum BL

within a window of interest to 1st order. The size of the filter window is selected

to be 7% of the total length of the spectral data set. This BL estimate gives an

initial threshold intensity to differentiate between signal and BL at each point in the

spectrum. The raw spectrum is then modified such that data points greater than

the estimated BL are set to the value of the BL at that point and this modified

data set is used to re-estimate the BL. In this way, the BL estimate conforms to the

low frequency structure of the background and eliminates the high frequency Raman

signals. This fitting process is reiterated 20 times, leading to convergence of a BL fit

for the data. The estimated BL is then subtracted from the raw spectrum, leaving

a spectrum with significantly less biological fluorescence contamination. Figure 4.3

shows an unprocessed Raman spectrum, together with a background estimate using

the Savitsky-Golay filter and corresponding background subtracted spectrum.

Careful selection of the Savitsky-Golay filter window size is needed. First, the size of

the filter window affects curvature of the BL estimate. A large filter window (e.g. 7%

of the data range) leads to low curvature while a small filter window (e.g. 1% of the

data range) leads to high curvature in the BL estimate. For this work, a filter size of

7% was selected based on visual optimization to the data set. With this selection, a

balance in avoiding an overestimate of the BL while also avoiding an underestimate

in the curvature of the BL is achieved.

Spectral shifting

A reference silicon spectrum is collected and used to account for system misalignments

and to avoid major spectral shifts prior to each day of spectral acquisition. However,
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Figure 4.3: Raw and background subtracted Raman spectrum from tis-
sue. An unprocessed Raman spectrum obtained from tissue (black) as well as the
background estimate according to a Savitsky-Golay filter (green) and background
subtracted spectrum (blue). The Savitsky-Golay filter window size was set to 7%.

slight drifts of the Raman system do still occur during data acquisition which lead

to drifts in the Raman shift read out by the detector for a given peak. In order to

account for these slight drifts, all spectra were aligned relative to the first spectrum

in the data set. Alignment to the first spectrum is an arbitrary selection. Spectral

shifts within a single day never exceeded 0.5 cm−1, however within a data set shifts

occurred up to 2 cm−1.

Spectral shifting was carried out by first isolating and fitting the phenylalanine Ra-

man band at 1004 cm−1 to a Gaussian distribution for both the reference spectrum

(R) and spectrum to be shifted (S). The difference between the mean of the Gaus-

sian distribution (µ) for each S spectrum and mean of the phenylalanine peak fit

for R is calculated and defines the required shifting magnitude and direction. The

intensity values for S are interpolated between subsequent pixels using a resolution

of 0.01 over the entire range of the spectrum. Interpolation occurs between inten-

sity values assigned to pixel (i − 1) and i (i denotes the pixel index in the array
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containing all intensity values for S) if S is to be shifted to higher wavenumbers.

Alternatively, interpolation occurs between pixels (i + 1) and i if S is to be shifted

to lower wavenumbers. Interpolation results in a 100 data point model of the Raman

spectrum between the two pixels, and the new shifted data set (S ′) at pixel i is filled

with the interpolated value defined at the shifting distance between the two pixels.

This interpolation and shift is repeated for all pixels in (S). Since the final pixel

in S can not be filled by interpolated data, the pixel is instead filled with intensity

data from the pixel adjacent to it. The fitting and shifting process is reiterated on S ′

relative to R to create S ′′. Overall, this process results in a set of intensity data (S ′′)

which is shifted relative to the original data set (S) but maintains the same spectral

shape and features and is aligned with R. Figure 4.4 illustrates the shifting process

by comparing the mean phenylalanine peak position for a spectrum in the data set

to the reference spectrum.

Figure 4.4: Raman spectral shifting using the phenylalanine peak. The
reference spectrum (R) is used to determine the shifting distance (µS − µR) of a
spectrum (S), resulting in a shifted spectrum (S ′′).
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Spectral normalization

The absolute peak intensity in a Raman spectrum will be influenced by the amount

of biological material in a the sample volume, Raman system alignment and minor

fluctuations in laser output power. Spectra are therefore normalized to the total

area under the baseline corrected and shifted spectrum, in order to account for these

absolute intensity differences.

Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis is applied following spectral processing, in order to

identify trends in the spectra as a function of dose and time post irradiation, as

described in chapter 3, section 3.3. PCA isolates correlated Raman peaks within a

spectrum (defined as the PCs) and scores the degree of expression of that PC for

the entire data set (PC scores). Following from the technical description of PCA in

section 3.3, the data input to Matlab consisted of an n×p array made of up n samples

corresponding to the spectra in a given data set and p measurements corresponding

to the number of data points in a single spectrum. Following PCA, a total of (n− 1)

PCs and the corresponding component scores for each spectrum is output.

Statistical Methods

Component scores for a given spectrum do not follow a normal distribution within

a tumour or dose group (tested using Anderson-Darling Test and Lilliefors Test as

established in Matlab). Therefore, Tukey style box plots are used to represent the

component scores for all spectra in a tumour or dose group. Median component score,

along with 25th and 75th percentiles are used to represent PCA results. Whiskers on

box plots represent the most extreme data points in the data set. The most extreme

data points above and below the median [230] are defined as the PC scores that fall

closest to,

1.5(75thpercentile− 25thpercentile). (4.1)

Outliers are defined as all data points falling beyond this value, and are left off the
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box plots for clarity. Notches on the box plots indicate the 95% confidence interval on

the median, approximated assuming a normal distribution, although this assumption

is also accurate for large samples of non-normal distributions [230]. Since data sets

are considered to follow a non-normal distribution, statistically significant shifts in

PC score between tumours or dose groups was tested using the chi-square statistic of

the two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, to a 5% significance level.
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Chapter 5

Raman Microfluidics

5.1 Introduction

Raman microfluidic systems capitalize on the exceptional spatial control of the Raman

excitation laser [207] achieved with Raman microscopy and controlled manipulation

of small fluid volumes using microfluidics. Together this is an ideal combination

for studying micron sized particles such as single cells, in an environment that is

amenable to cell viability. Raman microfluidic systems have shown particular value

in biological analysis. They have been used to measure concentrations of bio-analytes

in blood or other fluids [231,232] and as a detection technique for circulating tumour

cells [233]. Raman microfluidic systems have been used to distinguish non-cancer

and cancerous cells [233,234], differentiate between different leukemia cell lines [235]

and distinguish blood-derived leukocytes from breast cancer and leukemia cells [236].

The ability of Raman microfluidic systems to distinguish between different types of

cells in a label-free way shows promise for developing a Raman activated cell-sorting

(RACS) system, which would operate similar to fluorescence activated cell sorting

(FACS) however the detection technique is Raman analysis and therefore requires

no prior sample manipulation and staining with fluorescent markers [235]. Raman

microfluidic systems have not yet been applied to study radiobiological responses in

cells, and have the ability to overcome many of the problems with traditional data

acquisition techniques. This chapter presents four microfluidic system designs and

investigates the spectral characteristics that each system design can yield.
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5.1.1 Limitations for clinical implementation of single cell

Raman spectroscopy

Several techniques for data acquisition of single cell Raman spectra exist. Cells can

be fixed onto a disk of appropriately selected material and a dry objective can be used

to identify individual cells from the pellet [132,135]. Alternatively, cells can be grown

onto slides and analyzed with a dry objective [222] or kept in an aqueous solution and

analyzed with an immersion objective [97]. These techniques pose several challenges

for adaptation of single cell RS in the clinic.

The above mentioned single cell RS techniques involve long data acquisition times.

This is due partly to the time it takes for the user to identify and isolate a cell

to study and partly to the inherently weak Raman scattering cross section which

leads to lengthy spectral acquisition times. As an example, the system reported in

Harder et al. is optimized in terms of detector sensitivity, laser power density and

system collection efficiency. Spectral acquisition takes 10 s per cell [132], while it

takes approximately 30 s to identify and focus the laser for data acquisition. This

is because the surface of the cell pellet is uneven and requires focal adjustments in

order to identify the cells. Lengthy acquisition times limit the number of cells that

can be studied in a reasonable amount of time.

In addition to long data acquisition times, traditional single cell Raman techniques are

difficult to automate. This limits the number of cells from which data can be collected

in a reasonable amount of time, and means the techniques are expensive in terms of

human resources. These techniques require significant involvement from a specially

trained researcher to collect data, limiting who can perform single cell Raman studies

and adds to the cost of the technique. Several traditional acquisition techniques

remove the cell from its natural environment and require fixation or freezing. This can

stress the cells, potentially affecting its biochemical profile. Lastly, these techniques

do not make efficient use of the sample, requiring large sample volumes. Patient

samples are often limited in size, making efficient use of samples imperative.

Raman microfluidic systems are a promising alternative technique for collecting sin-

gle cell Raman spectra because they facilitate an automated data collection process

while keeping the cells in an amenable environment for proliferation. These systems

facilitate analysis of larger proportions of cells, or highly controlled analysis of small
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sample volumes, facilitating complete analysis of the radiation related changes occur-

ring in a sample.

5.1.2 Instrumentation considerations

A basic schematic of a Raman microscope coupled with a microfluidic system is shown

in Figure 5.1. An excitation laser is coupled to an upright microscope which holds the

sample on a motorized stage. Excitation light passes through the microscope objective

and is focused onto a small region of the microchannel. The Raman scattered light

is collected by the microscope objective and is passed through the spectrometer and

detector, producing the Raman spectrum.

Figure 5.1: Raman microscope coupled with a microfluidic chip. Incident
laser (red) and scattered light (orange) paths are shown.

Both Raman microscopy systems and microfluidics systems are fairly versatile, how-

ever some special considerations must be made in terms of chip design and microscope

components for successful integration. Choice of chip material is important to ensure

background signal is minimized to reduce interruption of the potentially subtle spec-

tral changes associated with radiobiology work [132]. Due to the relatively extended

(10 seconds) acquisition time associated with single cell RS it is important to immo-

bilize the cells during spectral acquisition. The choice of immobilization technique

must be selected to minimize any trapping-related damage induced in the cell, while
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maintaining stable cell trapping and efficient automation capabilities for the system.

A Raman microfluidic system which takes these factors into consideration is needed

for further advancements in radiobiological RS studies.

Raman system considerations

The main considerations for the Raman system involve selection of the objective.

Raman microfluidic applications require the use of a laser spot that is small enough

to minimize its interaction with the microchannel walls. Therefore, consideration of

objective NA as outlined in chapter 3, section 3.2.1 is important.

Figure 5.2: Objectives for observing particles under a coverslip. A par-
ticle (orange) suspended in solution under a coverslip. A dry objective (a), water
immersion objective (b) and oil immersion (c & d) are shown.

In microfluidic systems the cells are suspended in isotonic solution beneath a window,

as shown in Figure 5.2. In a dry objective situation, as shown in Figure 5.2a, light

exiting the objective must pass through air, window, isotonic solution and finally the

target. Each interface between different indices of refraction (n) result in scattering

and refraction of the light. Large light refraction results in image aberrations [237],

therefore a coverslip corrected water immersion objective is used to eliminate this.
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In this case the only index of refraction change is through the coverslip, as shown in

Figure 5.2b. Coverslip correction is therefore needed to account for refraction and is

based on a 170 µm thick window with index of refraction 1.515 [212]. The system

is very sensitive to the thickness and index of refraction of the coverslip therefore

typically a correction collar is also present to account for slight variations.

Typically an oil immersion objective is favourable for samples located below a cov-

erslip. However, such objectives are only valuable if the sample is directly under the

coverslip, as shown in Figure 5.2c, because light no longer has to pass through the

isotonic solution which has a much lower index of refraction. If light has to pass

through the isotonic solution (Figure 5.2d), image aberrations quickly begin to be

apparent (within less than 10 µm of distance through the isotonic solution) [237].

Figure 5.3: Objective working distance. The working distance of an objective is
defined in (a). Based on the working distance defined for an objective, the maximum
distance the objective can be placed from the top of the microchip is fixed (b). The
maximum depth a particle can be placed below the coverslip is also predefined by the
working distance of the objective (c).

The working distance of the objective is the distance from the front of the lens element

of the objective to the closest surface of the coverslip when the target object is in

sharp focus, as shown in Figure 5.3a [212]. The working distance is predefined for an

objective based on its NA and magnification, decreasing as these two values increase.

The working distance of the objective will dictate the maximum distance the objective

can be placed from the top surface of the chip (as shown in Figure 5.3b), which would

focus sharply on an object directly below the coverslip. Also the working distance

dictates the maximum depth below the coverslip (objective right up against coverslip)

for which the objective can focus on a target object (as shown in Figure 5.3c).
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5.1.3 Microfluidic chip considerations

The basic components of a microfluidic chip include a chip substrate in which a

microchannel, or series of microchannels, is made. The microchip should also contain

an injection and extraction port that connects to tubing and syringe systems in order

to pass the sample through the microchip.

Basic chip design

Depending on the substrate material used to make the chip, a Raman inert window

may need to be incorporated in the chip to avoid interfering background signals

from the chip substrate (discussed in more detail in the next section). If the chip is

made of several components (e.g. base and window) these must all be tightly sealed

together in order to avoid leakage and in order to successfully flow fluid through the

microchannel.

When coupling the microfluidic chip and Raman system together the physical di-

mensions of the chip must also be considered. The objective used in the Raman

microscope must be placed close to the surface of the microchip, usually a minimum

of 250 µm. Therefore the chip must be designed such that the objective can be

placed this close without meeting any obstructions. Also, the thickness of material

between the objective and target object is constrained. Suitable objectives for Raman

microfluidic applications will be corrected for a coverslip (nominally 170 µm thick)

therefore the material between target object and objective must be limited to this

thickness, as discussed in section 5.1.2.

It is also necessary to fabricate the chip to have a smooth surface (within the channel)

to reduce scattering of the excitation laser. Scattered laser light creates a uniform

background signal in the Raman spectrum which, if sufficiently strong, can severely

degrade spectral quality or wash out the target object’s Raman signal completely.

Chip material

Factors to consider in chip material selection include: the type of material, ease and

time for fabrication using that material and bio-compatibility. Material should be
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selected to reduce interference of Raman signals from unwanted materials (the mi-

crofluidic chip) and optimize Raman signals from the target material. Common ma-

terials used to make microfluidic chips include polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), silicon,

glass, and quartz.

Background considerations

Cells have a Raman fingerprint in the 400-1800 cm−1 and 2400-3600 cm−1 regions,

therefore selecting a material that will minimize the presence of Raman peaks from

the chip in these regions is important. Furthermore, selecting a material of high

optical quality to reduce background fluorescence arising from the chip material will

also minimize substrate spectral contamination.

Bulk samples of pure metals do not exhibit a Raman signal because free electrons

present in the material block incident photons from reaching and interacting with the

lattice bonds of the metal [238]. However, thin films of pure metals do exhibit Raman

signals because the conductivity of nanometre thickness films is low and therefore

allows photons to reach the lattice bonds of the metal [239]. Thin metal films or

roughened metal surfaces can in fact be used to enhance Raman signals in techniques

such as surface enhance Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Non-metals (both inorganics

and organics) are typically Raman active. Many organics have characteristic Raman

peaks in regions of interest for cell studies because the types of bonds present are

similar to those found in biomolecules.

The Raman spectrum of some common microfluidic fabrication materials, collected

using a 785 nm laser for 10 s, are shown in Figure 5.4. PDMS exhibits Raman peaks

throughout the spectral region of interest for cells. Silicon (spectrum not shown in

Figure 5.4) is used for calibration of the Raman system and is useful because of its

strong peak at 520 cm−1. Glass exhibits a broad and strong Raman signal around

1000 cm−1. Quartz has a relatively flat Raman spectrum in the cell region, with a

broad peak around 350 cm−1 [240], as well as at 400 cm−1, 600 cm−1 and 800 cm−1.

Other than these peaks, quartz has a relatively flat Raman spectrum in the region

of interest for cells. The spectrum of MgF2 is also shown, and exhibits a sharp peak

around 410 cm−1 however in general the spectrum of this material is very flat in the

cell spectral range.
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Chip materials with strong Raman signals will have greater negative impact on the

spectral background if it is used to make the channels. Therefore, fabrication using

MgF2 is ideal. Fabrication using other materials with high background may also be

possible with appropriate selection of channel dimension and through the addition of

a Raman transparent window in the device.

Figure 5.4: Materials suitable for microfluidic chip fabrication. Raman
spectra acquired using a 785 nm laser, for 10 seconds focused on the surface of PDMS,
glass, quartz and MgF2.

Fabrication techniques

PDMS microchip fabrication is well established using soft lithography [241], and is

a relatively quick and simple process with the advantage of rapid prototyping [242].

PDMS chips are also relatively inexpensive to make and therefore can be treated

as disposable systems if desired. Fabrication of glass, silicon and quartz chips are

more time consuming, possibly requiring the use of harsh chemical etching and high

cost facilities [236,240]. Microchips made from these materials are therefore typically

intended to be reusable. Microchip fabrication using MgF2 as the chip substrate has

not been attempted in the literature.
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Memory effect

The memory effect refers to particles or analytes sticking to the microchannel walls,

permanently altering the Raman background of the chip [236,240]. Challenges associ-

ated with the memory effect can be alleviated by selecting a chip which is disposable

after each use. Alternatively, if a reusable chip is necessary, the channel could be

coated to protect the walls from contamination during analysis [243]. Washing the

channels after each use would also be essential practice for reusable chips.

Microchannel system design

Physical dimensions of the microchannel should be selected so that the channel walls

are not in the sampling volume of the laser spot, so as to minimize background signal

from the chip substrate. However, if the walls are too large (greater than 1 mm) the

fluid dynamics behave closer to those in macroscopic flows [244]. Employing certain

trapping mechanisms may also place constraints on the allowed separations of channel

walls. Such factors should be considered when designing the microchannels.

Aqueous medium and flow

Aqueous media are the basis of microfluidics. For Raman microfluidic applications

involving cells, the aqueous medium should be selected such that it is compatible with

cells and has negligible or minor Raman peaks in the spectral range of interest for

cells. Pure water has weak Raman bands at 1640 cm−1 and 3300 cm−1 [240] and can

be used effectively to suspend particles. However, PBS is preferred for suspending

cells as it is an isotonic solution. The chemical composition of PBS is mainly water

with some salts present (sodium phosphate, sodium chloride), therefore, the Raman

spectrum is highly similar to that of pure water.

Regulation of the flow rate is required to ensure successful trapping (depends on the

trapping mechanism being used), and appropriate time to acquire Raman spectra.

Flow can be precisely controlled and driven by using pressure or vacuum via external

pumps [245].
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Trapping techniques

It takes a finite amount of time to collect a Raman spectrum of single cells (on the

order of 10 seconds [132]), therefore, a cell suspended in fluid in the microchannel

must be held in the sampling volume of the laser for that length of time in order

to ensure optimal spectral quality is obtained. Furthermore, incorporation of trap-

ping techniques for controlling cells in the microchannel allows the cell to be moved

away from microchannel walls in order to avoid interrupting background signals and

facilitates cell sorting and systemic analysis of a large collection of cells.

Several single-cell trapping mechanisms are available, including, mechanical, hydro-

dynamic, dielectrophoretic, acoustic and optical trapping. For Raman microfluidic

applications it is important to select a trap which can stably hold single cells for the

entire duration of the spectral acquisition period, does not damage the cell over that

period, does not disrupt or interact with the incident or scattered light, rapidly traps

the target object, is easily incorporated into a Raman microfluidic system, requires

minimal pre-focusing of the sample into the trap and is relatively inexpensive.

5.1.4 Current designs for single cell Raman microfluidics

Perhaps the most extensively published Raman microfluidic system has been designed

in PDMS. The popularity of PDMS designs can be attributed to the relatively low

cost and time required for fabrication in this material. Lau et al. designed a PDMS

microchip with a channel depth of 50 µm and width of 100 µm, bonded to glass

coverslips [235]. This chip was coupled with a 660 nm laser for single beam optical

trapping and Raman spectral acquisition. Acquisition times were 2 minutes per

spectrum, which is relatively long compared to other single cell Raman studies [132].

Lau et al. suggest using a 785 nm laser to reduce acquisition times, as well as

employing signal enhancing techniques such as SERS [235]. In this set-up the spectral

range is limited to 700 cm−1-1700 cm−1, possibly due to the strong PDMS signals

apparent at wavenumbers below 700 cm−1. Tightly focused laser light also helps to

minimize signal from the glass and PDMS, since a 100x oil immersion objective is used.

Several valuable radiation-related Raman peaks are found at wavenumbers below 700

cm−1, therefore it is desirable to include lower wavenumbers in the spectrum.
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Perozziello et al. designed a microchip made of a hybrid of materials, selected to

both enhance the Raman signal from cells while minimizing background from the chip

materials [246]. Topaz was covered with 100 nm gold, and SU-8-50 was coated on this

gold surface which formed the channels and a CaF2 window sealed the chip. The gold

acted to isolate the Raman active Topaz from producing a Raman signal, and also

enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio in the Raman spectra. Cells were mechanically

trapped in cavities made inside the channel, and nanodevices were formed near each

trap to enhance the Raman signal. A 830 nm laser coupled with a 50x objective was

used to focus and collect the laser light. They successfully observed H2O2 induced

cell membrane damage using this device, by studying the 800-1800 cm−1 range. No

spectra are presented in the paper, however, and also spectral acquisition times are

not given [246].

More recent Raman microfluidic designs involve glass and mineral based chips. Do-

chow et al. demonstrated successful trapping and Raman spectral analysis of human

tumour cells in a quartz capillary based system [247]. A quartz capillary made up the

microchannel, with inner channel dimensions of 50x50 µm2. Two parallel opposed

single mode fibres were used to guide 1070 nm laser light for dual beam optical trap-

ping, and a 785 nm laser was coupled to a 100x dry objective for Raman interrogation

lasting 10 s per spectrum. The usable spectral range was from 950-1771 cm−1 due to

disruptive peaks from quartz at 600 cm−1, 800 cm−1 and 1060 cm−1 and of water at

1640 cm−1.

Dochow et al. subsequently presented a microfluidic system wet-etched into borofloat-

33 glass, consisting of a trapping chamber with a height of 60 µm and diameter of

190 µm [247]. Dual beam fibre trapping was carried out using a 1070 nm laser, and

spectral acquisition was carried out using a 514 nm laser coupled with a 60x water

immersion objective for a duration of 10 s per spectrum. The 514 nm laser was selected

to reduce background signal from the glass substrate. The spectral quality obtained is

superior to that presented in other PDMS studies, however the usable spectral range

for this chip is from 550-1750 cm−1 and there exists a measurement artifact from 1000-

1150 cm−1 which is less than ideal for radiobiological Raman studies. Further, Raman

spectral acquisition using a 785 nm laser is preferred in order to reduce laser-induced

damage to the cell and improve acquisition times [217,235].

A microfluidic system wet-etched into quartz [236] was also investigated, allowing
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Raman spectral acquisition using a 785 nm laser, due to lower Raman background in

quartz compared to glass when probed using this wavelength [247]. Dual beam fibre

trapping using a 1070 nm laser, and a 60x water immersion objective was used to focus

and collect Raman scattered light. Raman spectral acquisition took 10 s per spectrum.

Below 810 cm−1 as well as from 1497-1594 cm−1, spectra were found to have residual

spectral contributions from the quartz substrate and trapping laser [248]. This is not

ideal for radiobiological Raman experiments which rely on spectral changes within

these regions [132]. Further challenges identified by the authors include agglomeration

of the tumour cells following trypsinization, and sedimentation of the cells at the

bottom of the microchannel making trapping and isolation of single cells challenging

[236].

The main challenge with current single cell Raman microfluidic techniques for ap-

plications in radiobiology is the limited usable spectral range due to interrupting

background signals from the chip material. A Raman microfluidic chip with minimal

spectral contributions from the chip itself is needed.

5.1.5 Objective

This chapter presents four microfluidic substrate designs, with the intention of as-

sessing suitability for single-cell radiobiological Raman studies. Basic PDMS, gold

coated PDMS, magnesium fluoride and parafilm-magnesium fluoride hybrid systems

were fabricated. Next, single cell spectra were collected and analyzed for suitability

in radiobiological studies. This chapter presents new fabrication techniques for Ra-

man microfluidic studies showing that magnesium fluoride based systems are ideal

for radiobiological applications.

5.2 Materials & Methods

5.2.1 PDMS system

Fabrication took place using standard soft lithography techniques as described in

detail elsewhere [241]. Briefly, a silicon mask was used as a template to form 155
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µm wide by 50 µm deep channels. Sylgard 184 (Krayden Inc., CO, USA) Silicone

Elastomer Kit was used with a 10:1 elastomer to curing agent ratio to make the PDMS

structure. This was de-gassed for 2 hours then baked at 80◦C for approximately 5

hours. The PDMS chip was not sealed with a glass slide since a strong Raman signal

arises from this material. Instead, the chip was sealed with a 170 µm thick MgF2

coverslip (25 mm diameter, Global Optics UK Ltd, Poole, UK). The seal between

the coverslip and PDMS chip was achieved purely through contact forces between the

two surfaces.

5.2.2 Au-PDMS system

A PDMS chip as described in section 5.2.1 was used as the base for this prototype,

therefore the Au-PDMS system has channel dimensions of 155 µm wide and 50 µm

deep. The PDMS chip was then coated with gold following protocols described by

Lee et al. [249]. This consisted of treating the PDMS with Oxygen Plasma using a

Harrick Plasma cleaner/sterilizer, coating with 2 nm Ti (Alfa Aesar, MA, USA) at a 1
Å
s

deposition rate, and then coating with Au (Alfa Aesar) to a thickness of either 150

nm or 250 nm at a rate of 1 Å
s

using a Glovebox Evaporator (Angstrom Engineering

Inc, ON, Ca). A 170 µm thick MgF2 coverslip (Global Optics) was used as the top

window for the system.

5.2.3 MgF2 system

First, I attempted to wet etch an optical grade MgF2 wafer (Global Optics) using 5 M

HNO3 over a period of 24 hours, which was unsuccessful. Next a 170 µm MgF2 slide

was etched using a Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics, Spitfire Ti-Sapphire laser, CA,

USA) with pulse width 120 fs, at 800 nm wavelength, with a repetition rate of 1 kHz.

The average power of the etching laser was 0.025 mW, using a 50x, 0.55 NA objective.

Two different channel dimensions were machined, the first consisted of a 15 mm long

channel which was 100 µm wide and 37 µm deep. The second channel was 15 mm

long, 207 µm wide and 75µm deep. Chips were covered using a second 170 µm MgF2

coverslip.
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5.2.4 Parafilm-MgF2 system

This system consists of an optical grade MgF2 base (170 µm thick, Global Optics)

with Parafilm sealed onto it. A channel was formed in Parafilm by using an Exacto

knife, and then sealed with a second MgF2 surface (170 µm thick) using heat. The

channel dimensions were limited by the width of the knife blade and thickness of the

Parafilm, yielding a channel that was 79 µm wide and 200 µm deep.

5.2.5 Raman system

All experiments were carried out using the Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope as

described in chapter 4. Spectra were collected using either a 100x dry objective (Leica

Microsystems, Wetzlar, Ge, NA=0.9) or 60x water immersion objective (Olympus,

ON, Ca, NA=1.2, coverslip corrected). Spectra were acquired using the 785 nm laser

at 100% laser power for 10 s acquisition time.

The 60xw objective has a spot size of 1.8x10x29 µm3, and power density of 0.1 mW
µm3 .

This was measured by looking at the full-width-at-half-maximum of an intensity map

of the 520 cm−1 silicon peak, along a gold-silicon interface. In comparison, the power

density of the 100x dry objective is 2x5x10 µm3 with a 0.5 mW
µm3 laser power density

at the sample volume.

5.2.6 Cell samples

The human NSCLC cell line H460 (as described in chapter 4, section 4.1.1) was used

for cell studies. Cells were suspended in PBS for manipulation in the microchannels.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 PDMS system

The PDMS chip is shown in Figure 5.5a and channel characteristics as observed using

20x magnification can be found in Figure 5.5b. The microchannel base was found to
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occasionally be inconsistent, likely due to air bubbles in the polymer during curing.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: PDMS system. PDMS system (a) and 20x microscope image of a
microchannel (b).

Characteristic Raman spectra of the background of the PDMS channel taken using

the 100x dry objective at the base, middle and top depths of the channel can be found

in Figure 5.6a. Spectra collected at the base of the channel have higher background

contamination from PDMS compared to spectra from the top of the channel. Several

characteristic PDMS peaks can be observed in this spectrum, specifically at 500, 620,

710, 795, 865, 1260 and 1410 cm−1. These peaks decrease in intensity at further

distances from the channel base and wall. The background spectra are highly repro-

ducible. Background spectra of the PDMS channel collected with the 60xw objective

are shown in Figure 5.6b. The main difference between collection with the 100x and

60xw objective is that the baseline fluorescence is higher using the 60xw objective,

and the baseline has more structure to it.

A cell spectrum collected in the PDMS microchannel is shown in Figure 5.7. The

difference spectrum shows characteristic cell peaks, specifically around 1004, 1251,

1337, 1450, 1656 cm−1. However, PDMS peaks are still present in the cell spectrum.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: PDMS background spectra. Background spectra collected from the
top (light grey), middle, and bottom (black) of a microchannel in the PDMS system
using a 100x dry objective (a) and 60x water immersion objective (b).

5.3.2 Au-PDMS system

The Au-PDMS chip and corresponding microchannel is shown in Figure 5.8. Due to

the flexible nature of the PDMS chip, the gold coating exhibited some cracking and

rippling which could be minimized by reduced movement, distortion and handling of

the chip once coated with gold. If the PDMS chip contains an inconsistent base due

to manufacturing, the base will remain this way after gold deposition.

Background spectra collected with the 100x objective can be found in Figure 5.9a

for a 250 nm Au coating. There is little difference between the 150 and 250 nm Au

coatings, in terms of spectral quality. Background spectra contain higher fluorescence

than in the PDMS chip, and some of the very strong PDMS peaks are still present

(500, 620 cm−1), especially from spectra collected at the base of the chip. This may

be due to non-uniform chip coverage in some places. The background spectrum at

the top of the Au-PDMS channel is fairly flat. Background spectra collected with the

60xw objective can be found in Figure 5.9b. The background fluorescence is much

higher in these spectra, which is consistent with what was observed in the PDMS

case and makes sense when changing from the 100x to 60xw objective. Due to the

high background fluorescence, spectra at the bottom and middle of the channel are
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saturated.

A cell spectrum collected in the Au-PDMS microchannel is shown in Figure 5.10. It

is clear that there are very few characteristic cell peaks in the cell spectrum, likely

because the high fluorescence background is washing them out in this system.

5.3.3 MgF2 system

The first laser machined chip consisted of a 100 µm wide and 37 µm deep channel. The

channel had some visible roughness and minor cracks at the edges. High background

fluorescence was observed, likely due to the roughness of the channel. Therefore, a

second laser machined chip was developed to reduce the background by increasing the

Figure 5.7: PDMS cell spectrum. Raman spectrum of a cell within a PDMS mi-
crochannel (black) with corresponding background spectrum and difference spectrum
(light grey). Collected using the 60xw objective.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: Au-PDMS system. Au-PDMS system (a) and 20x microscope image
of a microchannel (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Au-PDMS background spectrum. Background spectra collected
from the top (light grey), middle and bottom (black) of the Au-PDMS system using
a 100x dry objective (a) and 60x water immersion objective (b).
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Figure 5.10: Au-PDMS cell spectra. Raman spectrum of a cell within a
Au-PDMS microchannel (black), corresponding background spectrum and difference
spectrum (light grey). Collected using the 60xw objective.

channel dimensions to 207 µm wide and 75 µm deep. This chip is shown in Figure

5.11. Again, roughness and minor cracks are visible at the channel edges, as shown

in Figure 5.11b.

The background Raman spectrum collected with the 100x objective is shown in Figure

5.12a. The background spectra have no obvious peaks from the chip substrate only

contain background fluorescence. The fluorescence is relatively high and is likely

due to rough channel wall and base surfaces as a result of the machining process.

High fluorescence means that background spectra collected near the channel base are

saturated. Fluorescence reduces as the laser spot is moved away from the channel

base, suggesting a deep channel with cell spectra collected at mid-depth or even a

bit higher is ideal for spectral acquisition. Spectra collected with the 60xw objective

(Figure 5.12b) contain higher background fluorescence compared to spectra collected
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: MgF2 system. MgF2 system (a) and 20x microscope image of a
microchannel (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: MgF2 background spectra. Background spectra collected from the
top (light grey), middle and bottom (black) of the MgF2 system using a 100x dry
objective (a) and 60x water immersion objective (b).

with the 100x objective, as expected. Again, the spectrum collected at the base of

the channel was saturated at 100% laser power for 10x acquisition. A cell spectrum

collected in the MgF2 channel is shown in Figure 5.13. Several characteristic cell

peaks are present in the difference spectrum, especially at wavenumbers below 1000
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cm−1.

Figure 5.13: MgF2 cell spectra. Raman spectrum of a cell within a MgF2

microchannel (black), corresponding background spectrum and difference spectrum
(light grey). Collected using the 60xw objective.

5.3.4 Parafilm-MgF2 system

The Parafilm-MgF2 chip and magnified view of the channel is shown in Figure 5.14.

The background from this chip in both the 100x (5.15a) and 60xw cases (Figure

5.15b) is highly reproducible and contains mostly fluorescence from the objective its

self. A characteristic MgF2 peak is present at 410 cm−1 which reduces in intensity

as distance from the channel base (which is made of MgF2) increases. The presence

of this peak is not of concern for radiobiological Raman studies because the lowest

wavenumber of interest in previous work is around 450 cm−1 [132].

A typical cell spectrum collected from the Parafilm chip is shown in Figure 5.16. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.14: Parafilm-MgF2 system. Parafilm-MgF2 system (a) and 20x micro-
scope image of a microchannel (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.15: Parafilm-MgF2 background spectra. Background spectra col-
lected from the top (light grey), middle and bottom (black) of the Parafilm-MgF2

system using a 100x dry objective (a) and 60x water immersion objective (b).

difference spectrum shows several characteristic cell spectral features. In addition to

those observed in the PDMS cell spectrum, characteristic peaks at wavenumbers below

100 cm−1 (720, 857, 937 cm−1) are also visible, due to the favourable background

spectrum of the chip in this region compared to that of PDMS.
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Figure 5.16: Parafilm-MgF2 cell spectra. Raman spectrum of a cell within a
Parafilm-MgF2 microchannel (black) and corresponding background spectrum. Col-
lected using the 60xw objective. The difference spectrum between the two is also
shown (light grey).

5.4 Discussion

Four unique microfluidic systems were designed and evaluated for spectral character-

istics of single cells within a microchannel. Manufacturing considerations varied from

one system to the next and could be achieved with varying degrees of complexity.

The PDMS system was very easy to manufacture, with the entire process taking only

24 hours to complete. A reasonable degree of sealing can be obtained between the

MgF2 coverslip and PDMS upper surface purely by contact forces, but whether or not

this could be maintained under high pressures involved with microfluidics is unclear.

Unfortunately, the PDMS system produced spectra that were highly contaminated in

key regions of interest for single cell studies and particularly for radiobiological work.
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While this system could be cleaned and reused, the poor spectral quality makes this

system a poor choice for radiobiological applications in its current state.

The process of coating gold on PDMS microsystems is not a difficult task, but does

require access to specialized equipment. Beyond this, the natural contact sealing

between the MgF2 coverslip and surface of the Au-PDMS chip is poor. Therefore

techniques for sealing this device would need to be investigated if this were to be

used as a microfluidic system. The Au-PDMS chip is not reusable because it is

difficult to fully remove all cells from the channels when soaking with suitable cell-

cleaning materials such as ethanol or trypsin. More vigorous cleaning approaches such

as sonication could prove to be valuable for cleaning the Au-PDMS system, however

such vigorous techniques do not work well with the delicate gold coating.

In terms of spectral considerations, the background spectra collected in the Au-PDMS

system have poor reproducibility. This means that throughout the channel and from

one acquisition to the next, the background spectra will have different peaks present

at varying intensities. This may be due to enhancing effects with the gold layer,

and inconsistencies in what signal is enhanced each time. Also, inconsistent PDMS

coverage with the gold may be contributing to the lack of reproducibility. Fixing

the position within the channel in which cell spectra are collected could help to

improve these inconsistencies. When 10 s of photobleaching as well as 100% laser

power is used to collect spectra for 10 s, air bubbles form in the channel during

acquisition. This is likely due to light reflections which pass through the constituents

filling the channel many times, leading to heating, evaporation and formation of an

air bubble. Evaporation effects can be avoided by reducing the laser power and not

photobleaching. Due to a lack of reproducibility, persistent presence of PDMS peaks

and increased background this design is a poor choice for radiobiological cell studies.

The main source of spectral contamination in the case of MgF2 system was the rough-

ness of the channel from machining which lead to high spectral background. However,

cell spectra obtained from this system contain all of the key spectral features for cell

studies with no impeding substrate-based contamination. While the MgF2 system

produced favourable spectral results, there are key issues with the manufacturing of

this system. In particular, the time required to etch the 15mm long channel with

dimensions 207 µm wide and 75 µm deep is about 10 hours. This time expense is

less than ideal. Furthermore, sealing procedures were not implemented in this design
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and would need to be developed. There is currently no known way to directly fuse

two pieces of MgF2 together. Some possible suggestions include bonding the pieces

together using a suitable epoxy (e.g. Norland Optical Adhesive UV cured epoxy) and

clearing the channel with a solvent or direct bonding and annealing. Therefore, de-

spite the appealing spectral features of the MgF2 system, the cost and manufacturing

hurdles make this system less than ideal.

In contrast, the Parafilm-MgF2 chip is relatively easy to fabricate. A second prototype

intended to specifically test sealing this device was made using 1 mm thick glass slides

as the base and top layers of the chip. Holes were formed in the Parafilm to catch

fluid injected into the chip, and holes were drilled into the glass coverslip using a

diamond drill (1.7 mm drill diameter). Injection tubing of 1/16” outer diameter was

attached to a syringe using a female luer system for fluid injection and withdrawl.

Sealing the injection tubes to the chip was initially carried out by using hot glue on

the glass slide. Future sealing techniques could involve Oxygen Plasma sealing PDMS

cubes with 1/16” holes punched into it, onto the glass surface above the holes in the

glass and directly fitting the tubing into those PDMS holes. This system showed

successful sealing between the glass slides and Parafilm, which was obtained purely

through heat moulding of the Parafilm to the glass. This could be replicated with

MgF2 slides as well. Furthermore, Parafilm could possibly be replaced by another

polymer or plastic that could be used to form the walls, while the window and base

of the system are made out of MgF2. It appears this window/base requirement is

sufficient for controlling spectral quality. Therefore, this design has sufficient ease of

manufacturing and promise for continued investigation. In terms of spectral quality,

the Parafilm-MgF2 system did not suffer from high levels of contamination and key

cell spectral features were present.

5.5 Concluding statement

A Parafilm-MgF2 microfluidic system was found to yield excellent cell Raman spectra

while still offering relative ease of manufacturing compared to pure MgF2 and PDMS

based systems. While further manufacturing considerations will be important to move

this design forward, specifically in making tube connections, there is a significant

amount of potential for this device.
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Chapter 6

Raman Spectroscopic Study of

Irradiated Tumours: Non-Small

Cell Lung Cancer

6.1 Preface

Content in this chapter is reproduced with permission from Nature Publishing Group,

and has been published with the following citation:

S.J. Harder (nee Van Nest), M. Isabelle, L. DeVorkin, J. Smazynski, W.

Beckham, A.G. Brolo, J.J. Lum, A. Jirasek. Raman spectroscopy iden-

tifies radiation response in human non-small cell lung cancer xenografts.

Scientific Reports, 6:21006, 2016.

This work was carried out using mouse Cohort A. The candidates role in the work

presented in this publication includes assisting with experimental conception, design

and set up, assisting treating mice on LINAC, assisting harvesting tumours. Collect-

ing all Raman spectra, analyzing and reporting figures on all Raman results. Writing

the initial manuscript draft for co-authors to review.

Experimental conception: AGB, AJ, JJL, MI, SJVN

Experimental design: AGB, AJ, JJLM LD, MI, SJVN, WB

Performed experiments: JS, LD, MI, SJVN, WB
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Analyzed data: AGB, AJ, JJL, MI, SJVN

Made figures: MI, SJVN

Writing of manuscript: MI, SJVN

6.2 Introduction

Lung cancer is the second most common cancer in both men and women, accounting

for 13% of all new cancers and 27% of all cancer deaths in Canada [250]. Surgical

resection may be an option for early stage NSCLC and, in some cases, post-operative

RT may be indicated. However, lung cancers in more advanced stages may not

be candidates for surgery because of limiting factors such as tumour size, location,

lymphatic involvement and the patients overall health status. In these cases, definitive

RT may be used as an alternative treatment option. Radiation therapy uses high

energy ionizing radiation to destroy diseased tissues while minimizing damage to

healthy tissues. For NSCLC, typical definitive RT total doses are on the order of

60 Gy, delivered in 2 Gy fractions [251]. Patients with locally advanced NSCLC

undergoing definitive RT showed 1 year survival rates of 18% in a randomized control

trial evaluating the role of RT compared to chemotherapy or observation [252, 253].

Those patients who do not respond successfully to definitive RT may benefit from

pre-screening techniques to assess radiation resistance or sensitivity, allowing further

guidance in selecting an appropriate treatment regimen for the individual.

Paramount to successful RT treatment is the degree of radiosensitivity or radiore-

sistance associated with a specific patients disease. Several factors can influence the

extent of tumour response to radiation and, hence, successful outcome of RT including

intrinsic radiation response of the tumour cells and the surrounding tumour microen-

vironment [163, 254]. As a consequence, there is currently no accepted technique to

predict patient radiosensitivity or radioresistance. The ability to determine tissue

radioresponse for a given patient would be a major step towards improving treatment

outcome in radiotherapy. Predictors of cellular radiation response including DNA

break repair [54], chromosome aberrations [55], apoptosis [56], hypoxia [255–257],

cancer stem cell content [258] and genetic biomarkers of radioresistance [259, 260]

have been previously investigated. These techniques can elucidate some of the im-
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portant factors involved in resistance to radiotherapy in tumours. However, none

of these techniques have been adopted in the clinic; presumably because many of

them suffer from considerable limitations for clinical implementation, including tu-

mour type specificity, invasiveness (requiring biopsy of tumour tissue) as well as cost

in time and labour.

RS is a minimally invasive optical technique with the potential for pre-treatment

characterization and early monitoring of biomolecular changes related to radiation

response within tumour cells and tissues [105, 132, 135, 139, 141, 261, 262], providing

opportunities for personalizing RT treatments. Raman spectra of biological materials

in the 400-1800 cm−1 range yield a fingerprint of the sample’s biomolecular content.

Raman spectroscopy can therefore be applied to detect cellular changes resulting from

metabolic processes and offers the potential to identify radiation-induced responses of

tissue in a label-free and non-destructive manner [96, 217]. Raman spectroscopy has

been used previously to study the effect of proton irradiation on mouse, swine, human

tumour model xenograft and human basal cell carcinoma [142], and irradiated and

unirradiated mouse brain tissue [143]. Vidyasagar et al., demonstrated that RS and

unsupervised PCA on first derivative spectra could discriminate between responding

and non-responding cervical cancer tissues collected post RT [140]. More recently,

Yasser et al., used RS to show spectral differences in radioresistant oral cancer sublines

[139]. These studies demonstrate the potential of RS to predict radioresistance and

possible application of RS as a prognostic tool in cancer care and treatment.

Raman spectroscopy has been used to elucidate a radiation response in human epithe-

lial tumour cell lines in vitro (NSCLC, breast, prostate), following exposure to single

fractions (15, 30 or 50 Gy) of 6 MV photons [105, 135]. These studies also showed

that RS was able to separate radiation-induced spectral changes from other simulta-

neously occurring sources of spectral variability, such as cell cycle. In a more recent

study [132], human epithelial tumour cell lines irradiated with clinical doses of ioniz-

ing radiation (2-10 Gy) were analyzed in vitro (NSCLC, breast, prostate) using RS.

This study further elucidated significant Raman biomarkers that could potentially be

used to predict radioresistance in human tumour cells, including a dramatic increase

in glycogen-related Raman spectral features following exposure to a dose of 2 Gy in

vitro for the H460 NSCLC cell line. This response was validated using biochemical

assays to show the accumulation of glycogen post-radiation, suggesting that glycogen

may serve as a potential biomarker for radioresistance in human tumour cells studied
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in vitro [263].

Unlike in vitro models, the tumour tissue microenvironment is a complex popula-

tion of cell types (including lymphocytes, erythrocytes, stromal cells, fibroblasts and

signalling molecules) as well as supporting tissue framework such as blood vascula-

ture and extra-cellular matrix (ECM). This cellular heterogeneity has major conse-

quences on tumour cell growth and progression as well as tumour response to cancer

therapy, such as RT. Moreover, the metabolic constraints of low oxygen tension (hy-

poxia) [164,264], has a classical role in radioresistance. Recently there has also been

evidence to suggest the tumour-immune microenvironment has an effect on response

to radiotherapy [265], leading to immune response modification in order to enhance

the efficacy of RT in cancer therapy. In the current study, we demonstrate the value

of RS for identifying radiation responses even in the presence of the complex tumour

microenvironment and its associated effects on radiation response. This was achieved

by studying NSCLC tumour xenografts exposed to ionizing radiation, using RS in

combination with PCA. This study represents the novel application of RS to identify

biochemical signatures of radiation response to clinical doses of ionizing radiation

in human NSCLC tumour xenografts irradiated in vivo, warranting further investi-

gation of primary tissue specimens from patients receiving RT and providing new

opportunities for personalizing treatment.

6.3 Materials & methods

6.3.1 Cell lines and tumour xenografts

All animal procedures were approved by the University of Victoria Animal Care

Committee and were performed in accordance with the Canadian Council on Animal

Care. 6-8 week-old NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/J female mice were obtained from BCCRC

Animal Resource Center (Vancouver, BC, Ca). Animals were housed in microisolator

cages, and allowed access to food and water ad libitum. Animals were acclimatized

for 1 week prior to study initiation.

The animals were anesthetized by isoflurane inhalation (1-3% for maintenance; up

to 5% for induction) in oxygen from a precision vaporizer. The fur from the flank
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of animals was shaved before tumour cell implantations. The human NSCLC cell

line H460 (purchased from American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA,

ATCC # HTB-177, passage # 4, not listed as misidentified, tested pathogen-free with

Charles River Laboratories, Montreal, QC, Ca) at a concentration of 5×106 cells in

0.1 ml PBS, were injected subcutaneously in the right flank of each animal.

6.3.2 Tumour irradiation and harvesting

Pre-determined exclusion criteria disqualified animals from receiving radiation treat-

ment and continuing on in the study if the tumour was above 12 mm or below 10 mm.

Tumours were measured three times per week with digital calipers and animals were

randomized into treatment groups once their tumour size reached the pre-determined

acceptable tumour size. To reduce any possible nosocomial infections during irradia-

tion, a broad spectrum antibiotic (Enrofloxacin) was added to the drinking water 10

days prior to RT and the mice remained on this prophylaxis treatment until the end

of the study. No blinding of the investigators to radiation dose received by a given

mouse was done.

Once tumour sizes reached 10-12 mm diameter, the mice were prepared for tu-

mour irradiation. Each mouse was anesthetized using a single IP injection of Ke-

tamine/Dexdomitor mixture, dosed appropriately for body weight using 50 mg
kg

Ke-

tamine and 0.5 mg
kg

Dexdomitor. After confirmation of anesthesia using a firm toe

pinch, individual mice were placed into a custom-designed restraining acrylic cham-

ber and a 10 mm non-toxic removable dental wax bolus was placed over the irradiation

area. This chamber was placed near the isocentre of a Varian Truebeam STx LINAC

(Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA). For radiation delivery, treatment

dose plans utilizing parallel-opposed beam geometries were developed for tumour di-

ameters of 10-15 mm using a phantom mouse and Eclipse (version 11) treatment

planning software (Varian Medical Systems Inc.). The posterior base of the mouse

tumour was aligned with the treatment isocentre using the OBI feature of the Varian

Truebeam linear accelerator. Irradiations were carried out using a 6 MV photon beam

with a nominal dose rate of 6 Gy
min

at isocentre. Depending on the treatment group,

single fractions of 0, 5 and 15 Gy were delivered to the tumour tissue. Following

irradiation, the mice were given 1 mg
kg

Atipamezole sedation reversal IP and mice were

allowed to recover with thermal support.
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Three days post-irradiation, mice were euthanized and tumours were removed. Tissue

for Raman spectral analysis was embedded in mounting medium (Tissue-Tek O.C.T.

Sakura Finetek Europe B.V., NL), snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80◦C.

6.3.3 Raman microscopy measurements of tumour tissue

Tumours were prepared into 20 µm sections using a rotary microtome (HM 550;

MICROM International GmbH, Walldorf, Ge) and placed on magnesium fluoride

slides. Just prior to Raman measurements, these frozen sections were air-dried for

10 minutes. A Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope (Renishaw Inc., Illinois, IL, USA)

coupled to a 785 nm diode laser (Renishaw) and dry objective (100×, NA=0.9) (Leica

Microsystems, Wetzlar, Ge) was used to collect Raman map spectra. Spectra were

registered using a thermoelectrically cooled CCD detector (Andor Technology, Con-

necticut, USA). The laser sampling dimensions were 2×5×10 µm3 and a laser power

density at the sampling volume was 0.5 mW
µm3 . Spectra were acquired for 20 seconds

per point, covering a spectral range of 460-1800 cm−1.

A total of twelve mice were studied, with four mice in each dose group (0, 5 and

15 Gy). Animal sample size was selected to follow similar population sizes from

previously published Raman studies involving animals and radiation exposure [143].

Five to eight unique mapping regions (map areas are between 100-220 µm2, step size

15 µm) were analyzed over three tissue sections per mouse; resulting in a total of

6648 spectra prior to spectral processing. This experiment was repeated twice in the

lab, however representative results from one of the studies is presented.

6.3.4 Spectral processing and statistical analysis

Spectra containing cosmic rays and obvious outliers (e.g. saturated spectra) were

manually identified and removed from the data set. Following outlier removal, the

data set contained a total of 6280 spectra. In-house algorithms were used to estimate

and subtract spectral baseline arising from the substrate and biological fluorescence,

shift spectra to account for calibration drifts during data acquisition, and normalize

spectra to the total amount of biological material within the sampling volume, as

previously outlined [266].
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Baseline removal was carried out independently for each spectrum, using a modified

signal removal method, tested and described in detail elsewhere [221]. Briefly, the

baseline of a spectrum is initially estimated using a Savitzky-Golay zero-order filter.

Spectral points with values above the estimated baseline are identified and subse-

quently reduced by a pre-specified amount to yield a residual spectrum. This residual

spectrum is used to produce a new estimate of the baseline using the Savitzky-Golay

filter and the process is reiterated over a pre-determined number of iterations. Fol-

lowing baseline removal, individual spectra were normalized to the total area under

the baseline corrected spectrum.

Spectral shifting was carried out using the phenylalanine peak located at 1003 cm−1,

as described in detail elsewhere [133]. Briefly, the central wavenumber of the pheny-

lalanine peak is identified for each spectrum using a Gaussian fit. The phenylalanine

peak location in the spectrum to be shifted is compared to the peak location of the

reference spectrum (difference was always less than 1 cm−1) and a point-by-point

interpolation of the spectrum is used to shift the spectrum by the required amount.

This process is iterated twice, resulting in alignment of the phenylalanine peaks for

the reference spectrum and shifted spectrum.

Principal component analysis, was used to separate out those components of the spec-

tral dataset which contain variability due to radiation exposure and those contributed

from other sources. Tukey style box plots, showing median PC score and 25th and

75th percentiles are used to represent PCA results for a given tumour and for a dose

group (data set is comprised of all usable processed spectra from all tumours receiving

the same dose). The most extreme data points, defined by the PC score closest to

1.5*(75th percentile-25th percentile) are represented by the whiskers in the box plots,

and outliers (PC scores greater than the whiskers) are left off of the plots to improve

clarity. Notches indicate the 95% confidence interval on the median, approximated

assuming a normal distribution, but is accurate for large samples of other distribu-

tions as well [230]. The 0 Gy dose group has a sample size of n=2032 spectral points

(n=436, 605, 557, 434 for each of the tumours), 5 Gy dose group n=2279 (n=755,

681, 437, 406 for each of the tumours) spectral points, 15 Gy dose group n=1969

(n=557, 552, 432, 428 for each of the tumours) spectral points.

Statistically significant shifts in PC score over a single tumour as well as over the entire

dose group was tested using a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test to a 5% significance
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level. The chi-square statistic of a Kruskal-Wallis test was used to estimate the rele-

vance of the PCs in describing variability related to radiation dose (a non-parametric

replacement for the f-statistic from a one-way ANOVA). The Kruskal-Wallis test is

an extension of the Wilcoxon rank sum test beyond two groups. Both tests assume

similar standard deviation among the test populations, a condition that is satisfied by

the test populations examined. Comparison between in vitro and in vivo experiments

was done using a Pearsons r value calculation.

6.3.5 Periodic acid-Schiff staining

periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) staining was performed using PAS reagent kit (Cat # 395-

1; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). In this study, tumour tissue from a mouse

irradiated with 15 Gy and unirradiated control tumour are presented. Mouse liver

tissue was also studied using PAS staining, to act as a positive control for glycogen.

Frozen tumour tissue was cut into 10 µm sections using a Rotary Microtome (HM

355 S; MICROM International GmbH, Walldorf, Ge) and adhered directly to a glass

slide. Slides were fixed in 10% buffered formalin for 30 minutes at room temperature,

washed three times in PBS, then rinsed in deionized (DI) water. Samples were then

exposed to 1% periodic acid at room temperature for 5 minutes followed by three

washes in DI water. Samples were stained with Schiff reagent for 15 minutes at room

temperature, followed by a wash under running water for 10 minutes and a quick rinse

in DI water. Samples were then dehydrated in 95% ethanol for 1 minute followed by

three sequential submersions of the tissue in 100% ethanol. Eco-Mount mounting

medium (Biocare Medical, Concord, CA, USA) was used for slides and imaged under

bright field microscope at 20× magnification. Diastase (alpha-amylase) digestion

(0.5%) was used to remove glycogen from samples providing a negative control.

6.3.6 Code availability

All computer code (to carry out spectral processing, data analysis, statistical testing)

was derived from standard algorithms in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA),

version R2014B, and can be accessed through this program.
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6.4 Results

6.4.1 Principal components and score trends with radiation

exposure.

Mice were implanted subcutaneously with 5×106 H460 cells, a human derived NSCLC

model. When tumours reached 10-12 mm a 6 MV photon beam was used to irradiate

the tumours in vivo, to doses of 0, 5 or 15 Gy. Tumours were harvested three days

post-irradiation and Raman spectral maps were collected and analyzed using PCA.

Principal component analysis is a widely-used multivariate analysis technique that

can discriminate Raman spectra originating from biological systems [135, 140, 262,

267, 268]. All three dose groups were simultaneously analyzed using PCA, in order

to reduce the spectral data set to a smaller number of variables (PCs) that describe

the majority of the variance in the spectral data set. Therefore, PCs with high

contribution to the variance in the data set indicate spectral features that significantly

influence the separation of spectra among the different dose groups. In this study,

90% of the total variance in the data set can be described by considering the first five

PCs.

Principal components that exhibit PC score trends related to radiation exposure were

identified using the chi-square statistic of a Kruskal-Wallis test. This statistic uses

the PC scores labelled with their associated dose group to characterize the ratio of

inter-group variability to intra-group variability. The largest chi-square values among

the first five PCs were attributed to PC1 (670) and PC2 (574), with the next largest

chi-square value being over 70% smaller. The chi-square values of PC1 and 2 indicate

considerable inter-group variability, suggesting the variability described by these PCs

can be linked to radiation exposure. The PCs represent differences between spectra

with varying PC score, as previously demonstrated [132]. Due to the overlapping

nature of Raman bands originating from different biomolecular entities in the spectra

of biological cells and tissue, particular care has been adopted in interpretation of

single peaks within a PC. Single spectral bands in a PC are only assigned to a specific

chemical entity when other bands associated with that entity are also present on the

same side (positive or negative) of the PC.

The first principal component (PC1) isolated from the Raman data set (Figure 6.1a)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.1: Radiation related Raman spectral changes identified using
principal component analysis. Principal components (PC) 1 (a) and 2 (c) from
H460 tumour tissue and corresponding PC score box plots (Tukey style box plot,
outliers left out for clarity, notches indicate 95% confidence interval for the median)
for PC1 (b) and PC2 (d). A statistically significant shift to more negative median PC1
and PC2 score was found for irradiated tumours compared to unirradiated tumours.
Dashed red line in (a) corresponds to the Raman spectrum of pure glycogen (inverted,
sample obtained from Life Technologies Inc., Burlington, ON, Canada). Black boxes
represent PC score for all spectra collected over four tumours in a single dose group
(15 Gy; n=1969, 5 Gy; n=2279, 0 Gy; n=2032). Grey boxes represent PC score for all
spectra collected for an individual tumour. Statistical significance was tested using
a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test to 5% significance level, ****p-value ≤ 0.0001,
*p-value ≤ 0.05, n.s. not significant.

contributes to 69.9% of the total variance in the data set. Detailed Raman band as-

signment for PC1 can be found in Appendix A Table A.1, indicating positive features
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arising from proteins and lipids and negative features from glycogen. In particular,

strong positive features at 1661 cm−1, 1447 cm−1 and from 1240-1297 cm−1 can be

linked to Amide III (random coil, β-sheet and α-helix) and Amide I α-helix contribu-

tions in proteins, overlapping carbon-hydrogen (CH) vibrations in protein and lipids

and carbon-carbon (CC) vibrational modes in lipids. Negative features in PC1 at 482

cm−1, 850 cm−1, 940 cm−1, 1042 cm−1, 1083 cm−1, 1129 cm−1 and 1385 cm−1 can be

attributed to glycogen.

Median PC score for a dose group was determined by evaluating the median PC

score of spectra collected from all tumours exposed to a specific dose. Median PC1

scores from the 5 and 15 Gy dose groups (Figure 6.1b) show a statistically significant

shift to more negative value relative to median PC1 score for unirradiated control

tumours (p-value from Wilcoxon rank sum test of 9× 10−122 for 0 Gy vs. 5 Gy dose

group and 1 × 10−100 for 0 Gy vs. 15 Gy dose group). Median PC1 scores were

found to be only slightly different between the 5 and 15 Gy dose groups (p-value of

0.045). This translates to an increase in the representation of negative features in

PC1 for irradiated tumours compared to unirradiated controls. The proportion of

spectra with negative PC1 scores is greater for irradiated (44% for 5 Gy, 41% for 15

Gy) tumours compared to the unirradiated controls (20% for 0 Gy). Furthermore,

the PC1 score corresponding to the 25th percentile is −4× 10−3 for the 5 and 15 Gy

dose groups and 1 × 10−3 for the 0 Gy dose group. Therefore, 25% of the spectra

comprising the 0 Gy dose group have PC1 scores more negative than 1× 10−3, while

in the 5 and 15 Gy dose groups 25% of the spectra have PC1 scores more negative

than −4 × 10−3. Taken together, these data indicate that there are more spectra

with strong representation of the negative features outlined in PC1, in the irradiated

tumour groups compared to the unirradiated controls. This tendency towards more

negative PC scores corresponds to an increase in glycogen (negative features of PC1)

relative to Amide III and I protein contributions and CH and CC vibrational modes

in lipids (positive features) for irradiated compared to unirradiated tumours.

The second PC (PC2) isolated from the Raman data is shown in Figure 6.1c and

contributes to 9.8% of the total variance in the data set. Detailed Raman band as-

signment for PC2 can be found in Appendix A Table A.2, indicating positive features

associated with nucleic acids, tryptophan and phenylalanine and negative features

associated with overlapping lipid and protein bands. In particular, strong positive

bands are observed at 729 cm−1, 1210 cm−1, 1338 cm−1, 1374 cm−1, 1576 cm−1,
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1621 cm−1 (tryptophan), 1004 cm−1, 1047 cm−1, 1180 cm−1, 1210 cm−1 (phenylala-

nine), 669 cm−1, 1328 cm−1, 1342 cm−1, 1374 cm−1, 1576 cm−1 (guanine), 729 cm−1,

1342 cm−1, 1374 cm−1, 1576 cm−1 (adenine) and 669 cm−1, 784 cm−1, 1365 cm−1

(thymine). Negative bands at 1066 cm−1, 1080 cm−1, 1127 cm−1, 1284 cm−1, 1450

cm−1, 1460 cm−1, 1659 cm−1 indicate overlapping protein (carbon-nitrogen (CN), CH

and Amide III/I α-helix) and lipid (CC and CH) vibrational modes, with additional

negative features at 716 cm−1 and 825 cm−1 indicating choline, as well as lipid bands

at 1087 cm−1, 1272 cm−1, 1301 cm−1 and 1740 cm−1.

Median PC2 scores over all spectra collected within a dose group (Figure 6.1d) also

show a statistically significant shift to increasingly negative PC scores for irradiated

tumours compared to unirradiated controls (p-value from Wilcoxon rank sum test of

5 × 10−109 for 0 Gy vs. 5 Gy dose group and 7 × 10−83 for 0 Gy vs. 15 Gy dose

group). Median PC scores were not found to be significantly different between the

5 and 15 Gy dose groups (p-value of 0.65). Furthermore, the proportion of spectra

with negative PC2 scores is greater in irradiated dose groups (63% for 5 Gy and

60% for 15 Gy) compared to unirradiated controls (34% for the 0 Gy). The PC2

score corresponding to the 25th percentile is −2 × 10−3 for the 5 and 15 Gy dose

groups and −6 × 10−4 for the 0 Gy dose group. Taken together, the irradiated dose

groups contain a larger proportion of spectra with negative PC2 scores, and stronger

expression of the negative features making up PC2, compared to the unirradiated

controls. This suggests an increase in negative features attributed to choline and

lipid (CC, CH)/protein (CN, CH, α-helix) relative to positive features attributed

to nucleotides, phenylalanine and tryptophan for irradiated tumours compared to

unirradiated control tumours.

Principal components 3-5 showed no considerable trends in PC score with respect

to radiation exposure. Several sources of variability, such as tissue thickness and

composition could manifest as contributing factors for these PCs. In summary, PCA

indicates a radiation induced increase in glycogen relative to protein and lipid bands

in PC1. Analysis also indicates an increase in lipid (including choline, CH, CC) and

protein (CN, CH, α-helix) vibrational modes relative to nucleotides, phenylalanine

and tryptophan in PC2.
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6.4.2 Radiation-induced Raman differences in tissues corre-

late with in vitro signatures

(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: Comparison of principal components derived from Raman
spectra of non-small cell lung cancer irradiated in vitro and in vivo. Prin-
cipal component (PC) 1 (a) and PC2 (b) obtained for the current ex vivo study
(black line) overlayed with the corresponding component obtained in a previous in
vitro study on the H460 cell line. In vitro data was derived from principal component
analysis on a Raman data set of H460 cells cultured an irradiated in vitro to doses of
0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 30 and 50 Gy as presented and described previously [132]. Principal
component 1 from this ex vivo study is highly correlated (Pearsons r value=0.95) to
PC1 from the in vitro experiment, as is PC2 (Pearsons r value=0.85).

Figure 6.2 presents a comparison between the radiation related PCs identified in this

ex vivo study and similar components identified in a previously published in vitro

study on the H460 cell line (exposed to 2-50 Gy radiation doses). As shown in Figure

6.2a, there is a strong correlation between the first PC identified in the in vitro

study [132] and the first PC identified in this ex vivo study (Pearsons r value=0.95).

This suggests that the observed increase in glycogen content in irradiated tumours

relative to unirradiated controls is consistent with in vitro studies using the H460

cell line. We also found a similar correlation between the second PC identified when

compared to the in vitro study of H460 cells exposed to ionizing radiation [132]

(Pearsons r value=0.85), as shown in Figure 6.2b.
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6.4.3 Radiation-induced Raman signatures are expressed het-

erogeneously throughout tissue

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.3: Spatial maps of principal component (PC) 1 score at three
unique regions within a single tumour irradiated to 15 Gy. The spatial vari-
ation of PC1 scores demonstrates tissue heterogeneity within an individual tumour.
Map areas are 120 µm2 for (a) and (b), 210 µm2 for (c) and images are formed with
15 × 15 µm2 pixels which correspond with the x and y step sizes during Raman map
acquisition. Pixels with slashes indicate pixels for which no PC score information
is available because the spectrum at that pixel was excluded from PCA (for reasons
discussed in materials and methods section).

Principal component 1 score was plotted as a function of position for three unique re-

gions of a tumour exposed to 15 Gy (Figure 6.3). Dark shaded regions indicate areas

for which the Raman spectrum scored a relatively negative PC1 score, corresponding

to a spectrum containing strong glycogen Raman bands. These maps demonstrate

the diversity of PC1 score for the spectra collected within a tumour, and indicates

heterogeneous spatial distribution of glycogen rich spectra within the tumour. The

spread in PC score within a given tumour is a reflection of biochemical heterogeneity.

During spectral acquisition, regions of visibly uneven tissue or necrotic areas within

the section were avoided and maps were collected from select viable tumour regions.

Therefore, despite visual consistency, large variations in biomolecular content appear

to still be present. The observed intra-tumour heterogeneity in PC score is an indi-

cation that it is important to collect spectral maps from several locations within the

tumour in order to avoid biasing the Raman spectral analysis of the sample.
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6.4.4 Expression of radiation-induced Raman signatures varies

among tumours

The median PC score for each tumour (each mouse) was calculated by determin-

ing the median PC score over all spectra collected from a single tumour, and is

shown in Figures 6.1b and 6.1d. Among the four tumours studied in all three dose

groups, median PC score was found to differ within the confidence interval on the

median. For example, within the 0 Gy tumour group, median PC1 score for each

of the four tumours (grey boxes, Figure 6.1b) was found to be 5.8 ± 0.2 × 10−3,

4.5 ± 0.2 × 10−3, 3.2 ± 0.3 × 10−3 and 2.5 ± 0.5 × 10−3. A two-sided Wilcoxon rank

sum test (p-values<0.05) identified that PC1 score distributions associated with these

four tumours segregate into three unique distributions. A similar analysis found that

the four tumours belonging to the 15 Gy dose group segregate into three unique

sub-groups, and in the 5 Gy dose group all four tumours had unique PC1 score distri-

butions. This suggests there is a degree of variability in the expression of PC1 across

different tumours. Two out of four tumours in each of the 5 and 15 Gy dose groups

have median PC1 scores that overlap with median PC1 scores of a tumour in the 0

Gy dose group (within confidence interval on the median). Therefore, some tumours

express the glycogen-related RS signature (PC1) more than others, highlighting the

individual variability in terms of extent of expression of this signature.

Similar grouping of PC2 score distributions among tumours (grey boxes, Figure 6.1d)

within a dose group was also observed. In this case, two unique tumour sub-groups

formed per dose. Within confidence interval on the median, there was no overlap of

the median PC scores between irradiated and unirradiated dose groups for PC2. This

data further supports the observation that the extent of radiation-induced Raman

spectral changes may be unique to an individual.

6.4.5 Glycogen accumulation confirmed using periodic acid-

Schiff staining

To confirm the observed accumulation of glycogen in irradiated tumours, as indicated

through PC1 score trends, we performed a PAS stain to visualize the total intra-

cellular content of glycogen of tumour fragments that were harvested at three days
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6.4: Periodic acidSchiff (PAS) staining images from irradiated and
unirradiated tumour tissue and liver tissue control. A qualitative indication
of increased glycogen content in irradiated (15 Gy) tissue compared to unirradiated (0
Gy) tissue was given by PAS staining. Images are collected at 20×magnification. PAS
stained (a) Liver tissue (positive control) without diastase (alpha-amylase) and (d)
with diastase. (b) Unirradiated control (0 Gy) H460 tumour tissue without diastase
(alpha-amylase) and (e) with diastase. (c) Irradiated (15 Gy) H460 tumour tissue
without diastase (alpha-amylase) and (f) with diastase.

post-irradiation. Normal liver tissue contains a large amount of glycogen and was

used as a positive control. Intense PAS staining was observed in tissue sections of

unirradiated control hepatocytes (Figure 6.4a). A weak but detectable PAS-staining

of glycogen granules from tissue sections of an unirradiated tumour is shown in Figure

6.4b. In contrast to this, tissue sections from the 15 Gy irradiated tumour showed a

strong PAS staining of glycogen granules (Figure 6.4c).

Diastase (alpha-amylase) was used to selectively digest glycogen prior to PAS stain-

ing (Figures 6.4d-6.4f). In all tissues examined, diastase reduced the intensity of PAS

staining but did not fully eliminate it. This is due to background staining of other

tissue constituents such as mucin, glycated proteins and basement membranes. Qual-

itatively, the difference in degree of PAS staining between digested unirradiated and

irradiated tissue is less drastic than between undigested unirradiated and irradiated

tissue, providing additional support for the observed accumulation of glycogen as a
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metabolic response to irradiation, found using RS. Although there are disadvantages

related to the specificity of the PAS stain, the distribution of PAS stained regions

throughout the tissue further highlights the intra-tumoural spatial variability in PC1

score in Raman spectra measured throughout a given tumour.

6.5 Discussion

We have demonstrated the utility of RS in combination with PCA to detect radiation-

induced biochemical changes in human NSCLC tumour (H460) xenografts. Analysis

revealed unique radiation-related Raman signatures that can be linked to four major

groups of biomolecules: nucleic acid, lipid, protein and carbohydrates.

The influence of radiation on nucleotide content was observed in PC2 through a

radiation-induced reduction in Raman bands associated with guanine, adenine and

thymine relative to protein and lipid spectral features. Principal component 1 did

not contain peaks that could yield to an interpretable change in nucleic acid content.

Radiation-induced effects on lipid content were identified in PC1 as a reduction of

CC and CH vibrational modes relative to glycogen. Furthermore, PC2 indicated a

radiation-related increase in Raman bands associated with choline, CC, CH, and ester

vibrational modes in lipids relative to nucleotide and protein bands associated with

phenylalanine and tryptophan.

Analysis revealed radiation-induced effects on protein content in PC1 as a reduction

in Amide III (random coil, α-helix and β-sheet) and Amide I α-helix bands relative to

glycogen. Furthermore, PC2 identified a radiation-induced reduction in tryptophan

and phenylalanine Raman bands. The second component also identified a radiation-

induced increase in bands associated with CN and CH protein vibrational modes

as well as bands associated with α-helix protein conformation, relative to features

associated with nucleotides, tryptophan and phenylalanine.

Radiation-induced effects on carbohydrates were observed through PC1, which indi-

cated an increase in glycogen spectral features in 5 and 15 Gy populations compared

to unirradiated tumours. The second PC did not contain peaks that provided an

interpretable change in carbohydrates within the tissue. The variety of radiation in-

duced spectral changes observed over nucleic acid, lipid, protein and carbohydrate
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content in this study indicate that multiple physiological or metabolic processes may

be occurring within the tissue, in response to radiation.

Previous in vitro studies have linked the features in PC2 to variation in cellular

nucleic acid, lipid and protein content as a result of variations in progression through

the cell cycle [266]. However, unlike in this ex vivo experiment, segregation in PC

score between irradiated and unirradiated populations was not observed in vitro.

The segregation in PC2 score between irradiated and unirradiated populations may

suggest a certain degree of cell cycle synchronization in the ex vivo case, however

further studies are needed to assert this hypothesis.

The radiation-induced increase in glycogen containing spectra identified in irradi-

ated tissue in this study, is consistent with in vitro studies carried out on the H460

cell line [132, 263] and was confirmed qualitatively using PAS stain. Furthermore,

an earlier study reported a glycogen accumulation in brain tissue exposed to ion-

izing radiation [269], supporting our observations in this study. While the mecha-

nisms for radiation-induced glycogen accumulation are not fully understood in vitro,

a radiation-induced inactivation of GSK3β has been speculated to contribute to an

increased capacity of glycogen synthase to produce cellular glycogen [263]. How-

ever, in vivo tumours comprise a significantly more complex system characterized by

a heterogeneous microenvironment with an anisotropic distribution of hypoxic, glu-

cose deprived and high lactate regions [163]. It is possible that the complex tumour

physiology and biochemistry contributes to the mechanisms that yield the observed

glycogen accumulation post RT. Specifically, hypoxic cells are more radioresistant

than oxic cells [203,270] causing oxic cells to be preferentially killed during RT. This

leads to redistribution of blood within the tumour allowing for a degree of hypoxic re-

covery in irradiated compared to unirradiated tumours [264]. Glycogen accumulation

has been shown to occur in brain tissue recovering from hypoxia [271], therefore this

may be a possible explanation for increased expression of glycogen Raman spectral

features in irradiated tumours.

The observed intra-tumour heterogeneities as well as the inter-individual variability

in degree of expression of the glycogen Raman signature support the hypothesized

link between increased glycogen post RT and hypoxia/hypoxic recovery. The tumour

microenvironment is a complex mixture of different cell types and is characterized

by drastic differences in pH, oxygen concentrations and nutrient distributions [164].
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Intra-tumour heterogeneities in expression of the glycogen-related Raman signature

may be a result of this inhomogeneity in microenvironment. Genetics and proteomics

has unveiled crucial intra-tumour heterogeneities indicating evolutionary and protein

function distributions which may affect prognostic evaluations of the disease [162,272].

Here, using Raman spectroscopic imaging, we uncover glycogen as a previously under-

appreciated factor to define a metabolic signature that may delineate intra-tumoural

heterogeneity in NSCLC.

Tumour development (for example: vasculature development, cellular growth kinet-

ics) plays an intrinsic role in determining the microenvironment of a tumour, including

location and extent of regions of hypoxia throughout the tumour [163], and studies

have shown that the degree of hypoxia can vary substantially among patients [270].

Since inbred mice are used as hosts and the tumour cells used in each mouse origi-

nate from the same source, inter-tumour variability may be linked to differences in

microenvironment between tumours. Variations in the extent of hypoxia among in-

dividual mice and thus extent of hypoxic recovery following radiation exposure may

therefore be an explanation for the variability in measured levels of glycogen for tu-

mours exposed to the same dose of ionizing radiation. The observed inter-individual

variability is further evidence of the unique radiation response associated with indi-

viduals based on their unique disease, and substantiates the notion of characterizing

an individuals degree of radioresistance or sensitivity and personalizing RT because

the metabolic response to radiation exposure is not the same for every individual.

6.6 Concluding statement

This study represents the novel application of RS to identify biochemical signatures of

radiation response in human NSCLC tumour xenografts, irradiated in vivo. Multiple

physiological or metabolic processes were measured within the tissue, in response

to radiation, including a marked increase in glycogen spectral features in irradiated

tumours. Spatial mapping revealed both intra- and inter-tumour heterogeneity in

the distribution of glycogen and other RS spectral features. Collectively, these data

demonstrate the utility of RS for detecting distinct radiobiological responses in human

tumour xenografts, indicating the potential for future RS applications to monitor or

predict radiation response in individuals.
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Chapter 7

Radiation Effects on Tumour

Metabolism in Non-small Cell

Lung Cancer

7.1 Preface

The work in this chapter was carried out using mouse Cohorts A and C and is submit-

ted for publication as of May 2018. The candidates role in the work presented in this

chapter includes experimental conception, design and set up. Establishing tumours

in the mice, monitoring mice tri-weekly, treating mice on the SARRP, harvesting

tumours. Collecting all Raman spectra, analysis and reporting of results in figures,

writing the initial manuscript draft for co-authors to review.

Experimental conception: AGB, AJ, JJL, LMN, SJVN

Experimental design: LMN, SJVN

Performed experiments: LMN, SJVN

Analyzed data: SJVN

Made figures: SJVN

Writing of manuscript: SJVN
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7.2 Introduction

Radiation therapy plays a vital role in the management of NSCLC. Definitive RT

is a standard treatment option for patients presenting with inoperable early-stage

NSCLC [253,273–275] and a subset of patients with locally advanced stage III NSCLC

[276–278]. Radiation therapy and chemotherapy is front line treatment for locally

advanced NSCLC [277, 279], with one-year survival reported as low as 18% [253].

A meta-analysis of RT techniques for the treatment of medically inoperable early-

stage NSCLC reported a 2-year overall survival estimate of 53% for conventional

(60 Gy total, 2 Gy fractions) RT [280]. Improvements to radiation dose delivery

and hypofractionation using SBRT have resulted in an improved 2-year survival of

70% [280]. Despite these advances local failure at 5 years following SBRT is reported

as high as 20% [281]. This can be attributed in part to patient-specific heterogeneity

both at the genomic and metabolic level of the tumour environment that leads to

radioresistance and metastasis [273]. As such, better strategies for local control would

mitigate these potential issues and improve clinical management in this setting. This

includes consideration for biology-based treatment strategies [281] and individualized

dose escalation [282] to address patient-specific heterogeneities.

Both intrinsic and extrinsic factors can influence tumour response and overall out-

come of RT [254]. Hypoxia is a prominent feature in NSCLC and a well described

characteristic of radioresistant tumours [205, 283, 284]. Biologically, hypoxia exerts

pleiotropic effects on tumour cell biology with a key role of activating HIF-1, a tran-

scriptional factor responsible for regulating cell survival, metabolism and invasive-

ness [205, 255, 270]. However, hypoxia is not a static event and cycles of hypoxia

in different spatial regions of the tumour and throughout treatment can influence

radiosensitivity, particularly when RT is given as fractionated doses [255, 264]. As

a result of this regional distribution of oxygen, RT is cytotoxic to aerobically active

cells. In contrast anaerobically active cells endure less radiation damage and can

survive in order to resume growth and proliferation following reoxygenation [285].

Techniques to measure tumour hypoxia for prognostic value have been extensively in-

vestigated and include PET, tissue based assays relying on binding of 2-nitroimidazole

drugs and polarographic needle electrode measurements [47,256,257]. However, addi-

tional factors affecting RT response beyond hypoxia may also warrant consideration.

Nucleic acid break repair markers [54], circulating cell-free DNA [80] and genetic host
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factors (e.g. single-nucleotide polymorphisms) [77, 79] have also been investigated as

predictors of radiation response. Unfortunately, these techniques only assess a single

indicator of the radiation response (e.g. hypoxia or DNA break repair). As such, they

have not been implemented to monitor radiation resistance clinically, presumably due

to limitations including insufficient clinical validation, invasiveness and cost.

Raman spectroscopy is a minimally-invasive, non-destructive and label-free optical

spectroscopic technique that can track overall biomolecular changes in cells and tissue.

These characteristics are favourable for biomedical applications and, in particular, al-

low for non-targeted monitoring of radiation resistance indicators in cells and tissue.

Raman spectroscopy has shown promise as a way to monitor radiation response in a

variety of systems including human lens epithelium [286], blood lymphocytes [141],

oral [139], cervical [140], breast, prostate and lung cancers [132, 135, 287, 288]. In

particular, applications of RS to NSCLC have revealed distinct radiation induced

metabolic alterations in cells [132, 263] and tumour xenograft tissue [287]. These re-

sponses manifest as an accumulation of glycogen in irradiated samples when studied

72 hours post treatment. The observed glycogen accumulation was found to be asso-

ciated with increased GSK3β and AMPKα signalling in vitro, however the dynamics

within the tumour can be different and have not been investigated.

In this study, we investigate the nature of the radiation induced metabolic alterations

observed in NSCLC tumour xenografts using RS. Modulations in glycogen levels

within the tissue were observed, with lower levels of glycogen in irradiated samples

after acute irradiation, and higher levels of glycogen in irradiated samples at later

time points. These changes were stable and observed up to 10 days post treatment.

Moreover, perturbations in the Raman glycogen signature are correlated to tumour

regression and could be associated with radiation-induced reoxygenation. In irradi-

ated tumours, low levels of glycogen co-register with hypoxia and subsequent increases

in glycogen were found to track with reoxygenation following RT. Taken together, hy-

poxia and hypoxic recovery play a key role in radiation responses of NSCLC, making

RS a valuable technique for measuring the radioresistance status of NSCLC.
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7.3 Materials & methods

7.3.1 Cell lines and tumour implantation

All animal procedures were approved by the University of Victoria Animal Care

Committee and performed in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the Canadian

Council on Animal Care. NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/J female mice were obtained from

BCCRC Animal Resource Center (Vancouver, BC, Ca). Animals were housed in

HEPA filter microisolator cages within a bioexclusion containment room and allowed

access to food and water ad libitum. Animals were acclimatized for 1 week prior to

study initiation.

The human non-small cell lung cancer cell line H460 (purchased from ATCC, Man-

assas, VA, USA, ATCC # HTB-177, passage # 3, not listed as misidentified, tested

pathogen-free with Charles River Laboratories, Montreal, QC, Ca) was used in this

study. Cells were cultured according to previously established protocols [132] and sub-

sequently injected subcutaneously in the right flank of each mouse at a concentration

of 5× 106 cells in 0.1 ml PBS.

7.3.2 Tumour irradiation and harvesting

Pre-determined exclusion criteria disqualified animals from receiving radiation treat-

ment and continuing in the study if the tumour volume was below 80 mm2 or above

130 mm2. Tumours were measured three times per week with digital calipers and

animals were randomized into treatment groups once their tumour size reached the

pre-determined endpoint. Investigators were blinded to radiation dose delivered to a

given mouse.

Mice were treated using a SARRP (Xstrahl, Gulmay Medical Inc., Suwanee, GA,

USA), according to previously described techniques [288]. Briefly, mice were anes-

thetized using isoflurane inhalation (1-3%, in oxygen) and imaged using a single

CBCT scan. Treatment plans were made using Muriplan (Gulmay Medical Inc.) and

single fractions of 0 or 15 Gy were delivered to the tumour using two 220 kVp parallel

opposed fields, collimated to 1 × 1 cm2, at a dose rate of 4 Gy
min

[225]. For all stud-

ies involving evaluation of CAIX expression, tumours were irradiated with a clinical
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linear accelerator using previously established protocols [287].

Tumours were measured and pimonidazole (PIMO) was injected IP at 100 mg
kg

one

hour prior to euthanasia [289]. Tumours used for CAIX studies were not injected

with PIMO prior to euthanasia. At 2 hours, 1 day, 3 days or 10 days post irradiation

mice were euthanized, tumours extracted, embedded in mounting medium (Tissue-

Tek O.C.T. Sakura Finetek Europe B.V., NL), flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and

stored at −80◦C.

7.3.3 Ex vivo Raman microscopy

Three consecutive tissue sections (each with a thickness of 20µm) were extracted

from a given tumour, using a rotary microtome (HM 550; MICROM International

GmbH, Walldorf, Ge) and placed on magnesium fluoride slides. A Renishaw inVia

Raman Microscope (Renishaw Inc., Illinois, IL, USA) coupled to a 785 nm diode laser

(Renishaw) and dry objective (100×, NA=0.9, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Ge) was

used to collect Raman map spectra. Spectra were collected using a thermoelectrically

cooled CCD detector (Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT, USA). Spectra were

acquired for 20 seconds per point, covering a spectral range of 420-1800 cm−1. Raman

maps were collected over an area of either 100× 100 µm2 or 200× 200 µm2 and were

acquired using a step size of 15 µm in both dimensions. Two maps were collected

from randomly selected regions within each tissue section, leading to a total of six

maps collected per tumour (2 maps per section, 3 sections per tumour). This study

included a total of 28 mice, 14 irradiated and 14 unirradiated (8 mice at 2 hours and

10 days post irradiation; 4 per dose group, 6 mice at 1 and 3 days post irradiation; 3

per dose group).

7.3.4 Spectral processing and analysis

The data set consisted of 14,192 spectra prior to outlier removal and reduced to 13,614

spectra after outliers (e.g. saturated spectra) and spectra contaminated with cosmic

rays were visually identified and removed from the data set (2 hrs 0 Gy; n=2049, 2

hrs 15 Gy; n=1908, day 1 0 Gy; n=1380, day 1 15 Gy; n=1374, day 3 0 Gy; n=1499,

day 3 15 Gy; n=1462, day 10 0 Gy; n=1923, day 10 15 Gy; n=2019).
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In-house algorithms developed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA, version

R2014B) estimated and subtracted spectral background using a Savitsky-Golay zero-

order filter [221], shifted spectra to account for instrument drift using the pheny-

lalanine peak located at 1003 cm−1 and normalized spectra to the total amount of

biological material in the sampling volume, as described previously [266]. Principal

component analysis (standard function available in Matlab) was used to separate

spectral features that contribute variability in the data set due to radiation exposure

and those contributed from other sources. Due to the overlapping nature of major

Raman bands arising from biomolecular components in tissue, only biomolecules with

several contributing spectral bands arising on the same side (positive or negative) of

the PC axis are definitively assigned and further considered in our analysis. Further-

more, biomolecular changes identified through RS are discussed in terms of relative

changes as outlined in the positive and negative features of a given PC, rather than

absolute changes in specific biomolecules.

7.3.5 Immunofluorescence imaging

Tissue was sectioned to 10 µm using a rotary microtome, placed on glass slides and

fixed with PBS containing 2% paraformaldehyde (Alfa Aesar, MA, USA) for 1 minute.

Fixed tissue sections were washed twice with PBS then blocked using PBS with triton-

x (0.1%, Fisher Scientific ) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) (2%, Roche Diagnostics,

Mannheim, Ge). Cells were incubated at room temperature for one hour with anti-

CAIX (1:50 dilution, antibody validated previously [290]) or anti-pimonidazole 1:10

dilution, hypoxyprobe 4.3.11.31 mouse MAb, HPI Inc, MA, USA) antibodies. Sec-

tions were then washed twice with PBS followed by a single wash of PBS with Triton-x

(0.1%) and BSA (0.5%).

In the case of the singly stained CAIX sections, chicken anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488

(1:100 dilution, Invitrogen Molecular Probes, OR, USA) was incubated for 30 minutes

at room temperature, after which sections were washed twice with PBS, fixed using

2% paraformaldehyde for 1 minute then washed with PBS.

In the case of the doubly stained PIMO and γ-H2AX sections, chicken anti-mouse

Alexa Fluor 488 secondary antibody (1:100 dilution, Life technologies, OR, USA) was

incubated for 30 minutes, washed twice with PBS then incubated for one hour with
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anti-γ-H2AX (1:50 dilution, rabbit MAb, Cell Signaling Technology, MA, USA). This

was followed by two washes with PBS and a single wash of PBS with Triton-x (0.1%)

and BSA (0.5%). Sections were incubated for 30 minutes with goat anti-rabbit Alexa

Fluor 546 secondary antibody (1:100 dilution, Invitrogen, OR, USA), followed by two

washes with PBS, a single wash with 2% paraformaldehyde for 1 minute and a final

wash with PBS. For both the single and double stained sections nuclear localization

was carried out using Vectashield Mounting Medium with DAPI (Vector Laboratories

Inc., CA, USA).

Immunofluorescence (IF) images were collected at 20× magnification using an Olym-

pus microscope coupled with a Nuance multi-spectral imaging system (Perkin Elmer,

MA, USA) and multi-spectral laser (Excelitas Technologies). Percent coverage of IF

images was assessed using FIJI (ImageJ). An intensity threshold was assigned to grey

scale images of a given fluorophore to eliminate non-specific background staining.

The percent area of the field of view containing intensities above this threshold was

assessed and reiterated for each field of view.

7.3.6 Co-registration of Raman and immunofluorescence data

Raman mapping and CAIX IF imaging was carried out for the same region of a 20 µm

thick tissue section for several tumours irradiated to 0 or 15 Gy. The Raman spectral

map was collected using the Renishaw Raman system with a 20 µm step size in each

dimension, over a 500 µm × 600 µm region using a 100× Leica dry objective. A white

light image of the same region was also collected using the Renishaw system and a

10× Leica dry objective. The CAIX IF staining was achieved using the same protocol

identified above, with images of DAPI and CAIX collected using 10× magnification.

Spectra contained within the Raman map were analyzed using PCA and the principal

component score associated with glycogen (PC1) was plotted as a function of position.

Image alignment and cropping was carried out in FIJI. The glycogen spectral map

was aligned to the white light image using the associated coordinates with these two

images. Next, the CAIX IF image was aligned manually using structural features of

the tissue section. The CAIX IF image was then cropped in FIJI using the glycogen

map as a mask. In house algorithms were developed in Matlab to segment the IF

image and glycogen map into co-registered pixels. Mean IF intensity within a pixel
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was then compared to glycogen score.

7.3.7 Statistical procedures

Statistical significance of PC score shifts were tested using a two-sided Wilcoxon rank

sum test to a 5% significance level. This test assumes similar standard deviation

among the test populations, a condition that is satisfied by the data sets examined.

Statistical significance of shifts in mean IF staining was tested using a two-tailed

Students t-test. Linear fitness of trends were assessed by determining the correlation

coefficient between the dataset and a first-order polynomial fit to the dataset using

standard Matlab algorithms. Data points outside the 75% prediction intervals for the

data set were considered outliers in analysis of CAIX IF intensity against principal

component score.

7.4 Results

7.4.1 Raman spectroscopy identifies radiation induced glyco-

gen perturbations as early as 2 hours and up to 10 days

post irradiation

Non-small cell lung cancer cells were injected subcutaneously in mice and tumours

grew to approximately 10 mm in diameter. Tumours received conformal radiation

therapy to a single dose of 15 Gy or were untreated, then harvested at 2 hours, 1, 3

or 10 days following irradiation. To better delineate the in vivo metabolic changes

induced following radiation, a combination of RS and PCA was used. Correlated

Raman spectral features within dose groups were identified at 2 hrs, 1, 3 and 10

days post irradiation. In this study, 75% of the total variance in the data set can

be described by considering the first five principal components. However, all other

components beyond PC1 and PC2 contribute to less than 8% of the total variance

in the data set, per component. This is nearly half the variance described by PC2,

therefore components three and higher are not described in detail in this report.

The first principal component (PC1) isolated in the Raman dataset contributes to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.1: Raman spectral changes linked to glycogen (PC1) and cell cycle
(PC2) in NSCLC xenograft tissue following irradiation. Principal component
1 (a) and PC2 (b) with corresponding box plots of PC1 score (c) and PC2 score (d)
(Tukey style box plot, outliers left out for clarity, notches indicate 95% confidence
interval on the median). Median PC scores are shown for all spectra collected over
four tumours (2 hrs, 10 days) or three tumours (1 day, 3 days) in a single dose group
and time point. Statistical significance: **** p ≤ 0.0001, n.s.- not significant.

42% of the total variance in the dataset 7.1a. The spectral band assignment for

PC1 indicated positive spectral features exclusively due to glycogen and negative

bands arising from nucleic acids (adenine cytosine, thymine), protein (amide I and

III, phenylalanine, carbon vibrational modes) and lipids (carbon vibrational modes;

Appendix B, Table B.1)
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Similarly, the second principal component (PC2) contributes 14% of the total variance

in the dataset (Figure 7.1b). Several unique and positive features were due to protein

(carbon-nitrogen bands, α-helix associated carbon-carbon vibrational modes, amide

I/III bands) and lipid (carbon-nitrogen, carbon-hydrogen, carbon-carbon bands; Ap-

pendix B, Table B.2). In contrast, PC2 revealed a subset of negative features arising

due to protein (phenylalanine, tyrosine, amide bands associated with random coil and

β-sheet protein structure) and nucleic acids (guanine, adenine).

Next, the median PC1 score was determined for the spectra collected from all tumours

at each dose and time point studied. The PC1 scores indicate that at 2 hours post

irradiation there was an initial reduction in glycogen content of irradiated tumours

compared to unirradiated tumours (p<0.0001; Figure 7.1c). However by 1 day post

irradiation, the glycogen levels in irradiated tumours was greater than unirradiated

tumours (p<0.0001) along with an overall increase in glycogen levels in irradiated

tumours between day 1 and day 3 (p<0.0001). On day 10, tumours that received

radiation continued to display twice as much glycogen compared to unirradiated con-

trols (p<0.0001). Notably the total glycogen levels were lower than tumours examined

on day 3 post irradiation.

To determine whether the spectral changes were unique to PC1, a similar analysis of

PC2 scores was performed (Figure 7.1d). At 2 hours post irradiation, the median PC2

scores did not reveal any statistical difference between the irradiated and unirradiated

groups (p=0.14). However, there was a positive shift in the PC2 scores 24 hours

post irradiation, with the unirradiated group shifting more than the irradiated group

(p<0.0001). At 3 and 10 days post irradiation, the 15 Gy group shifts to more

positive median PC2 score while the unirradiated group shifts to a more negative

score compared to day 1. Comparatively, the irradiated tumours displayed at least a

2-fold increase in PC2 score compared to the unirradiated controls at 3 and 10 days

(p<0.0001).

7.4.2 Glycogen expression is correlated to tumour regression

in NSCLC

Given the close relationship between radiation and metabolic changes, we examined

whether the response to radiation, corresponding to the change in tumour area, was
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associated with variances observed in PC1. As expected, with time, unirradiated

tumours increased in area and ranged from 42 to 113 mm2 (Figure 7.2). With the

exception of two unirradiated tumours, median PC1 scores all fall below −1.71×10−3,

indicating minimal glycogen content relative to the remaining tumours in the data

set. As such, large unirradiated tumours displayed low glycogen levels. In contrast,

irradiated tumours which exhibited partial responses (area increases between 31-37

mm2) or size reduction (on the order of 3 to 24 mm2) at 3 and 10 days post treatment

had correspondingly higher median PC1 scores, indicative of increased glycogen. A

linear fit to this data set shows that glycogen content (PC1 score) is linearly correlated

to change in tumour area (R2=0.86).

Figure 7.2: Raman spectroscopy identifies increased glycogen, which is
correlated with radiation induced tumour regression. Median PC1 score as
determined using RS is shown as a function of change in tumour area as measured
from time of treatment to time of euthanasia. This is plotted for 0 Gy and 15 Gy
irradiated tumours harvested at 3 and 10 days. Error bars represent 95% confidence
interval on the median PC1 score, and an estimated measurement uncertainty of 10%
on tumour area.
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Figure 7.3: Concurrent immunofluorescence staining of γ-H2AX associated
DNA damage, and hypoxia indicated through pimonidazole. Immunofluo-
rescence images of 0 Gy (left panels) and 15 Gy (right panels) tumours harvested at
2 hours (a, b), 3 (c, d) and 10 (e, f) days post irradiation. Nuclear localization was
made using DAPI (blue), while DNA damage was indicated through γ-H2AX (red)
and hypoxia through pimonidazole (green).

7.4.3 DNA damage and hypoxia are associated with RT ex-

posure

Given the extent of glycogen changes following RT, we examined whether this is a

function of the extent of DNA damage and hypoxia. Pimonidazole stains cells which

have been acutely exposed to low oxygen [291, 292] while CAIX, a transcriptional

target of HIF-1, was used as a surrogate for cells which have been previously exposed
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to hypoxia [293]. Furthermore, γ-H2AX staining enabled the localization of radiation-

induced DNA double strand breaks [294]. Multi-parametric staining was performed

to identify γ-H2AX (red), pimonidazole (green) and DAPI (blue) in irradiated and

unirradiated tumours harvested at 2 hours, 3 and 10 days post-irradiation (Figure

7.3). The average percent area with positive staining was assessed for each dose and

time point. As expected, DNA damage was found to be greater in irradiated tumours

at 2 hours post-irradiation compared to the unirradiated controls (p<0.0001; Figure

7.4a). Similarly, irradiated tumours were found to have increased PIMO staining at

2 hours (p<0.0001; Figure 7.4b) indicating greater levels of hypoxia at this time.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.4: Quantification of immunofluorescence staining of γ-H2AX (a)
and pimonidazole (b). Images were assessed for percent area stained positive for
each marker. Mean percent coverage was determined for each dose group and time
point (n=18 images per group), with error bars indicating standard error on the mean.
**** p≤ 0.0001, *** p≤ 0.001.

At 3 and 10 days, unirradiated tumours were found to have increased levels of γ-

H2AX compared to irradiated tumours (p<0.0001 day 3, p=0.001 day 10; Figure

7.4a). This is likely due to increased levels of hypoxia in unirradiated relative to

irradiated tumours at 3 and 10 days as confirmed by PIMO staining (p<0.0001 for

both 3 and 10 days; Figure 7.4b) and has also been reported in the literature [295].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.5: Trends in CAIX expression between irradiated and unirradi-
ated tumours harvested at 3 days post-treatment. Immunofluorescence images
showing nuclear localization through DAPI (blue) and surrogate marker for hypoxia
through CAIX (yellow) for 0 Gy (a) and 15 Gy (b) tumours. The mean percent area
positive for CAIX over several images per dose group (n=136 for 0 Gy, n=122 for 15
Gy) is shown in (c), indicating a statistically significant increase in CAIX staining for
irradiated tumours (**p≤0.01). Error bars indicate standard error on the mean. (d)
Median PC1 score indicating glycogen content is plotted against the mean percent
CAIX positive for each 0 Gy and 15 Gy tumour studied at 3 days post-treatment. A
linear correlation between glycogen content (PC1 score) and percent CAIX positive
for a given tumour is shown (R2=0.90, p=0.01).

7.4.4 Irradiated tumours exhibit higher CAIX expression

Given the direct relationship between tissue hypoxia and radiation sensitivity, the

extent of CAIX positive tumour regions was quantified. This analysis revealed positive
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association between CAIX expression levels (yellow) with tumours irradiated at 0 Gy

(Figure 7.5a) and 15 Gy (Figure 7.5b) and harvested at 3 days post irradiation.

In general, irradiated tumours show increased CAIX positive staining compared to

unirradiated controls (p<0.01) at 3 days post-treatment. This trend is quantified in

Figure 7.5c, through the average percent area positively stained for CAIX over all

tumours in a dose group.

7.4.5 Intra-tumour glycogen expression is correlated to CAIX

expression

Next, to elucidate the impact of radiation on CAIX expression, tissues collected on

day 3 post-treatment were stained with CAIX. Overall, there was a linear relationship

(R2=0.90, p=0.01) between median PC1 score and mean CAIX IF coverage (Figure

7.5d). As expected, irradiated tumours fall along the upper right portion of the plot,

suggesting increased glycogen levels and increased CAIX coverage while unirradiated

tumours tend to lay in the lower left portion, indicating lower glycogen and CAIX

levels.

In order to further correlate glycogen as measured through RS/PCA and CAIX IF,

a pixel-by-pixel comparison between Raman maps and CAIX IF maps of the same

tissue section was generated (Figure 7.6). A qualitative comparison of PC1 and CAIX

IF maps for both the 0 Gy (Figures 7.6a,b) and 15 Gy (Figures 7.6c,d) sections shows

similarities in the cellular co-expression of glycogen and CAIX. A quantitative pixel-

based comparison of the two images shows a general correlation between increased

CAIX intensity and increased PC1 score within a 100 × 100 µm2 region. This re-

sult indicates that NSCLC tumour regions containing positive CAIX pixels spatially

correlate to pixels with high PC1 scores and thus high glycogen content.

7.5 Discussion

This work uses RS to study key metabolic changes in irradiated NSCLC xenografts at

various time points post RT. Changes in metabolic profile as indicated through PC1

as well as cell cycle changes indicated through PC2 were observed. Previous Raman
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Figure 7.6: Local correlations between cellular glycogen using RS and
CAIX immunofluorescence. Raman intensity maps of glycogen (PC1), indicating
the spatial distribution (20 × 20 µm2 pixel size) of glycogen in a 0 Gy (a) and 15
Gy (c) tissue section (harvested at 3 days). Coincident CAIX immunofluorescence
intensity spatial maps (20× 20 µm2 pixel size) for the same region are also shown for
0 Gy (b) and 15 Gy (d). Bright regions indicate high CAIX stain intensity or high
glycogen (PC1 score) at that pixel. The mean CAIX intensity for 100 × 100 µm2

regions within each intensity map is plotted against the mean PC1 score in the same
region (e-f), indicating a general correlation of high CAIX intensity linked to high
PC1 scores. Error bars are the standard deviation.

and cell synchronization studies have linked PC2 spectral features to progression

through cell cycle [266]. As observed in the current study, median PC2 score shifts

at 1 day post treatment suggest a larger proportion of cells are in the S phase for

irradiated tumours compared to unirradiated tumours. Cells in S phase are most

radioresistant [296]; therefore, it is expected that following radiation exposure there

is a larger proportion of cells in S phase. At 3 and 10 days post treatment, the median

PC2 score for 15 Gy tumours has become more positive than the unirradiated controls.

Similar to previous findings, this PC scoring is linked to cells in G1, with some cells

in G2 and fewer cells in S phase [266]. Therefore, RS identified that the majority of

irradiated cells are synchronized into S phase at 1 day post-irradiation and G1 phase
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at 3 and 10 days post irradiation.

Previous studies have used RS to detect radiation induced metabolic alterations in

human NSCLC tumour xenografts through changes in glycogen content at 3 days

post treatment [287]. In this study we use RS to show that glycogen levels differ

between irradiated and unirradiated tumours as early as 2 hours and as late as 10

days post treatment (Figure 7.1c). By tracking glycogen metabolism and tumour

area, the radiation-induced glycogen signature was found to be linearly correlated to

tumour regression (95% confidence interval). Untreated tumours continued to grow

and contained less glycogen than the irradiated counterparts. The latter tumours had

slower growth rates or regressed and contained relatively more glycogen. One possible

explanation for this is that larger tumours have an increased metabolic burden and

therefore consume more energy reserves by depleting glycogen stores. Alternatively,

exposure to radiation and concomitant increase in cellular stress may switch cells to

preserve energy stores in the form of glycogen.

At 2 hours post treatment we found reduced expression of the glycogen RS signature

in irradiated tumours. We also show increased levels of γ-H2AX staining at 15 Gy,

confirming radiation induced DNA damage has occurred in the tumours (Figure 7.3,

Figure 7.4a). One possibility is that within 2 hours sufficient time has elapsed for the

initial DNA damage response to have initiated and activated radiation-induced cell

death [189, 198, 297]. Therefore an increase in PIMO positive staining in irradiated

tumours could be an indication of selective cell kill towards oxygenated tumour regions

at this time (Figure 7.3, Figure 7.4b). Taken together, reduced expression of the

RS glycogen signature in irradiated tumours can be attributed to increased initial

radiation induced damage response within the tumour or possibly hypoxic tumours.

Untreated tumours harvested at 3 and 10 days showed increases in size and increased

levels of hypoxia, which is consistent with increased burden for tumour resources.

Further, there was more γ-H2AX staining compared to unirradiated tumours, a result

of the heightened hypoxic state of these tumours compared to irradiated tumours

[295]. These tumours showed relatively lower glycogen RS scores, suggesting that

cells may have adapted to high energy metabolic demand from radiation and hypoxic

damage. Therefore, unirradiated tumours that possess low glycogen levels are more

likely to be hypoxic, larger in size and have high levels of DNA damage.

Irradiated tumours harvested at 3 days post treatment contained higher glycogen
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levels. These tumours were found to be smaller compared to the unirradiated con-

trols, but also had less DNA damage and hypoxia. In order to understand how

this observation may be linked to a radiation response in the tumour we must also

consider trends in tumour size and CAIX staining. Irradiated tumours decreased in

area at 3 days post treatment and consequently fewer cells are available to deplete

tumour resources compared to before treatment, supporting tumour reoxygenation.

Furthermore, hypoxic tissue is more radioresistant than normoxic tissue, therefore

it is likely that a large portion of the tissue remaining in irradiated tumours at 3

days post-irradiation was hypoxic at time of treatment but became reoxygenated at

3 days post-irradiation. Evidence of reoxygenation is demonstrated by reduction in

PIMO positive staining and greater CAIX staining in irradiated tumours compared

to unirradiated tumours. CAIX is a relatively stable transmembrane protein and has

been shown to remain present in cells even during recovery from hypoxic conditions,

with significant positive staining shown up to 48 hours into reoxygenation for some

cell lines [298]. Therefore the concurrent decrease in PIMO staining and relatively

higher CAIX staining 3 days following irradiation supports the notion that irradiated

tumours are recovering from hypoxia. The glycogen rich irradiated tumours appear

to contain a higher concentration of cells that were hypoxic at the time of treatment

and are reoxygenating at 3 days post treatment, compared to unirradiated controls.

Considering the PIMO and CAIX global staining trends at day 3, together with the

correlation between CAIX positive regions and glycogen spectral regions, our results

suggest that RS is able to not only identify glycogen signatures but track these changes

over a defined period of 10 days. Importantly, the changes in glycogen were strongly

associated with response of the tumour as a result of radiation induced DNA damage

and tissue oxygenation. Specifically, we show that relatively lower levels of cellular

glycogen are associated with larger tumours that have increased levels of hypoxia

and DNA damage in the tumour. In contrast, higher glycogen levels are associated

with relatively smaller tumours that have less hypoxia and minimal DNA damage, or

treated tumours that have become reoxygenated.
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7.6 Concluding statement

Raman spectroscopy offers a label-free and non-destructive way to monitor NSCLC

response to radiation by measuring metabolic alterations within the tumour as a

result of oxygenation state of the tissue. We show that RS can be used as early as

2 hours post irradiation to measure early metabolic signs of the NSCLC radiation

response which is associated with elevated levels of hypoxia in the tumour. We also

show that a radiation induced increase in glycogen can be detected as early as 1

day and up to 10 days post irradiation using RS, and is associated with changes

in tissue reoxygenation. They key role that hypoxia and hypoxic recovery plays in

radiation therapy of NSCLC means that RS is a valuable technique for measuring the

radioresistance status of NSCLC.
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Chapter 8

Raman Spectroscopic Study of

Irradiated Tumours: Triple

Negative Breast Cancer

8.1 Preface

Content in this chapter is reproduced with permission from Radiation Research So-

ciety, and has been published with the following citation:

S.J. Van Nest, L.M. Nicholson, L. DeVorkin, A.G. Brolo, J.J. Lum, A. Ji-

rasek. Raman Spectroscopic Signatures Reveal Distinct Biochemical and

Temporal Changes in Irradiated Human Breast Adenocarcinoma Xenografts.

Radiation Research, 2018.

This work was carried out using mouse Cohort B. The candidates role in the work

presented in this publication include experimental conception, design and set up.

Establishing tumours in the mice, monitoring the mice tri-weekly, treating mice on

small animal radiation research platform, harvesting tumours. Collecting all Raman

spectra, analyzing and reporting figures on all results. Writing the initial manuscript

draft for co-authors to review.

Experimental conception: AGB, AJ, JJL, SJVN

Experimental design: AGB, AJ, JJL, LD, LMN, SJVN
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Performed experiments: LD, LMN, SJVN

Analyzed data: SJVN

Made figures: SJVN

Writing of manuscript: SJVN

8.2 Introduction

Early-stage breast cancer is typically treated using a combination of surgery, radi-

ation and chemotherapy [299]. Despite this, local control is not achieved for some

patients. A previously published meta-analysis reported that adjuvant radiotherapy

after surgery leads to positive 10-year recurrence outcomes, highlighting the impor-

tance of radiotherapy in breast cancer control [300]. However, a significant portion

of patients are either over or under treated with radiation [300]. Beyond this, clini-

cally significant heterogeneities in gene and protein expression [e.g. estrogen receptor

(ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and human epidermal growth factor 2 (HER2)] have

been identified in breast cancers [301–303]. The effect of these patient-specific hetero-

geneities on the radiation response of breast cancer is not yet understood and, for the

most part, is not accounted for when determining radiation treatments. Therefore,

a technique that stratifies patients based on radiation resistance or sensitivity would

be valuable for guiding decisions on radiation therapy dose escalation or reduction

for this disease.

To date, several approaches to identify radiation specific signatures that could be used

to guide treatment decisions in radiotherapy have been studied. These techniques

include: genetic signatures of radiation resistance or sensitivity [70,259,304], hypoxia

localization [255,257,305–307], break repair markers [54], circulating cell-free tumour

DNA [80] and single-nucleotide polymorphisms associated with tumour responses to

radiation [77, 79]. While some of these techniques show promise, none are currently

clinically implemented, due to factors such as insufficient clinical validation, as well

as limitations including difficulty of implementation and expense of some of these

techniques.

Raman spectroscopy is a minimally invasive, non-destructive and label-free optical

spectroscopic technique that can measure the biomolecular content of cells and tissue

[96,217]. The characteristics of RS are favourable for biomedical applications and in
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particular, offer an opportune technique for personalizing radiation therapy. Previous

studies have explored the use of RS for studying radiation induced effects on in

vitro and ex vivo irradiated systems. Specifically, RS in combination with PCA has

been used to stratify radioresistant and radiosensitive oral [139] and cervical [140]

cancer subtypes. Its utility has been demonstrated in the identification of biochemical

signatures of radiation response in human lymphocytes [141], as well as cultured

breast, lung and prostate cancer cell lines [132, 135]. Radiation induced changes

in Raman spectra have been demonstrated using clinically relevant doses (250 Gy)

[132], low radiation doses (<0.5 Gy) [137, 141] and bystander radiation effects [137].

Furthermore, RS can identify radiation induced spectral changes in skin (mouse,

swine, human) and human pancreatic adenocarcinoma xenografts exposed to proton

radiation ex vivo [142].

While ex vivo irradiation studies are valuable, tumour heterogeneity causes a complex

biological response to radiation, exemplifying the need for in vivo irradiation investi-

gations. As such, Lakshmi et al. showed that distinct Raman spectral features could

be identified in mouse brain irradiated in vivo [143]. More recently, human NSCLC

xenografts irradiated in vivo to clinically relevant doses (5 and 15 Gy) were found

to demonstrate a dose dependent increase in Raman spectral bands associated with

glycogen [287].

In the current study, we investigated radiation induced Raman spectral changes and

their temporal evolution, in triple negative (ER-, PR- and HER2-) human breast

adenocarcinoma xenografts irradiated in vivo. Using RS in combination with PCA,

we found that radiation caused spectral changes linked to cell cycle alterations within

the tumour as well as other protein-driven molecular changes. Importantly, spectral

changes indicated that effects of radiation on the tumour could be monitored using

RS at days 1 and 3. This study shows that RS can be used in tumour xenograft

applications beyond NSCLC to identify radiation response signatures that are unique

to cancer type, emphasizing the significance of RS for assessing radiation responses

throughout treatment.
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8.3 Materials & methods

8.3.1 Cell line and tumour xenografts

All animal procedures were approved by the University of Victoria Animal Care

Committee (Victoria, BC, Ca) and performed in accordance with the guidelines set

forth by the Canadian Council on Animal Care. NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/J female mice

were obtained from BCCRC Animal Resource Center (Vancouver, BC, Ca). Animals

were housed in HEPA filter microisolator cages within a bioexclusion containment

room and allowed access to food and water ad libitum. Animals were acclimatized for

one week prior to study initiation.

The human breast adenocarcinoma cell line MDA-MB-231 used in this study was

purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA, ATCC cat.

no. HTB-26, passage no. 3, not listed as misidentified, tested pathogen-free with

Charles River Laboratories, Montreal, QC, Ca). Cells were cultured and subsequently

injected subcutaneously into the right flank of each mouse at a concentration of 5×106

cells in 0.1 ml PBS.

8.3.2 Tumour irradiation and harvesting

Predetermined exclusion criteria disqualified animals from irradiation and continu-

ation in the study if the tumour volume was below 80 mm2 or above 130 mm2.

Tumours were measured three times per week with digital calipers and animals were

randomized into treatment groups once their tumour size reached the predetermined

end point. Investigators were blinded to radiation dose received by a given mouse.

Mice were anesthetized using isoflurane inhalation (1-3%, in oxygen) and placed on

the treatment bed of a small animal radiation research platform (Gulmay Medical

Inc., Suwanee, GA, USA). Body temperature was maintained using BioVet stand-

alone heating unit (M2Me Imaging, Cleveland, OH, USA). Mice were imaged using a

single cone beam computed tomography scan and treatment plans were made using

Muriplan (Gulmay Medical Inc.) treatment planning software. Two 220 kVp parallel

opposed fields, collimated to 1 × 1 cm2, were delivered to the tumour isocentre at

a dose rate of 4 Gy
min

[225]. Depending on the treatment group, single fractions of
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0, 5 or 15 Gy were delivered to the tumour. After irradiation, mice recovered from

anesthesia by returning to a normal atmosphere and were provided thermal support.

At day 1 or 3 mice were euthanized using isoflurane overdose (5%, in oxygen) and

cervical dislocation. Tumours were immediately extracted, embedded in mounting

media (Tissue-Tek O.C.T. Sakura Finetek Europe B.V., Alphen aan den Rijn, NL),

flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80◦C.

8.3.3 Ex vivo Raman microscopy

To best account for tissue heterogeneity, Raman spectral maps were collected over

many different regions of a tumour. For a given tumour, three consecutive tissue

sections (each with a thickness of 20 µm) were obtained using a rotary microtome (cat.

no. HM 550; MICROM International GmbH, Walldorf, Ge) and placed on magnesium

fluoride slides. Prior to Raman measurements, frozen sections were air dried for 10

min. A Renishaw inVia Raman microscope (Renishaw Inc., West Dundee, IL, USA)

coupled to a 785 nm diode laser (Renishaw) and dry objective (100×, NA=0.9, Leica

Microsystems, Wetzlar, Ge) was used to collect Raman map spectra. Spectra were

collected using a thermoelectrically cooled CCD detector (Andor Technology, South

Windsor, CT, USA). The laser sampling dimensions were 2×5×10 µm3 and the laser

power density at the sampling volume was ∼ 0.5 mW
µm3 . Spectra were acquired for 20

s per point, covering a spectral range of 420-1800 cm-1. Raman maps were collected

over an area of either 100×100 µm2 or 200×200 µm2 and were acquired using a step

size of 15 µm in both dimensions. Two maps were collected from randomly selected

regions within each tissue section, leading to a total of six maps collected per tumour

(2 maps per section, 3 sections per tumour). A total of 13 mice were analyzed at day

3 (4 mice each in the 0 and 5 Gy dose groups, and 5 mice in the 15 Gy dose group),

and 6 mice were analyzed at day 1 (3 mice each in the 0 and 15 Gy dose groups).

8.3.4 Spectral processing and analysis

Outlier spectra (e.g. saturated) and spectra contaminated with cosmic rays were

visually identified and removed from the data set. Prior to outlier removal the day

1 and day 3 data sets consisted of 3224 and 6388 spectra, respectively. After outlier

removal the day 1 and day 3 data sets consisted of 3054 and 6201 spectra, respectively.
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In-house algorithms developed using Matlab version R2014B (MathWorks Inc., Nat-

ick, MA, USA) were subsequently used to estimate and subtract spectral background,

shift spectra and normalize spectra to the total amount of biological material in the

sampling volume, as described elsewhere [266]. Briefly, for background subtraction a

zero-order Savitsky-Golay filter was used to initially estimate the baseline of a spec-

trum [221]. A residual spectrum was produced by comparing the estimated baseline

to the spectrum, and then this was used to produce a new estimate of the baseline

together with the Savitzky-Golay filter. This process was reiterated twice, after which

the estimated baseline was subtracted from the spectrum.

Spectral shifting due to instrument drift was corrected using the phenylalanine peak

located at 1003 cm-1, as described elsewhere [133]. In short, a Gaussian fit was

used to identify the central wavenumber of the phenylalanine peak. Point-by-point

interpolation was used to shift the spectrum relative to a reference spectrum in the

data set. This process was iterated twice, resulting in alignment of the phenylalanine

peaks for the spectra in the data set.

Principal component analysis (standard function available in Matlab) was used to sep-

arate out spectral features that contribute variability in the data set due to radiation

exposure and those contributed from other sources. Tukey style box plots, showing

median PC score as well as 25th and 75th percentiles were used to represent PCA

results for a given dose group (processed spectra from all tumours receiving the same

radiation dose). The 0 Gy dose group had a sample size (after processing) of 2196

(day 3) and 1514 (day 1), the 5 Gy dose group had a sample size of 2007 (day 3 only)

and the 15 Gy dose group had a sample size of 1998 (day 3) and 1540 (day 1). Notches

indicate the 95% confidence interval on the median, approximated assuming a normal

distribution (accurate assumption for large samples of other distributions [230]).

8.3.5 Statistical analysis

Statistically significant shifts in PC score among dose groups were tested using a two-

sided Wilcoxon rank sum test to a 5% significance level. This test assumes similar

standard deviation among the test populations, a condition that is satisfied by the

data sets examined. Comparison between in vitro and ex vivo Raman experiments

was performed using the Pearsons r -value statistic.
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8.4 Results

8.4.1 Principal component analysis identifies common spec-

tral features between days 1 and 3

Figure 8.1: Mean Raman spectrum of MDA-MB-231 xenograft tissue.
Mean Raman spectrum (black trace) calculated over spectra acquired from MDA-
MB-231 xenograft tissue exposed to 0 Gy, 5 Gy and 15 Gy doses of ionizing radiation
at 3 days post-irradiation. The standard deviation at each wavenumber (grey shading)
is also shown.

Murine tumour xenografts were formed by implanting MDA-MB-231 cells subcuta-

neously in immune-compromised NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/J mice and exposed to either

0, 5 or 15 Gy. Tumours were harvested at days 1 and 3 and analyzed using RS. The

mean Raman spectrum (with standard deviation) acquired for all tumours harvested

at day 3 is shown in Figure 8.1. There are very minor differences between the mean

spectrum at days 1 and 3, therefore only day 3 is presented. Raman spectra were then

analyzed using PCA to identify correlated spectral changes with radiation exposure.

The resulting first five principal components extracted from the data set make up

61.74% (day 1) and 58.34% (day 3) of the total variance in the data set. However,

all other components beyond PC1 and PC2 contribute less than 6% to the total
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variance in the data set, per component. This is less than one-half of the variance

described by PC2, and therefore components 3 and higher are not described in detail

in this article. Due to the overlapping nature of major Raman bands arising from

biomolecular components in tissue, spectral band interpretation within a PC was

performed with caution. Only biomolecules with several contributing spectral bands

arising on the same side (positive or negative) of the PC are definitively assigned and

further considered in our analysis. Furthermore, biomolecular changes in the tissue

are only discussed in terms of relative changes as outlined in the positive and negative

features of a given PC, rather than absolute changes in specific biomolecules.

The spectral features contained in PC1 are highly correlated between the day 1 and

day 3 data sets, with a Pearsons r -value correlation coefficient of 0.99. Similarly, PC2

is highly correlated between day 1 and 3 with a correlation coefficient of 0.96. For

this reason, only the day 3 component is presented and assigned in this report, since

the spectral assignments for day 1 and 3 are identical. However, trends in PC score

vary among days harvested and dose groups; both trends are therefore presented for

all cases studied.

The first principal component contributes to 30.47% and 29.13% of the total variance

in the day 1 and day 3 data sets, respectively (Figure 8.2a). A detailed Raman

band assignment for PC1 can be found in Table C.1 of Appendix C, which outlines

positive bands attributed to nucleic acids, phenylalanine and tryptophan, as well as

negative bands due to overlapping lipid and protein modes. In brief, positive bands

were identified from phenylalanine (1001 cm-1, 1047 cm-1, 1180 cm-1, 1212 cm-1, 1577

cm-1), tryptophan (728 cm-1, 1212 cm-1, 1337 cm-1, 1577 cm-1, 1618 cm-1), adenine

(728 cm-1, 1337 cm-1, 1377 cm-1, 1577 cm-1), guanine (668 cm-1, 1337 cm-1, 1377

cm-1, 1577 cm-1) and thymine (668 cm-1, 783 cm-1, 1235 cm-1, 1377 cm-1). Negative

bands indicating overlapping protein [carbon-nitrogen (C-N), carbon-carbon (C-C),

carbon-hydrogen (C-H), amide III/I α-helix] and lipid (C-C, C-H) vibrational modes

were identified (1063 cm-1, 1079 cm-1, 1128 cm-1, 1269 cm-1, 1455 cm-1, 1658 cm-1).

Additional negative features indicating various vibrational modes of lipids (C-H: 1296

cm-1, 1439 cm-1 and C-O: 1743 cm-1) were also present.

As shown in Figure 8.3a, the second PC contributes 15.96% and 13.66% of the total

variance in the day 1 and day 3 data sets, respectively. Table C.2 (found in Appendix

C) provides a detailed band assignment for this component. Positive features were
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 8.2: Raman spectral changes linked to cell cycle (PC1) in MDA-
MB-231 xenograft tissue following radiation. Principal component 1 (a) and
corresponding PC score box plot for day 1 (b) and day 3 (c) experiments (Tukey
style box plot, outliers left out for clarity, notches indicate 95% confidence interval
for the median). Median PC scores are shown for all spectra collected over three
tumours (day 1) or four tumours (day 3, 5 tumours in the 15 Gy day 3 group) in a
single dose group and time point (day 1 0 Gy; n=1529, day 1 15 Gy; n=1540, day
3 0 Gy; n=2194, day 3 5 Gy; n=2007, day 3 15 Gy; n=2505). Trends in median
PC1 score indicate a statistically significant increase in phenylalanine, tryptophan,
adenine, guanine, thymine and β-sheet linked amide bands relative to various protein
and lipid C-C, C-H, C-N/O bands at 1 day post irradiation for both the 5 and 15
Gy dose groups, with the opposite occurring at 3 days post irradiation. ****p-value
≤ 0.0001, **p-value ≤ 0.01.

found to originate from nucleic acids, α-helix protein contributions and lipid vibra-

tional modes. In particular, PC2 has positive features that confirm the presence of
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 8.3: Biochemical response (PC2) in MDA-MB-231 xenograft tissue
following radiation. Principal component 2 (a) and corresponding PC score box
plot for day 1 (b) and day 3 (c) experiments (Tukey style box plot, outliers left out for
clarity, notches indicate 95% confidence interval for the median). Median PC scores
are shown for all spectra collected over three tumours (day 1) or four tumours (day 3,
5 tumours in the 15 Gy, day 3 group) in a single dose group and time point (day 1 0
Gy; n=1529, day 1 15 Gy; n=1540, day 3 0 Gy; n=2194, day 3 5 Gy; n=2007, day 3 15
Gy; n=2505). Trends in median PC2 score indicate a statistically significant increase
in tryptophan, proline, phenylalanine and β-sheet amide bands relative to adenine,
guanine, thymine, cytosine and DNA backbone, protein (α-helix amide bands, C-N
bands) and lipids (C-C and C-H) in the 15 Gy dose group but not the 5 Gy dose
group. ***p-value ≤ 0.001, **p-value ≤ 0.01, n.s. not significant.

adenine (728 cm-1, 1255 cm-1, 1335 cm-1, 1486 cm-1, 1577 cm-1), guanine (497 cm-1,

670 cm-1, 1335 cm-1, 1486 cm-1, 1577 cm-1), thymine (497 cm-1, 670 cm-1, 782 cm-1),
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cytosine (782 cm-1, 1255 cm-1), DNA/RNA backbone (1096 cm-1, 1301 cm-1, 1335

cm-1, 1444 cm-1), amide I/III α-helix (1255 cm-1, 1656 cm-1), C-N vibrations in pro-

tein (1063 cm-1, 1126 cm-1) as well as C-C vibrational modes (1063 cm-1, 1656 cm-1)

and C-H vibrational modes (1301 cm-1, 1335 cm-1, 1370 cm-1, 1444 cm-1) in lipids.

Negative features in PC2 originate from various protein contributions. Specifically,

negative features of PC2 arise from tryptophan (706 cm-1, 761 cm-1, 1549 cm-1), pro-

line (854 cm-1, 922 cm-1, 939 cm-1), phenylalanine (1004 cm-1, 1034 cm-1), C-O protein

vibrational modes (1161 cm-1, 1404 cm-1) and amide I/III β-sheet (1237 cm-1, 1679

cm-1).

8.4.2 Principal component analysis identifies spectral com-

position changes in human breast adenocarcinoma xenografts

that are radiation dose dependent

Median PC score was calculated for the data set containing spectra collected from

each tumour exposed to a specific dose (0, 5 or 15 Gy) and harvested at either day

1 or 3. Score plots (Figure 8.2b) indicate that at day 1 , median PC1 score was

significantly increased (p-value from Wilcoxon rank sum test of 0.01) from the 0 Gy

to 15 Gy dose groups. Median PC1 score plot for day 3 (Figure 8.2c) conversely

showed a significant shift towards negative PC score for the 5 Gy (p<0.0001) and 15

Gy dose groups (p<0.0001) compared to unirradiated control. In a similar manner,

there was an observed significant shift towards a more negative median PC1 score

between the 5 and 15 Gy dose groups at day 3. Taken together, these results indicate

a strong degree of variation in protein, lipid and nucleic acid bands, as outlined in

Table C.1 (Appendix C), with radiation exposure in MDA-MB-231 xenograft tissue.

Specifically, PC1 indicates radiation induced increases in phenylalanine, tryptophan,

adenine, guanine, thymine and β-sheet linked amide molecular bands relative to var-

ious protein and lipid C-C, C-H, C-N/O bands at day 1 compared to day 3.

Median PC2 score plots (Figure 8.3b) indicate that at day 1, median PC2 score was

significantly reduced (p<0.001) from 0 Gy to 15 Gy. Similarly, at day 3, median

PC2 scores were also found to be significantly reduced (p<0.005) from 0 Gy to 15

Gy, but not significantly reduced between 0 Gy and 5 Gy (p-value of 0.62). Taken

together, these results indicate an increase in specific protein bands (tryptophan,
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proline, phenylalanine, β-sheet amide bands) relative to nucleic acids (adenine, gua-

nine, thymine, cytosine and deoxyribose phosphate DNA backbone), protein (α-helix

amide bands, C-N bands) and lipids (C-C and C-H) in tissue exposed to 15 Gy but

not the lower dose (5 Gy).

8.4.3 Raman spectroscopy identifies spectral changes at days

1 and 3 that are related to radiation exposure

Trends within a dose group can also be observed as tissue progresses from day 1 to 3.

In the case of the unirradiated controls, the median PC1 score showed a statistically

significant (p<0.0001) increase from an initially negative score on day 1 to a positive

score on day 3 (Figures 8.2b and 8.2c). For 15 Gy irradiated tumours, median PC1

score was initially positive and showed a statistically significant shift (p<0.0001) to

a negative value at day 3. Figures 8.3b and 8.3c show that the PC2 score of the 0

Gy dose group extracted at day 1 is significantly decreased (p≤0.05) relative to the

0 Gy dose group extracted on day 3. Tumours exposed to 15 Gy had an increase in

median PC2 score from day 1 to 3, however, this shift was not found to be statistically

significant (p-value of 0.23).

8.4.4 Correlation of spectral features between in vitro and

ex vivo Raman studies

Figure 8.4 shows PC1 and PC2 from the current study, compared to in vitro MDA-

MB-231 cell line radiation spectral signatures (exposed to 250 Gy, and harvested at

day 3) previously reported by our group [132]. There is a strong correlation between

PC1 (Pearsons r -value of 0.96) and PC2 (Pearsons r -value of 0.70) derived from the

in vitro and ex vivo Raman studies. In both experiments, RS in combination with

PCA discriminated between irradiated MDA-MB-231 cells/tumours from unirradi-

ated controls, through expression of the bands represented in PC2. In our previously

published in vitro study we did not report a trend in PC1 with radiation dose, as was

found in this ex vivo Raman study.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.4: Comparison of principal components derived from Raman
spectra of in vivo irradiated MDA-MB-231 tumour xenografts and cells
irradiated in vitro. Principal component 1 (a) and 2 (b) isolated in the current
ex vivo Raman study (black trace) is overlaid with the corresponding component ob-
tained in the previously published in vitro study (red trace) using the MDA-MB-231
cell line. In vitro results were derived from PCA on a Raman data set of MDA-MB-
231 cells cultured and irradiated in vitro to doses of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 30 and 50 Gy as
presented and described previously by our group [132]. Ex vivo Raman study used
MDA-MB-231 tumours irradiated to 5, 10 and 15 Gy, in vivo. PC1 from this ex vivo
Raman study is highly correlated (Pearsons r -value = 0.96) to PC1 from the in vitro
experiment, as is PC2 (Pearsons r -value = 0.70).

8.5 Discussion

We have demonstrated the application of RS in combination with PCA to identify

radiation induced biochemical changes in human breast adenocarcinoma (MDA-MB-

231) xenografts. Dose dependent changes in spectra were tracked at days 1 and 3. At

both time points, the principal components isolated from the data sets were highly

correlated. Importantly, this suggests that cellular content fluctuations, chemical

changes due to radiation exposure, background variation and tissue composition are

shared characteristics among breast adenocarcinoma xenografts between day 1 and

3.

Radiobiological responses detected by both PC1 and PC2 in this study can be clas-

sified into three major classes of biomolecules: nucleic acid, lipid and protein. PC1

identified radiation induced increases in phenylalanine, tryptophan, adenine, guanine,
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thymine and β-sheet linked amide bands relative to various protein and lipid C-C, C-

H, C-N/O bands and α-helix linked amide protein bands at day 1, with the opposite

occurring at day 3. Previously published results have linked PC1 to cellular content

variation with progression through the cell cycle [266]. PC1 isolated in the current

ex vivo Raman study significantly correlates to this previously identified component

and therefore may give insight into cell cycle phases in the tumour. In particular, the

statistically significant shift in median PC1 score in the 15 Gy population at day 1

suggests that a larger proportion of cells are in the S phase for irradiated tumours,

according to previously published Raman and cell synchronization studies [266]. Cells

in S phase are most radioresistant [264]; therefore, it is expected that after radiation

exposure there could be a larger proportion of cells in S phase within the tumour.

Since the cell doubling time for MDA-MB-231 has been reported to be between 27.78

and 29.92 hours [308], we could expect that at day 1 after treatment, irradiated tu-

mours have maintained synchronization into S phase and have progressed one cycle

of cell division back into S phase.

At day 3 the median PC1 score for both 5 and 15 Gy tumours has become more

negative than for the unirradiated controls, suggesting increased expression of protein

and lipid C-C, C-H, C-N/O bands and α-helix linked amide protein bands relative

to phenylalanine, tryptophan, adenine, guanine, thymine and β-sheet linked amide

bands. These findings have been observed in other studies where a negative PC score

is correlated with features pertaining to cells in G1, with some cells in G2 and fewer

cells in S phase [266]. Following from this, the majority of irradiated cells on day 3 are

synchronized into G1 phase. Therefore, it is possible that PC1 presented in this study

is tracking cell cycle synchronization with more cells in the radioresistant S phase at

day 1 and in G1 phase at day 3 compared to unirradiated tumours. However, further

studies to fully assert this observation are required, and are beyond the scope of the

current work.

Comparison of PC1 score trends reported in this ex vivo Raman study to those

previously published for the MDA-MB-231 cell line in vitro was also performed. PC1

did not show any appreciable trend with radiation dose in vitro, but did show such

a trend in this ex vivo work (Figure 8.2). While the reason for this discrepancy is

unclear, it is possible that the cell cycle related changes represented by the spectral

features expressed in PC1 may be unique to tumour response kinetics when exposed

to radiation in vivo, rather than in vitro cell cultures. This possibility is supported
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by similar trends that we observed in a comparable PC score identified for NSCLC

(H460) tumours irradiated in vivo [287].

PC2 identified a radiation induced increase in specific protein bands (tryptophan, pro-

line, phenylalanine, β-sheet amide bands) relative to nucleic acid (adenine, guanine,

thymine, cytosine and DNA backbone), protein (α-helix amide bands, C-N bands)

and lipids (C-C and C-H) in tumours exposed to 15 Gy but not 5 Gy (Figure 8.3).

PC2 was found to be highly correlated to a previously reported component from an

in vitro study in which the spectral features were also found to arise from radiation

doses of 6 Gy or higher [132]. These spectral features have not yet been linked to a

specific biological process. Vilalta et al. have shown that MDA-MB-231 cells increase

secretion of granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GMCSF) when ex-

posed to doses above 4 or 5 Gy [309]. GMCSF is a glycoprotein that has been linked

to tumour cell migration and self-seeding [309]. Further studies linking the protein

features contained in PC2 to specific protein increases, such as GMCSF, would be

valuable.

Both PC1 and PC2 contain spectral features linked to specific amino acids (trypto-

phan, phenylalanine, proline), as well as spectral features linked to general protein

structure (e.g., β-sheet and α-helix amide bands). Tryptophan and phenylalanine

have a propensity towards β-sheet secondary structure, and both PC1 and PC2 found

that the spectral bands of these two amino acids were positively correlated with β-

sheet spectral bands. While there is not enough information in this study to determine

if there is a link between the amino acid bands and general protein structure bands

isolated in the PCA results, it is possible that they are linked.

Importantly, since NOD/SCID mice lose both their T- and B-cell responses, an aspect

of the overall response to radiation is lacking in this murine model. This lack of

immune response may mean that the dominant Raman spectral signatures observed

in the current murine model differ from what would be observed in the case of an intact

immune system. While this is the case, the fact that RS can identify a biochemical

response to radiation, as demonstrated in this study, is highly valuable.

Taken together, the results presented here demonstrate the applicability of RS to

differentiate between irradiated and nonirradiated human breast adenocarcinoma

xenografts. Previously published work addressing the use of RS to identify signatures

of radioresponse in cancer tissue have been limited to NSCLC. To our knowledge, the
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current work demonstrates for the first time that RS is not limited solely to NSCLC,

and is in fact applicable to breast adenocarcinoma. Furthermore, we show that RS is

not limited to the identification of carbohydrate-based biochemical changes, as was

found for NSCLC [287]. Indeed, this report demonstrates both a common and unique

component to the biochemical nature of the radiation response signature between

breast and NSCLC xenografts. Specifically, the cell cycle-related set of spectral fea-

tures identified in the current study appears to commonly trace radiation exposure in

both NSCLC [287] and breast tumour xenografts. However, this study also identifies

an additional unique radiation induced signature in breast adenocarcinoma (PC2)

that involves protein, nucleic acid and lipid spectral bands.

8.6 Concluding statement

The importance of this study is underscored by the varied clinical responses to ra-

diation therapy in breast cancer patients. These heterogeneous effects may be due

to both spatial and temporal changes in the disease across dose and time. Here, we

extend on previously reported findings to show that human breast adenocarcinoma

xenografts that are irradiated show distinct biochemical and temporal evolution of Ra-

man spectral features. Several physiological changes measured within the tissue were

found to be linked to radiation exposure. These included molecular changes linked to

cell cycle alterations as well as other protein, lipid and nucleic acid driven molecular

changes that could be tracked at days 1 and 3. While the biological consequences

of these Raman spectral transformations to radiation exposure require further inves-

tigation, this work emphasizes the utility of a Raman spectroscopy-based approach

to identify potential new combinatorial strategies that may enhance the benefits of

radiation treatment for breast cancer.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

This dissertation presents key steps towards implementation of Raman spectroscopy

(RS) in radiation oncology. Distinct signatures of radiation response in human lung

and breast tumour xenograft models were identified, investigated over various time

points and linked to key radiation response factors for tumours. Taken together, this

work asserts RS as a valuable technique for measuring radiation response in tumours.

Further, clinical implementation of RS was explored through the investigation and

development of Raman microfluidic systems.

Radiation induced accumulation of glycogen was found to occur in human non-small

cell lung cancer (NSCLC) tumour xenografts exposed to doses of 5 and 15 Gy. This

work presented the first application of RS to study radiation response signatures in

tumours that were irradiated in vivo. Metabolic fluctuations as measured by changes

in glycogen content using RS were found to vary, with an initial radiation induced

reduction in glycogen at 2 hours post treatment. A subsequent and stable increase

in glycogen was tracked with RS from 1 day up to 10 days post treatment. This

work shows that RS is sensitive to radiation induced metabolic alterations in NSCLC

and can track these changes for several days following treatment, facilitating appli-

cations to track radiation response in patient biopsies which may not be attainable

immediately after irradiation.

Further, glycogen Raman signatures were found to be correlated to tumour regres-

sion and hypoxic status of the tumour. In particular, elevated levels of hypoxia as

a result of an acute radiation exposure (2 hours post treatment) were found to be
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associated with low glycogen levels. In contrast, increased glycogen levels were found

to be associated with tumours that are regressing and reoxygenation within the tis-

sue. Therefore, we show that RS offers a label-free and non-destructive (to tissue)

technique for monitoring radiation induced metabolic alterations within the tumour

as a result of oxygenation status of the tissue.

This technique was also applied to human breast adenocarcinoma tumour xenografts,

and indicated a radiation induced Raman spectral signature linked to protein level

alterations at 1 and 3 days following exposure to 15 Gy doses of radiation, but not 5

Gy. These results emphasize that RS is not limited solely to monitoring metabolism-

based radiation responses, as found in NSCLC. Further, the nature of the radiation

response Raman signature is dependent on the disease type, and gives macroscopic

insight into the primary molecular mechanisms of radiation response for that disease.

Clinical implementation of single cell RS through development of a Raman microflu-

idic platform was also investigated. Candidate substrate materials were studied for

their suitability in microfluidic applications with RS and engineering technicalities for

developing the devices were investigated. Both a pure MgF2 system and a Parafilm-

MgF2 system were found to produce reasonable spectral quality for applications of

RS in radiobiology studies.

Taken together, RS is a valuable technique for measuring distinct radiobiological

responses in human tumour xenografts that may be linked to relevant intra-tumoural

factors for radiation resistance, including hypoxia (in the case of NSCLC). Several

key directions of investigation should be pursued moving forward. Full assertion of

RS for clinical implementation to measure radiation response in patients will rely on

validation in human specimens. Therefore, clinical trials investigating the ability of

RS to detect radiation response signatures either in vivo or based on patient biopsies

should be pursued. Further, the immune response has the potential to influence

Raman signatures and should be investigated. This work demonstrates the value of

RS for radiobiological studies, offering a unique view into the molecular response of

biological systems to radiation exposure. As such, there are several valuable avenues

of applications of this technique for radiobiology investigations moving forward.

Raman spectroscopy can be used to monitor radiation responses in tumours, pro-

viding key insight into the driving factors of radiation response mechanisms in this

complex environment. These signatures of radiation response provide valuable infor-
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mation as a step towards monitoring and predicting radiation response in individuals

during radiation therapy, ultimately leading towards a clinically amenable technique

for personalization of radiation therapy.
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Assignment

Raman shift Protein Lipid Carb.
(cm−1)

482 Glyc.
580 Glyc.
729 C-N hg. [97]
815 O-P-O [97]
850 Glyc.
940 Glyc.
980 C-C hg. [97]
1042 Glyc.
1083 Glyc.
1129 Glyc.
1240 Am. III rc. [97]
1245 Am. III β [97]
1274 Am. III β [97] =CH def. [97]
1284 Am. III α [97] =CH def. [97]
1297 CH2 tw. [97]
1338 Glyc.
1385 Glyc.
1447 CH def. [97] CH def. [97]
1465 CH def. [97] CH def. [97]
1661 Am. I α [97] C=C str. [97]

Table A.1: Raman peak assignment for radiation induced component (PC1) in
H460 tumour xenografts of Cohort A. Only main contributors of a band are listed.
Abbreviations: Glycogen (glyc), head groups (hg), Amide (Am), random coil (rc),
beta sheet (β), deformation (def), alpha helix (α), twist (tw), stretch (str).
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Assignment

Raman shift Nucleic Acid Protein Lipid

(cm−1)

668 G,T [262]

716 Cho. [262]

729 A [97] Tryp. [97]

784 T [97]

825 Cho. [141]

937 C-C bk. str. α [97]

1004 Phe. [97]

1047 Phe. [262]

1066 C-N str. [97] C-C str. [97]

1080 C-N str. [97] C-C str. [97]

1087 C-C str. [97]

1127 C-N str. [97] C-C str. [97]

1180 Phe. [262]

1210 Phe., Tryp. [97]

1272 =CH def. [262]

1284 Am. III α [97] =CH def. [97]

1031 CH2 tw. [97]

1328 G [97]

1338 Tryp. [142]

1342 A, G [97]

1365 T [262] sym. str. CH3 [97]

1374 A,G [310] Tryp. [142]

1450 CH def. [97] CH def. [97]

1460 CH def. [97] CH def. [97]

1576 A,G [310] Tryp. [142]

1607 Phe. [97]

1621 Tryp. [97]

1659 Am. I α [97] C=C str. [97]

1740 C=O ester [97]

Continued ...

Table A.2: Raman peak assignment for cell cycle component (PC2) in H460 tumour
xenografts of Cohort A. Only main contributors of a band are listed.
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Table A.2 continued ...

Assignment

Raman shift Nucleic Acid Protein Lipid

(cm−1)

Table A.2: Raman peak assignment for cell cycle component (PC2) in H460 tumour
xenografts of Cohort A. Only main contributors of a band are listed. Abbreviations:
Guanine (G), Thymine (T), Choline (Cho), Adenine (A), Tryptophan (Tryp), back-
bone (bk), stretch (str), alpha helix (α), Phenylalanine (Phe), Amide (Am), defor-
mation (def), twist (tw), symmetric (sym).
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Appendix B

Principal Component Band

Assignments in Non-Small Cell

Lung Cancer Metabolism Study
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Assignment

Raman shift Nucleic Acid Protein Lipid Carb.
(cm−1)

479 Glyc.
580 Glyc.
726 A [222]
784 C,U ring str. [311]
810 O-P-O [97]
850 Glyc.
940 Glyc.
955-994 d. [312] C-C str. [312] C-C [97]
1002 Phe. sym. rb. [97]
1042 Glyc.
1082 Glyc.
1129 Glyc.
1178 Phe. ring str. [313]

Tyr. [224]
1249 T [312] Am. III β [97]
1297 A [96] CH def. [96] CH2 tw. [97]
1335 Glyc.
1382 Glyc.
1442 CH def. [97] CH def. [97]
1659 T,C,G [312] Am. I [312]

Table B.1: Raman peak assignment for radiation induced component (PC1) in
H460 tumour xenografts of Cohort C. Only main contributors of a band are listed.
Abbreviations: Glycogen (Glyc), Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Uracil (U), stretch (str),
deoxyribose (d), Phenylalanine (Phe), symmetric (sym), ring breathing (rb), Tyrosine
(Tyr), Thymine (T), Amide (Am), beta sheet (β), deformation (def), twist (tw),
Cytosine (C), Guanine (G).

Assignment

Raman shift Nucleic Acid Protein Lipid Carb.

(cm−1)

666 G,T [222], [312]

714 Cho. [222]

714 C-N str. [115]

Continued ...

Table B.2: Raman peak assignment for cell cycle component (PC2) of H460 tumour
xenografts in Cohort C. Only main contributors of a band are listed.
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Table B.2 continued ...

Assignment

Raman shift Nucleic Acid Protein Lipid Carb.

(cm−1)

726 A [222]

784 U,C [115]

855 O-P-O str. [97] tyr. r.b. [222]

927 C-C bk. α [142]

1004 Phe. sym. rb. [222]

1071 C-N str. [97] C-C str. [222]

1134 C-N str. [97] C-C str. [97, 222]

1178 DNA/RNA Phe. ring str. [313]

ring vib. [313] C-H bd. Tyr. [97,313]

1235 Am. III rc. [97]

1272 Am III α [97, 142]

1297 Am. III α [97] CH def. [97]

1338 CH3CH2 wg. [115]

1373 T [222]

A,G [312]

1438 CH2 def. [222]

1577 A,G [222]

1618 Tyr. [311]

Tryp. [115]

1659 Am. I α [115] C=C str. [115]

1682 Am. I β [142]

Table B.2: Raman peak assignment for cell cycle component (PC2) in H460 tumour
xenografts of Cohort C. Only main contributors of a band are listed. Abbreviations:
Guanine (G), Thymine (T), Choline (Cho), stretch (str), Adenine (A), Uracil (U),
Cytosine (C), backbone (bk), Phenylalanine (Phe), symmetric (sym), ring breath-
ing (rb), Deoxyribonuclease (DNA), ribonuclease (RNA), vibration (vib), bending
(bd), Tyrosine (Tyr), Amide (Am), random coil (rc), alpha helix (α), wagging (wg),
deformation (def), Tryptophan (Tryp), beta sheet (β).
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Appendix C

Principal Component Band

Assignments in Breast Cancer

Study

Assignment

Raman shift Nucleic Acid Protein Lipid Carb.

(cm−1)

668 G,T [222,312]

716 Cho. [222]

728 A [97] Trp. [97]

783 U,C,T rb. [97]

O-P-O sym. str. [224]

817-900 O-P-O str. [97] Tyr. [222,311]

1001 Phe. rb. [97,313]

1047 Phe. [262] C-O str. [97]

1053-1090 C-N str. [97] C-C [222] C-O str. [97]

1128 C-N str. [224]

C-C str. [222]

1180 Phe., Tyr. [224]

1212 Phe., Tyr. [222],

Continued ...

Table C.1: Raman peak assignment for MDA-MB-231 tumour xenograft (Cohort
B) cell cycle component (PC1). Only main contributors of a band are listed.
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Table C.1 continued ...

Assignment

Raman shift Nucleic Acid Protein Lipid Carb.

(cm−1)

Am III [224],

Tryp. [97]

1235 T [312] Am III β [312]

1269 Am. III α [142] CH def. [97]

1296 CH2 def. [311]

CH2 tw. [142,222]

1337 A,G [97] CH def. [97],

Tryp. [142]

1377 A, G, T [222]

1439 CH2 def. [222]

1455 CH2 def. [142] CH2 def. [142]

1577 G,A [222] Tryp., Phe. [142]

1618 Tyr., Tryp. [97]

1658 Am. I α [142] C=C [142]

1682 Am. I β [142]

1743 C=O [142]

Table C.1: Raman peak assignment for MDA-MB-231 tumour xenograft cell cycle
component (PC1) of Cohort B. Only main contributors of a band are listed. Ab-
breviations: Guanine (G), Thymine (T), Choline (Cho), Adenine (A), Tryptophan
(Tryp), Uracil (U), Cytosine (C), ring breathing (rb), symmetric (sym), stretch (str),
Tyrosine (Tyr), Phenylalanine (Phe), Amide (Am), alpha helix (α), beta sheet (β),
deformation (def), twist (tw).
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Assignment

Raman shift Nucleic Acid Protein Lipid Carb.

(cm−1)

497 G,T [222]

670 G,T [222]

706 Tryp. [314]

728 A rb. [222]

761 Tryp. [222]

782 C rb.,T [96],

U str. [311]

854 Tyr. rb. [96,115]

Prol. [115]

922 C-C str. Prol. [115] Lact. acid [115] Gluc. [115]

939 C-C str. Prol. Glyc. [115]

C-C str. Val.

C-C str. α bk. [115]

1004 Phe. sym. rb. [222]

1034 Phe. C-H bd. [115]

1063 C-N str. [97] C-C str. [222]

1096 PO2 bk. [222]

1126 C-C str. [222]

C-N str. [313]

1161 C-O vib., C-O vib.,

COH def. [142] COH def. [142]

1237 T [96] Am. III β [96, 142]

1255 C,A [312] Am III α [142,222]

1301 DNA/RNA CH2 tw. [313]

rv. [313]

1335 A,G [97] CH2, CH3

CH2, CH3 wag. [142]

wag. [142]

1370 Tryp. [142] CH3 sym. str. [97]

1404 COO− sym.

1404 str. [142]

1424 A,G [96] CH3 asym. def.,

CH2 bk. [222] =CH def. [142]

Continued ...

Table C.2: Raman peak assignment for radiation induced component (PC2) in
MDA-MB-231 tumour xenografts of Cohort B. Only main contributors of a band are
listed.
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Table C.2 continued ...

Assignment

Raman shift Nucleic Acid Protein Lipid Carb.

(cm−1)

1444 DNA rp. [96] CH2 bd. [115] CH2 bd. [115]

1486 G,A [224]

1549 Tryp. [115]

1577 G,A [222]

1656 Amide I α [142] C=C str. [142]

1679 Amide I β [142]

Table C.2: Raman peak assignment for MDA-MB-231 tumour xenograft radiation
induced component (PC2) of Cohort B. Only main contributors of a band are listed.
Abbreviations: Guanine (G), Thymine (T), Tryptophan (Tryp), Adenine (A), ring
breathing (rb), Cytosine (C), Urasil (U), stretch (str), Tyrosine (Tyr), Proline (Prol),
Lactic Acid (Lac. acid), Glucose (Gluc), Glycogen (Glyc), Valine (Val), alpha helix
(α), backbone (bk), Phenylalanine (Phe), symmetric (sym), bending (bd), vibration
(vb), deformation (def), Amide (Am), beta sheet (β), ring vibration (rv), twist (tw),
wagging (wag), asymmetric (asym), ring pucker (rp).


